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Abstract
We propose new constitutive equations that capture the low-temperature
hyperelastic response of cubic-symmetry single crystals up to large volumet-
ric and deviatoric deformations in the region of stability of the equilibrium
crystal phase. For the first time, we combine the formalism of continuum
mechanics invariant theory with the predictive capability of quantum me-
chanics to model the hyperelastic response of cubic crystals. We use a com-
plete and irreducible basis of strain invariants to capture the symmetries and
non-linearities of the crystal and quantum mechanics calculations to access
all the required materials properties. The approach builds on mathemat-
ical theories originally developed in the 70s and 80s by Boehler, Spencer,
Zheng and Betten, among others, and on the use of quantum mechanics, as
implemented in Density Functional Theory (DFT), to solve the governing
Schrbdinger equations.
The proposed constitutive equations enable a unique understanding and
an accurate prediction of local elastic fields in cubic-crystals, using a fully
general continuum approach, under extreme conditions that are of current
scientific interest: response to shock-waves, nano-indentation and loading of
ultra-strength materials. We report excellent results obtained in the pre-
diction of the hyperelastic response of aluminum, C-diamond and silicon
single-crystals. In particular, for the class of problems pertaining to defect-
free single crystals, our approach allows the characterization of the contin-
uum non-linear response of the crystal without the construction of empirical
4atomic potentials.
We discuss the accuracy expected in the prediction of crystal elastic con-
stants using DFT. We highlight the outstanding results obtained for elements
such as aluminum, C-diamond and silicon and the still unresolved difficulties
in the prediction of the shearing elastic constant C44 of early transition metals
such as niobium and vanadium. Finally, we discuss the use of DFT methods
to predict crystal properties based on electron-phonon coupling, such as the
superconducting critical temperature Tc.
Thesis supervisor: David M. Parks
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
To my parents

What follows is closely linked to what precedes;
it is not a procession of isolated events, merely obeying
the law of sequence, but a rational continuity. Moreover,
just as the things already in existence are all harmoniously
coordinated, things in the act of coming into existence
exhibit the same marvel of concatenation,
rather than simply the bare fact of succession.
- Marcus Aurelius (121-180)
Look beneath the surface: never let a thing's
intrinsic quality or worth escape you.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Certain applications require the understanding of the elastic response of sin-
gle crystals under largel elastic deformations. Noteworthy examples are the
local response of a perfect crystal that undergoes the loading of a nano-
indenter, the adiabatic response of a perfect crystal to a shock-wave, and
the mechanical response of ultra-hard materials. All these applications can
involve a non-linear elastic response that, in general, is highly dependent
on the crystal symmetry. In the case of nano-indentation, for instance, the
tip of the indenter deforms a localized region of the substrate's surface, and
the behavior of the material can be effectively modeled as the response of a
perfect crystal. Given the small dimensions of the indenter, it is possible to
sample regions of the material characterized by the absence of defects 2, i.e.,
local regions where the crystal is perfect.
Highly non-linear elastic fields are also experienced in regions surround-
'We distinguish our interpretation of "large elastic deformations" from the one nor-
mally used to identify entropy-based elastomeric responses, often characterized by several
hundred per cent in strain. In this work, we refer to large elastic deformations of crys-
tals where the entropy contributions are negligible and the constitutive description of the
elastic response is purely energy-based.
2The absence of defects that could be mobilized by sufficiently large stress is a necessary
condition to achieve large elastic deformations in a crystal.
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ing dislocations and crack tips, albeit with large intrinsic gradients on the
scale of lattice spacing. Here, the non-linear elastic response of the crystal
can possibly influence the dynamics of the defect propagation. Moreover, the
elastic components of stress/strain fields in the immediate surrounding of a
material inclusion can be also characterized by strong non-linearities [81].
The mechanical behavior of materials, e.g. aluminum silicates, undergo-
ing large compressive states is also very important in the fields of geophysics
and high-pressure physics. In this regard, the combination of computational
studies and advanced experimental initiatives such as, for instance, the Na-
tional Ignition Facility [41] at LLNL that aims at generating shock-less com-
pression of metals up to 2000 GPa, has the potential to advance the current
state of the art in the field.
In general, the description of the mechanical response of a single crystal
under extreme conditions is complicated by multiple factors. Firstly, in most
materials large deviatoric deformations trigger the motion of dislocations or
the onset of twinning. Therefore, the material response is not purely elas-
tic, and models accounting for the plastic behavior of the material must be
adopted. On the other hand, it is also known that a few ultra-hard mate-
rials show a non-linear elastic behavior up to large deviatoric deformations
before experiencing a dissipative behavior. The diamond structure of carbon
(C-diamond) is one outstanding example.
Secondly, even in the presence of a crystal capable of withstanding large
volumetric and deviatoric strains3 without triggering plasticity or reaching
the limit of stability of the crystal phase, to our knowledge no example of
practical continuum models have been proposed in the literature. One reason
lies in the limited amount of available experimental data on the non-linear
elastic properties of crystals that forces practical models to generally rely
3Here, by large deformations we intend volumetric compression of 30-40% or more,
volumetric dilations up to 10% and deviatoric strains up to 15-20%.
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upon simplified constitutive equations. Hence, more complex models that
aim at describing the non-linear elastic behavior and anisotropy of crystals
inevitably suffer from the lack of many of the required material properties.
Another reason, this time theoretical, is the objective difficulty in modeling
the interplay between large elastic deformations and the symmetry of a crys-
tal.
In this regard, very rigorous and extensive work on the theory of elastic-
ity applied to single cubic crystals under large deformations is present in the
literature, see for instance [137, 145, 17, 146, 168]. The mathematical theory
relies on the use of complete and irreducible bases of joint strain invariants
and on the concept of structural tensors to capture the symmetries of the de-
formations and the corresponding work-conjugate stress measures. However,
so far these models have known little fortune in applications because of the
inaccessibility of all the needed material parameters experimentally. Here
is a clarifying example: Under small elastic deformations, the linear elastic
response of a cubic crystal requires the definition of a quadratic strain energy
density function characterized by three material properties4, for instance, the
bulk modulus5 B. and the elastic shear moduli C' and C44. On the other
hand, a strain energy density function that aims at describing the mechanical
behavior of the crystal under large volumetric and deviatoric deformations
requires the introduction of further material properties that describe the
dependence of the three elastic constants Bmn, Cu1 and C44 (or equivalent
combinations of them) on pressure (or volume change) and are descriptive
4Any combination of three elastic constants involving C44 and two among C11 , C12, C'
and Bm is sufficient to describe the linear elastic response of a cubic crystal.
5 In the literature, the definition of the bulk modulus Bm of a material is not unique.
Here, we define Bm in the context of small strains as
1 1trc
Bm = --
where o and e are the stress and strain tensors, respectively.
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of the constitutive non-linearities that emerge at larger deviatoric deforma-
tions. In general, experiments provide information on the elastic constants
of the crystal in the absence (or moderate presence) of hydrostatic loading
and on the pressure-dependence of the bulk modulus Bmn. At large pres-
sures, the latter is usually derived from experimental p - V curves obtained
from diamond anvil cell experiments; see for instance [109]. In some cases,
acoustic wave-speed measurements can provide information of the pressure-
dependence of the elastic constants but, in general, such measurements can
be carried out only up to moderate pressure values. However, all together
such information is not sufficient to build an accurate continuum model that
captures the response of the crystal under large deviatoric deformations.
In our work, we propose the use of modern quantum mechanics computa-
tional tools, in particular first-principles methods as implemented in density
functional theory (DFT), to compute all the material properties necessary to
build a complete elastic continuum model that captures elastic non-linearities
and that takes into account the cubic symmetry of the crystal.
DFT-based simulations provide for the description of fundamental me-
chanical behavior of materials with a scope that is often inaccessible to phys-
ical experiments. They give access to extremely highly-compressed or dilated
states and, for instance, to isochoric deviatoric deformations not easily repro-
ducible experimentally. In general, DFT calculations allows the evaluation of
total energies, Cauchy stresses and phonon dispersion curves associated with
any arbitrary deformation imposed on the crystal. Above all, homogeneous
deformations are easily accessible because of the limited size of the atomistic
unit-cell required to model an ideal crystal. Conversely, non-homogeneous de-
formations necessitate larger unit-cells to effectively capture the deformation
gradients and, in DFT, this can rapidly lead to system sizes not manageable
from a computational point of view. Even so, DFT is a unique tool capable
of extending our understanding of the non-linear elastic response of crystals.
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In Chapter 2, we provide background on the theory of hyperelasticity, the
concept of stress/strain measures and the analytical treatment of the con-
version between different stress/strain measures. We proceed by exposing
and summarizing the state of the art of continuum models describing the
elastic response of isotropic and cubic crystalline materials under imposed
large deformations, and we introduce the theory of invariants that was ex-
tensively used in this work. Finally, we propose and describe a new joint
strain invariant-based constitutive model that is suitable to model the hy-
perelastic response of cubic single-crystals.
In Chapter 3, we give a brief account on the DFT methods used in this
thesis. We describe the major approaches used to solve the Schr6dinger
equations of a many-body system, and we highlight the respective advan-
tages and disadvantages. We continue by describing the current techniques
used to evaluate the phonon dispersion curves, and other dynamical prop-
erties, of crystals using DFT. We conclude the chapter by presenting the
quantum mechanical theory of stress and its connection with the classical
continuum approach used to evaluate the stress in a material.
In Chapter 4, we present the hyperelastic response of the ideal aluminum
single-crystal based on our proposed hyperelastic constitutive equation and
DFT calculations performed using the Quantum-ESPRESSO suite of codes.
We explain the procedure used to include DFT data within the continuum
description of the crystal and we conclude by providing a comparison be-
tween the new proposed model and a state of the art benchmarking model.
In Chapter 5, we describe the hyperelastic response of the ideal C-diamond
single-crystal based on our proposed hyperelastic constitutive equation. We
highlight the presence of sub-lattice shifts within the crystal structure, their
dependence on imposed deformations, and the homogenized continuum ap-
proach that we adopted to account for them. We continue by presenting
finite element simulations of C-diamond nano-indentation based on the hy-
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perelastic constitutive equation presented in this thesis, and by comparing
the predicted elastic fields with those obtained using a widely-adopted con-
stitutive model. Finally, we show how the proposed constitutive equation
can be used to predict relaxed configurations of the crystal (using a Newton-
Raphson iterative process) and bypass direct DFT calculations.
The complexity of existing materials easily surpasses our modeling capa-
bilities and, as a consequence, we are forced to envision simplified descrip-
tions of the materials that can be handled analytically and support them
with phenomenological models that create a bridge between simulated and
real materials. The advent of Density Functional Theory and the constant in-
crease of CPU availability is now allowing a better microscopic understanding
and modeling of materials. For instance, nowadays it is common to predict
lattice parameters, ground state structures, elastic constants and thermal ex-
pansion parameters of perfect crystals. However, the prediction of the lattice
parameters and the elastic constants of some elements of the periodic table
is still inaccurate and stands out as an open unresolved problem. In Chapter
6, we present an extensive study on the accuracy of the elastic constants of
niobium, and other early transition metals (V, Ta, Mo), using DFT. We show
the sensitivity of the predicted elastic constant on the approximations to the
exchange-correlation energy term, e.g., LDA and GGA, and on other relevant
parameters associated with some of the latest features of DFT methods.
In Appendix A, we describe the hyperelastic response of the ideal silicon
single-crystal based on our proposed hyperelastic constitutive equation and
DFT calculations. We highlight similarities and differences with the hyper-
elastic response of the C-diamond single-crystal.
Finally, in Appendix B, we provide a brief account on the prediction of
the superconducting critical temperature Tc of the aluminum single-crystal.
We show how density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) codes based on
pseudo-potentials and plane-waves can evaluate phonon-mediated electron-
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electron interactions over the entire Brillouin zone in bulk materials, i.e.,
the microscopic basis of low temperature superconductivity according to the
Eliashberg-Migdal theory. We show that, even in the case of aluminum, fully
converged calculations are often unattainable because of the required dense
samplings of the Fermi surfaces and limitations in the available CPU time.
We conclude by noting that the reformulation of the problem using maxi-
mally localized Wannier functions can potentially restrict the time-consuming
part of the calculation to the determination of the phonon frequencies via
linear perturbation DFPT and allow the evaluation of the electron-phonon





In general, the description of the mechanical response of a single crystal un-
der extreme conditions is complicated by multiple factors. Firstly, in most
materials large deviatoric deformations trigger the motion of dislocations or
the onset of twinning. Therefore, the material response is not purely elas-
tic, and models accounting for the plastic behavior of the material must be
adopted. On the other hand, it is also known that a few ultra-hard materials
show a non-linear elastic behavior up to large deviatoric deformations before
experiencing a dissipative behavior.
Secondly, even in the presence of a crystal capable of withstanding large
volumetric and deviatoric strains1 without triggering plasticity or reaching
the limit of stability of the crystal phase, to our knowledge no example of
practical continuum models have been proposed in the literature. One reason
lies in the limited amount of available experimental data on the non-linear
elastic properties of crystals that forces practical models to generally rely
'Here, by large deformations we intend volumetric compression of 30-40% or more,
volumetric dilations up to 10-20% and deviatoric strains up to 15-20%.
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upon simplified constitutive equations. Hence, more complex models that
aim at describing the non-linear elastic behavior and anisotropy of crystals
inevitably suffer from the lack of many of the required material properties.
Another reason, this time theoretical, is the objective difficulty in modeling
the interplay between large elastic deformations and the symmetry of a crys-
tal.
In this chapter and followings, we focus our attention on the non-linear
elastic response of cubic crystals such as aluminum, C-diamond and silicon.
We propose an invariant-based continuum model that relies on a volumetric
term characterized by a UBER2 -like functional form effectively described by
two material properties3 . This form is adequate to represent compressions up
to - 40 -50% in volume and dilations up to to ~ 10 -20% in the ideal single
crystals that we have investigated (aluminum, diamond and silicon). Clearly,
the magnitude of the volumetric deformations is limited, case by case, by the
region of phase stability of the specific crystal under consideration.
The deviatoric response of the model is based on deviatoric terms built
as a polynomial expansion of the strain invariants. The order of the ex-
pansion depends on the magnitude of the deviatoric deformations that need
to be described. Linear elasticity is fully accounted by merely second-order
2The semi-empirical Universal Binding Energy Relation (UBER) for metals was pro-
posed by Rose, et al., in 1983 [127] as a fit to a vast data-base of first-principles calculations.
According to the UBER, the total energy of any metal can be associated with the lattice
parameter of the crystal as
)- -a - _1
Ett(r) = -Ec 1+ a - 1exp \ro
where Ec = min(Etot(r)) is the binding energy, r is a measure of the interatomic separa-
tion, and a and ro are scaling parameters that collapse each specific material data onto
the unique universal curve.
3We have chosen to use a UBER-like functional form because of its accurate fitting of
the crystals' volumetric response as computed by DFT for the range of stability of the
crystals' phase. Alternative "equations of states" (pressure-volume relations), such as the
Vinet and the Birch-Murnaghan equations, could be used as well.
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deviatoric terms of the strain energy density function (or constitutive equa-
tion). Constitutive equations characterized by higher-order deviatoric terms
enable the capture of non-linearities of the elastic response that emerge in
the presence of progressively larger deviatoric deformations. In this work, we
consider deviatoric deformations up to - 20%, and we show that the mechan-
ical response under such conditions is accurately captured by a strain energy
density function, complete in deviatoric terms expanded to the fifth-power
of the strain tensor, that requires 35 material properties. Some of the results
presented in the following chapters for aluminum and C-diamond single crys-
tals will evidence the emergence, in certain cases, of deviatoric non-linearities
already at strain values of only 2-3%. Here, the higher-order terms of the
constitutive equation are instrumental in capturing such non-linearities.
Within the framework of an invariant-based polynomial representation
complete to the fifth-order in strain, the 35 material properties can be evalu-
ated straightforwardly by means of DFT tools4 . Conversely, the experimental
characterization of all the material constants would present serious difficul-
ties, and the accessible space of deformations would be limited. Therefore,
DFT-based simulations provide for the description of fundamental mechan-
ical behavior of materials with a scope that is often inaccessible to physical
experiments. They provide access to extremely highly-compressed or dilated
states and, for instance, to isochoric deviatoric deformations not easily re-
producible experimentally. In general, DFT calculations can provide total
energies, Cauchy stresses and phonon dispersion curves associated with any
arbitrary deformation imposed on the crystal.
In the following section, we will expose and summarize the state of the
4The choice of calibrating the invariant-based model to DFT data is not unique. Al-
ternative choices would consist in using data obtained from Embedded Atom Method
(EAM) and Augmented Embedded Atom Method (AEAM) calculations based on atomic
potentials. These methods are generally less accurate than DFT calculations but also com-
putationally more convenient and, therefore, capable of modeling systems characterized
by a larger number of atoms.
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art of continuum models describing the elastic response of isotropic and cubic
crystalline materials under imposed large deformations. Next, we proceed in
presenting a new joint strain invariant-based model descriptive of the hyper-
elastic response of cubic single-crystals.
2.2 General remarks on our modeling approach
The joint strain invariants-based continuum approach that we present in this
chapter aims at describing the non-linear elastic response of cubic crystals.
The validity and accuracy of the model are limited to the region of stability of
the cubic phase of the crystals under examination. The approach is based on
the use of strain invariants and structural tensors that are specific to describe
the symmetry of the chosen reference crystal. Therefore, imposed deforma-
tions that cause a phase-change from cubic symmetry to a non-cubic one, for
instance the hexagonal close-packed (hep) configuration, cannot be captured
by the form of the constitutive equation that we propose. Specifically, the
constitutive equations that we propose for the ideal C-diamond, aluminum
and silicon crystals are built on continuum material properties obtained from
DFT calculations operated in the range of stability of the respective cubic
phases of the crystals.
The previous observation introduces the topic of stability in relation to
our continuum model. At any given deformation of the crystal, the concept
of stability coincides with that of equilibrium as long as there are no other
atomic configurations that are energetically more favorable under the imposi-
tion of the same boundary conditions. We limit our work on the constitutive
description of cubic crystals at zero temperature and we do not take into
account the role that temperature plays on the stability of a given crystal
phase. In summary, the constitutive equations that we provide in this work
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are strictly valid in the region of stability of the cubic phase of a crystal at
zero temperature. Furthermore, we do not investigate the presence of insta-
bilities driven by acoustic or optical phonon modes away from the center of
the Brillouin zone (IF - point). Otherwise stated, the only instabilities that
we consider are those associated with acoustic phonons in the long wave-
length limit that correspond to the softening of an elastic constant to zero.
Considerations on the stability of single crystals are present in the litera-
ture. Elliott, et al., [40, 39] discussed the stability of crystalline solids using
multi-lattice kinematics and comparing different stability criteria, such as the
"phonon-stability" criterion [22] and the "homogenized-continuum" criterion
[35, 68, 119, 15]. The authors also proposed the new "Cauchy-Born" criterion,
a new continuum treatment based on the kinematics of multi-lattices which
includes uniform deformations and sub-lattice shifts. Recently, Liu, et al.,
[85] studied the stability of crystals by adopting an hyperelastic framework
and two energy-based lattice stability criteria, i.e., the A criterion proposed
by Li [84] and based on the works of Hill [60] and Rice [122], and the soft
phonon criterion.
In simple cubic crystals where the basis of the Bravais lattice is made of
only one atom, e.g., aluminum, no optical phonons are present, and the in-
stabilities can only be driven by acoustic phonons. In this case, DFT ground
state energy calculations, that require the imposition of the unit-cell struc-
ture as an input, will not provide any information on the stability of the
crystal. The evaluation of the phonon dispersion curves corresponding to
the deformed configuration is required. If the calculation is accurate, the
presence of zero or negative phonon frequencies is indicative of a crystal in-
stability.
In the case of cubic crystals characterized by a Bravais lattice with a
multi-atom basis, e.g., C-diamond and silicon, a subgroup of crystal insta-
bilities can be individuated by performing simple ground energy calculations.
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By allowing the relaxation in the relative positions of the atoms of the basis
under any imposed deformation of the Bravais lattice, the presence of sud-
den discontinuities in the calculated total energies (or in the corresponding
Cauchy stress) is indicative of a crystal instability. These discontinuities can
be clearly seen in the total energy and Cauchy stresses plots that we in-
clude in Chapter 5 for the case of C-diamond under isochoric triclinic shear
imposed deformations.
2.3 Preliminary remarks on continuum
hyperelasticity
In continuum mechanics, the motion of a body B is defined by the smooth
function X(X, t) that assigns to each reference material point X of the body
and time t a deformed spatial point x such that
X = X(X, t). (2.1)
The function X(X, t) is called the deformation of the material point X
at time t, and the region of the space occupied by the body B at time t is
called the deformed body at time t.
The deformation gradient F is a tensor field that at a fixed time t is
defined as
axFaxx()= , (2.2)
with the implication that
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J t detVX(X) > 0
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(2.3)
because two material points cannot occupy the same spatial point at a given
time. The deformation gradient F is descriptive of both the local deformation








V = R U R T,
detF = detR detU = detVdetR,
where R is an orthogonal tensor5 (a rotation), and U and V are positive-
definite symmetric tensors referred to as right and left stretch tensors, re-
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spectively. Correspondingly, the right and left Cauchy-Green deformation
tensors C and B are defined as
C = U 2 = FTF = RT BR, (2.9)
B =V 2 = FT F = RCRT. (2.10)
The Cauchy-Green deformation tensors C and B are useful quantities
in continuum mechanics because they can conveniently be used to construct
strain measures descriptive of the deformed state of the body. A familiar ex-
ample is the Green-Lagrange strain measure, here denoted E(2), and defined
by
E(2)(U) =-(C - 1) =(-FF - 1) =-(U2 - 1), (2.11)
2 2 2
where 1 represents the second-order identity tensor.
In this thesis work, we will concentrate on the study of large elastic defor-
mations of ideal crystals. From an energetic point of view, the constitutive
behavior of a body (a crystal in our case) is described by the Helmholtz free
energy
W = U - TS, (2.12)
where U is the internal energy, T is the absolute temperature, and S is the
entropy of the body B. At T = 0, the Helmholtz free energy 7H coincides with
the internal energy U of the body, and entropic effects are absent. Therefore,
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in the absence of thermal excitations, the constitutive behavior of a body B
is described by the dependence of the internal energy U on the deformation
imposed on the body6 .
In case of purely elastic deformations, the elastic strain energy Eel of the
body B is defined as
Eel (U) = J Wel(U) dV = VoWe(U) = AU(U) = U(U) - U(1), (2.13)
where U(U) is the internal energy of the body at a generic deformed con-
figuration described by the right stretch tensor U, and U(1) is the internal
energy of the body at its stress-free reference configuration (U = 1). Eq.
(2.13) implicitly states that the elastic strain energy (and consequently the
elastic strain energy density) of the body is zero at its reference configura-
tion.
In this thesis, we evaluate the elastic strain energy of the body from first-
principles total energy calculations. Precisely, we rely on the energy balance
condition
Eel(U) = AEtot(U) = Etot(U) - Etot(1), (2.14)
where the "total energy", Etot(U), in the terminology common in the field
of solid sthate physics, ultimately corresponds to the internal energy U(U).
The strain energy density function Wel can be formally expressed as a
6 It has been demonstrated on the grounds of quantum mechanics that vibrational con-
tributions to the internal energy U are present also at zero temperature. These contribu-
tions go under the name of zero-point motion effects. In general, the energetic contribution
of zero-point motion to the low-temperature physical properties of matter is negligible ex-
cept for the case of light elements such as, for instance, hydrogen.
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function of different kinematic quantities descriptive of the deformation ap-
plied on the body such as the deformation gradient F, the right and left
stretch tensors U and V, and the right and left Cauchy-Green deforma-
tion tensors C and B. Given the fact that rigid-body rotations generate no
contribution to the energy of a body, it is convenient to express the elastic
strain energy density function Wei in terms of rotation-free kinematic quan-
tities such as U and V. In particular, Wei can be expressed in terms of the
generic strain measure E = f(U). In fact,
Wei(U) = Wei [f (U)] Wei (E). (2.15)
Our approach consists in formulating a strain energy density function
We(U) based on the right stretch tensor U as kinematic variable. By choos-
ing a suitable strain measure E = f(U), we can then rewrite Wei(U) as
We, (E), a form convenient for evaluating the derivatives of the strain energy
density with respect to the strain tensor E.
2.3.1 Strain measures in continuum mechanics
The deformed configuration of a solid corresponds to a well-defined state
that is independent of the chosen reference frame and its initial configura-
tion. However, the strain field associated to a deformed state is not unique.
Firstly, we note that the choice of the reference configuration can vary. In
fact, a given strain state can be measured with respect to the ground state of
the solid, i.e., the state corresponding to the minimum energy, or, depending
on the type of analysis envisioned, with respect to any arbitrary reference
state. Secondly, once an opportune reference configuration has been chosen,
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a strain measure still needs to be defined by a rule 7 that connects the de-
formed configuration to the reference one. The choice of the rule is also not
unique. In summary, associated with the choice of reference configuration
there is a unique deformation gradient F, but this unique two-point tensor
field can be associated with many different measures of strain and their cor-
responding fields.
A family of well-known strain measures is represented by the Seth-Hill
strain measure functions E(m) = 1 (U' - 1) , for m C Q+ (Q+ represents
the set of positive rational numbers). In particular, E = lnU when
m = 0 [131]. Examples of the Seth-Hill strain measures are reported in Table
2.1.
Table 2.1: Examples of Seth-Hill strain measures.
m E(m)(U) = m-'(U" - 1) Name
0 E 0 )(U) = ln(U) Logarithmic or Hencky strain measure
I E(l)(U) = U - 1 Biot strain measure
2 E (2) (U) = 1(U 2 - 1) Green-Lagrange strain measure
In continuum mechanics, the choice of different strain measures leads to
different definitions of work-conjugate stress measures. Some examples of
stress measures are the Cauchy stress, the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress, the
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress, etc. The choice of the strain (stress) measure
is not unique, but once chosen it implicitly states the definition of the stress
(strain) measure through the satisfaction of the work-conjugacy condition.
More generally, the rate of work for unit current volume material (W) equals
the rate of change of the internal energy for unit current volume material
7A mathematical expression that connects the reference and the deformed configura-
tions in a one-to-one correspondence. The expression can be either linear or not.
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(U/V). By recalling that Eer(U) = AU(U) = U(U) - U(1) from eq. (2.13)
and expressing the elastic strain energy as a function of the generic strain
measure E, we have
Eel (E)
Ee -e, (E), (2.16)JVe
and
ei(5) = :We: = ': ,
BE
where T is a stress measure. Eq. (2.17) is the necessary condition that a
strain measure E and a stress tensor T must satisfy in order to be work-
conjugate.
2.3.2 The logarithmic strain measure
For certain applications of hyperelasticity, the Hencky strain measure E =
lnU, where U is the symmetric right stretch tensor, represents a convenient
choice. In fact, a generic right stretch tensor U by polar decomposition can
be factored into
U =J3ij, (2.18)
where J = detU = detF and detU = 1. Consequently, the Hencky strain
measure can be expressed as
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E = 1nU = 1n(JU) - nJ1 + inU = -(trE)1 + E, (2.19)
3  3
with the advantage of mapping the multiplicative factors contributing to U
into corresponding additive hydrostatic and deviatoric tensor terms in the
strain space8 . This choice is very convenient for the construction of a sim-
plified strain energy density function describing the constitutive behavior of
a material with cubic symmetry. In this way, pressures generate only volu-
9
metric changes and no deviatoric deformations
The choice of a particular strain measure requires some care because the
mapping rule that connects the deformed configurations to the reference one
brings in a well-defined mathematical structure. Indeed, the Hencky strain
measure E = nU introduces a non-linearity in the (E, U) correspondence
associated with the choice of the logarithmic function. Anand [3] has shown
that the choice of the Hencky strain measure, in combination with the classi-
cal quadratic strain energy density function Wei in the context of infinitesimal
isotropic elasticity, gives good agreement with experiments for a wide class of
materials up to moderately large deformations. Therefore, the non-linearities
introduced by the logarithmic strain measure favor a good description of the
mechanical behavior of the materials under consideration.
8In fact, tr(linU) = 0. This can be easily demonstrated by taking the principal values
Aj, i = 1, ... , 3, of U and knowing that det(U) = 1. It follows that
detU = - A2 -A = 1
and
lin(detU) = lnX1 + in 2 + in 3 = tr(inU) = 0.
9This statement does not hold true in case of crystals characterized by lower symmetry.
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For our purposes, we adopt the logarithmic (Hencky) strain measure in
the context of large hydrostatic and deviatoric deformations in single crystals
characterized by cubic symmetry such as aluminum, C-diamond and silicon.
The results presented in the following chapters of this thesis document that
the choice is appropriate. In particular, the choice of the logarithmic strain
measure is pivotal in obtaining a strain energy density function We1 charac-
terized by well-behaving coefficients for the higher-order terms in the strain
invariant basis.
In the following subsection, we will describe the procedure required to
build the logarithmic strain tensor E starting from the convenient spectral
representation of the right stretch tensor U.
2.3.3 Construction of the symmetric right stretch ten-
sor U and the corresponding logarithmic strain
tensor E
The Hencky strain measure E = inU is a measure of the strain state associ-
ated with a generic symmetric right stretch tensor U. The logarithmic strain
the strain tensor is often represented in the crystal cube-axes orthonormal
basis {ai}, i= 1, ... , 3, such that E({ai}) = j(ai -Eaj)ai 0 aj, where the
operator 0 indicates the outer product of two vectors (or tensors).
Alternatively, the right stretch tensor U can be expressed in a spectral
form. In particular, we will be using the spectral representation
U= J U=J(Ami 9 mi + A-Pm 2 0 m 2 + AP-1m 3 m), (2.20)
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where we have separated the volumetric part (J), from the deviatoric part
of the tensor and introduced the principal basis reference frame {mi}, i =
1, ..., 3. Here, J = detF = detU, and the parameters A and p define the
purely deviatoric contribution to the deformation. In this representation,





The logarithmic strain tensor E is readily computed as
1
E = 1nU = -- InJ1 + inA [(mi 0 mi) - p(m 2 0 m 2 )3 + (p - 1)(m 3 9 m 3 )],(2.22)
and the logarithmic deviatoric strain tensor E as
E = lnU = lnA [(mi1 o i) - p(m 2  im 2 ) + (p - 1)(m 3  im 3 )]. (2.23)
Here, the purely hydrostatic component of E = lnU is fully captured by
the J factor. Precisely, the spectral representations proposed above are
strictly valid only when each of the tensors U, E, and E has three distinct
eigenvalues. In case of eigenvalue degeneracy, the formulations (2.20), (2.22)
and (2.23) are ill-defined because of the indeterminacy of the eigenvectors
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associated with the degenerate eigenvalues.
An alternative spectral representation of U that treats the problem of
eigenvalue degeneracy rigorously is
U = EAjUi, (2.24)
where n is the number of distinct eigenvalues of U. When n = 3, i.e.,
A, # A2 # A3 , we have
U = A1 U1 + A2 U 2 + AU 3 , (2.25)
where Uj = mi 9 mi, i = 1, ..., 3.
When n = 2, i.e., A, # A2 = A3 , we have10
U = A1U1 + A2 (1 - U1 ), (2.26)
where U1 = mi & mi, and, by (2.28) U 2 = 1 - U1 .
Finally, when n = 1, i.e., A = A1 = A2 = A3 , we have
U = A1. (2.27)
In general, the the following properties of Uj, i = 1, ... , n, are always
satisfied:
i0 The spectral decomposition of any symmetric tensor having only one (n =1) triply-
degenerate eigenvalue A is of the form Al; under the further constraint detU = det(Al)
1, that eigenvalue must be A = 1.
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n
1 = Ui, (2.28)
i=1
and
UiUj= U ifi=j (2.29)
0 if i -f J.
By adopting an analogous representation for the deviatoric right stretch
tensor U, and substituting the U2 tensors with the corresponding Uj tensors,
the spectral representation of E becomes
n
E = Af(\i)U, (2.30)
i'=1
a form that holds valid independently of the degree of degeneracy of the ten-
sor eigenvalues.
2.3.4 Conversion between different stress measures
The concept of strain is used to quantify how much a given deformed config-
uration differs locally from a rigid body displacement. In our work, we will
choose the ground state (stress-free) configuration of the crystal as reference
state and denoted it as U = 1. We will also use the logarithmic (or Hencky)
strain measure, i.e., the Seth-Hill strain measure corresponding to m = 0,
extensively.
Once the strain measure has been defined, the corresponding stress mea-
sure T is derivable via work-conjugacy according to eq. (2.17). Specifically,
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the work-conjugate stress tensor T is obtained by differentiating We with
respect to the strain tensor E. In general, the material configuration that
is actually under load is the current configuration of the solid, and the cor-
responding Eulerian stress tensor at any material point is usually referred
as the Cauchy stress tensor T. This is also the stress measure normally
computed by modern codes based on DFT via the generalized virial theorem
[106, 105].
By expressing Hill's principal axes technique [61] in a coordinate-free
form, Norris [108] has provided a generalized framework to connect the work-
conjugate stress T( to the Cauchy stress T when using the Seth-Hill strain
measures.
Following Norris, the rate of work per unit current volume of material c
is
tr(TD) = L, (2.31)
where D = sym(FF-1) is the stretching tensor, and F is the deformation
gradient. The rate of work per unit current volume of material can be also
expressed with respect to the Lagrangian reference state as
tr(TE) = JW, (2.32)
where J = detF. In fact, for an elemental deformed region SV with a
corresponding reference volume 5V, we have
Vc = tr(TD)6V = tr(TE)Vo, (2.33)
and
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6VJ = detF = .
avo
(2.34)
The arbitrary strain measure E = f(U) is required to satisfy only the
conditions of monotonicity (f'(U) # 0) and the two Seth-Hill restrictions
[131]
f(1) = 0, (2.35)
(2.36)f'(1) = Vf (1)] = ][,
where Vf(U) is a fourth-order tensor function that will be described in
detail in section 2.3.5, and ]I is the fourth-order identity tensor mapping
second-order tensors in themselves. Once chosen, the strain measure uniquely
determines the work-conjugate stress measure T.
From eqs. (2.31) and (2.32) one can write
tr(tE) = Jtr(TD), (2.37)
where
= [Vf (U)]O, (2.38)
and eq. (2.37) can be rewritten as
tr(T[Vf(U)]U) = Jtr(TD). (2.39)
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The kinematic quantities U and D are also connected by the relation
(2.40)
where the operator Z acts as (X Z Y)Z XZYT, and X, Y, Z are three
11generic second-order tensors and 1 is the second-order identity tensor
In fact, the spatial velocity gradient L equals FF-1, which can be additively
decomposed into a symmetric component D, the rate of stretching, and a





"Here, (X X Y)-1 = (X 1 - Y- 1 ). In fact, if
(X Z Y)- 1A = (X- 1  Y -)A
then
(X Z Y)-A = X -1AY -T
and
A = (X Z Y)X-AY -T = XX-AY -TYT = A.
We also note that
Moreover,
(X Z Y)(A Z B) = (XA) Z (YB), as shown by Rosati [126].
(UZ 1 + 1 ZU)-1 = 1 (A + A)- 1 Ui Z Uj,
i,j=1
as demonstrated by Jog [69], where the the tensors Uj, i = 1, ..., n, and the eigenvalues Ai
of U are thoroughly described in section 2.3.5 of this thesis.
(2.41)
(2.42)
O = 2(U Z 1 + 1 Z U)-'(U Z U)RTDR,
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By recalling that F = RU and R- 1 = RT, L and D can be written as
L = RR- 1 + ROU-R-1
D = I R(OU- 1 + U-U)RT.
2
UU-1 + U-1 O = UU-T + U-lU = U(U- 1OU~TT +1(U-lUU-T)UT,
(2.45)
where
U-lUUT = (U-1 M U-1 )U (2.46)
and therefore
OU- 1 + U- 1 O = U(U- U-T1T + 1(U-&U-T)UT
= (U z 1 + 1 r U)(U z U)- w.
By combining eqs. (2.44) and (2.48) and rearranging we have
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and
T() = (U 0 1 + 1 Z U)S, (2.51)2
where T(1) is the Biot stress tensor associated with the Biot strain measure
previously defined in Table 2.1, and
S = JF-TF-T - T(2) (2.52)
is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor conjugate to the strain Green-
Lagrange measure E(2 ) defined in Table 2.1.
By using the definition of the Z operator, the Biot stress tensor can also
be written in the following form
1
T)= -(US + SU). (2.53)2
Eqs. (2.50), (2.52) and (2.65) represent the rigorous one-to-one con-
nection between the stress tensor T and the Cauchy stress tensor T under
the condition of work-conjugacy and the use of an arbitrary strain measure
E = f(U). In particular, the use of Hill's principal axes techniques provide
the connection between the measure-dependent work-conjugate stress tensor
T and the Biot stress tensor Tl).
From an operative point of view, two steps still need to be clarified. The
first one consists in evaluating the Vf(U) and [Vf(U)]- 1 fourth-order ten-
sor functions. This step is explained by Norris [108], and we summarize it
in subsection 2.3.5. The second one consists in evaluating the second Piola-
Kirchhoff stress tensor from the knowledge of the Biot stress tensor Tl), i.e.,
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solving eq. (2.53) for S. In this case, an effective approach to the solution is
provided by Rosati [126], and it will be explained in subsection 2.3.6.
A closer inspection of the procedure explained above provides the mathe-
matical condition that differentiates the case of isotropic materials from cubic
symmetry crystals. The discriminant is the tensor US + SU appearing in
eq. (2.53). Materials characterized by isotropic symmetry always satisfy the
condition
US = SU, (2.54)
as tensors U and S share common spectral forms. Such property immediately
leads to




T1PK -RT = JTF-T, (2.56)
where T1PK is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, a non-symmetric stress
measure tensor affiliated to the reference configuration.
In materials characterized by cubic symmetry, eq. (2.54) is not always
automatically satisfied. The relation holds true in the case of pure volumet-
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ric, orthorhombic12 , and mixed volumetric and orthorhombic deformations.
2.3.5 Evaluation of the tensor gradient function Vf(U)
and its inverse
Following Norris [108], the gradient of the tensor function f(U) is a fourth-
order tensor f(U) E Sym where Sym is the space of symmetric tensors.
Here, Vf(U) is defined by
1
Vf (U) = lim -[f(U + eZ) -f(),
E-+0 c
(2.57)
where Z E Sym.
subsection 2.3.3
By using the spectral representation of U described in
n
U=Z AiUi; 1n<3, (2.58)
where n is the number of distinct eigenvalues of U, and the corresponding
spectral representation of the generic strain measure E = f(U) is
E = f (Aj)Uj, (2.59)
we can write
Vf (U) = ZGiJ Ui Z Uj,
i,j=1
(2.60)
1 2 We denote as orthorhombic all those deformations that preserve the angles of the
crystal lattice vectors but not the crystal shape.
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where




f'(Ai) if i = j.
Similarly, the inverse tensor function [Vf(U)]- 1 is defined as
n
[Vf(U)] 1 = gij Ui Z U3 , (2.62)
i,j=1
where f Ai - A if i j,f (Aj) - f (Aj)'
gij =-(2.63)1 fif i = j.f '(Ai)
In particular, Norris notes that the definition of [Vf(U)]- 1 is not mean-
ingful when f'(A) = 0. However, this pathological case is always avoided
since f(U) is a strain measure function and is intrinsically monotonic.
2.3.6 Solution of the tensor equation US + SU = 2T(
Rosati [126] provides an operative approach to the solution of the tensor
equation
AX+XA=H, (2.64)
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where A, X and H are second-order tensors. The solution for X in terms of
known tensors A and H holds true under the hypothesis of a symmetric non-
singular A tensor which does not have two eigenvalues equal in magnitude,
but opposite in sign. Without this assumption, the uniqueness of the solution
is not ensured for every H. For our purposes, the tensor A corresponds to
the non-singular and positive-definite right stretch tensor U, and a unique
solution of the tensorial equation (2.64) can always be found. Furthermore, it
can be proven that the solution X is symmetric if and only if the tensor H is
symmetric. In our problem, the tensor H corresponds to the symmetric Biot
stress tensor T(1) and the tensor X to the symmetric second Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensor S.
The solution of the corresponding tensor equation
US + SU = 2T(1) (2.65)
according to Rosati's formulation is
S = [(IJ2 + IIv)T(1 ) - (U 2T(') + T() U 2 )
(2.66)
+UT(1 )U + IvIIIU-1 T(1 )U- 1],
where
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Iu = trU, (2.67)
1
IIU = -[(trU) 2 - tr(U2 )], (2.68)2
IIU = detU, (2.69)
k = I IIu - IImu, (2.70)
and S is an isotropic function of U and Tl), linear in Tl).
2.3.7 Conversion from Oth-order Seth-Hill stress T(0 ) to
Cauchy stress T and vice versa
Up to this point, we have exposed the general methodology to convert a
generic work-conjugate stress measure T into a different stress measure by
referring to the works of Norris [108], Rosati [126] and Hill [61]. Here, we
specify the procedure for the case of the logarithmic work-conjugate strain
measure EC ) = ln(U) and the corresponding logarithmic work-conjugate
stress13
n
T(0) = [Vln(U)]- 1 T() = 3 [gij Ui X U3 ]T(l). (2.71)
i,j=1
For our purposes, we are particularly interested in converting the loga-
rithmic work-conjugate stress T(0 ) into the Cauchy stress T, and vice versa,
because this provides the connection between the stress measure evaluated
directly from the continuum model (work-conjugate stress) and that obtained
from DFT calculations (Cauchy stress).The procedure is summarized in the
"Calculated by differentiation of the strain energy density function Wei with respect to
the logarithmic strain tensor E(0).
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schematic below
(2.50) (2.51) (252)
T(0) T(1) S(= T() T, (2.72)
where the equation labels on top of the double arrows indicate the tensorial
equation required to operate the conversion.
Specifically, the expression for the Cauchy stress tensor T can be obtained




= F[(Ily + II)T( 1 ) - (U 2T 1 ) + T()U 2)
2kJ
+ UT(1 )U + IuIIIuu()T()U(-1 )]FT, (2.73)
where
T ) = [VlnU]T(0 ), (2.74)
and where the quantities k, Iu, IIu and IIIu have been defined in subsection
2.3.6. Conversely, the work-conjugate stress tensor T(0) can be evaluated
from the Cauchy stress tensor T via
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T-) = [V(lnU)]-TN1
(2.75)
= [V(inU)]- 1 -(U M 1 + 1 M U)S
12
(2.76)
[V(lnU)]-(U M 1 + 1 Z U)F-1 TF- T, (2.77)
2
or, equivalently,
T(-) = i [V(lnU)]-[UF-1TF-T + F-TF-TUT]. (2.78)
2
2.4 Constitutive models available
in the literature
In this section, we summarize a few relevant constitutive models available in
the literature. In particular, we will describe the isotropic and quadratic con-
stitutive model based on the Hencky strain measure proposed by Anand [3],
and the constitutive model based on the UBER form applicable to isotropic
materials undergoing moderately large volumetric and small deviatoric de-
formations, proposed by Gearing and Anand [47]. We will also provide a
description of the extensions to the Gearing and Anand model proposed by
Veprek, et al., [154, 155] to model isotropic materials undergoing both moder-
ately large volumetric and deviatoric deformations. In the following sections,
we will propose and explain in detail new constitutive models describing the
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response of cubic crystals. Firstly, we will introduce a model suitable to
capture large volumetric and small deviatoric deformations. Finally, we will
present a generalized constitutive equation that captures both large volumet-
ric and deviatoric deformations of the crystal.
The baseline quadratic constitutive equation descriptive of the elastic re-
sponse of isotropic materials is
1
Wei = -Bmol Itrel 12 + Gol Is||2, (2.79)2
where E = (U - 1) is the elastic strain tensor in the limit of small stretches
U, 1 is the second-order identity tensor, E = e - j(tre)1 is the deviatoric
part of the elastic strain tensor, and Go and Bm0o are the elastic shear and
bulk moduli of the undeformed material, respectively. Here, I Al 12 = tr(A 2 )
indicates the Euclidean norm of a symmetric second-order tensor A.
The assumption of material isotropy makes the constitutive model ap-
plicable to polycrystalline materials characterized by a random distribution
of single-crystal orientations as well as amorphous polymers and metals. In
this sense, the scale brought in by the continuum model homogenizes the
material features associated with grain boundaries and defects by relying on
measured elastic bulk and shear moduli.
The work-conjugate stress tensor o, which for infinitesimal elastic strains
and rotations coincides with the Cauchy and the Kirchhoff stress tensors, is
obtained by differentiation of the constitutive equation (2.79) with respect
to the elastic strain tensor e and is
_ Wei_
- = Bmo(tre)1 + 2Goz. (2.80)
BE
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If the Green-Lagrange measure E = I(C - 1) is chosen14 , then the
corresponding strain energy density function
Wei = Bmo||trE 2 )|| 2 + G|E I (2)|2 (2.81)2
leads to
&Wei ()l -()(-2S = (2) = Bmo(trE 2 |1 + 2Gok* , (2.82)
where S = T 2 is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, which relates to
the Cauchy stress tensor T via the relation (2.52).
The constitutive equation (2.81) based on the Green-Lagrange strain mea-
sure aims at describing the response of isotropic materials under large im-
posed deformations. However, the quadratic form on which it relies upon
and its dependence on only two material properties severely limit the range
of deformations that can be accurately described. Aware of these limitations,
Anand [3] extended the above constitutive equation to a form suitable for
large elastic volume changes by adopting the Hencky conjugate stress-strain
pair
E = -InC = 1nU = E ; (2.83)
2
14In the limit of small deformations the the Green-Lagrange measure E = (C - 1)
corresponds to the Hencky strain measure E(. In fact, the MacLaurin expansion of E( 2 )
is
C 1+ 2E( +0 [(E()2
and, to first-order,
E( = inU =inC ln(1 + 2E(2 ) =[2E (+ o(E()2]= E(.
2 2 2
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T(0) = JRT TR. (2.84)
If the Hencky strain measure E-0) = 1nU is chosen, then the correspond-
ing strain energy density function
We = -Bmo||trE() 1||2 + G|| (o)|112 (2.85)2
leads to
T() = 9E) = Bmo(trEC0 3)1 + 2GOE 0 ), (2.86)
where T(0) is the work-conjugate stress tensor, and T is the Cauchy stress
tensor. We note that the conversion from the Cauchy stress tensor T to
the stress tensor T(0) in eq. (2.84) is strictly valid only when the princi-
pal directions of the strain and the work-conjugate stress tensors satisfy the
commuting condition T(0)E(0) = ECO)TCO). If the commuting condition is
not satisfied, then the constitutive equation (2.85) is only accurate to the
first-order in the strain components. On the contrary, eq. (2.78) provided in
subsection 2.3.7 is exact under any imposed deformed configuration of the
crystal.
In his work, Anand showed that of the various Seth-Hill pairs to be con-
vected by baseline G and Bmo into isotropic quadratic form as small (but
not necessarily infinitesimal) strain, the Hencky (or 0th Seth-Hill) measure
is the most appropriate to capture the initial non-linearites to the highest
possible degree. In fact, the choice of other strain measures (for instance, the
Green-Lagrange strain measure in eq. (14)) within the context of isotropic
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hyperelasticity (at small strains) based on the two elastic constants G and
Bmo, leads to slightly differing and less accurate results.
Gearing and Anand [47] extended these previous models by introducing
the elastic free energy density
Wei BmT [ir 1- 1 - Ev)exp( - + GO||E|| 2, (2.87)
-1
E = E - -(trE)1, (2.88)
3
where E is the logarithmic Hencky strain measure, ev = trE, and -r is a
material parameter. In this model, the volumetric response is based on the
Universal Binding Energy Relation (UBER) proposed by Rose, et al. [127],
and the corresponding work-conjugate stress is
T()- " - BMOEvexp - 1 + 2GOE, (2.89)
8E _ r T
and T(0) again relates to T via eq. (2.84).
In essence, the formulation proposed by Gearing and Anand is based on
three independent material properties, and it is suited to describe isotropic
materials up to large volumetric strains but only modest deviatoric strains.
The need to capture the mechanical behavior of the material under large
volumetric changes (e.g., the phenomenological treatment of cavitation) was
motivated by the experimental evidence that hydrostatic tension plays an
important role in the nucleation of internal cracks in glassy amorphous poly-
mers. The constitutive model was formulated with the intent of capturing
the highly non-linear stress-strain behavior that precedes the yield-peak in
glassy thermoplastics, such as polycarbonate, up to large local elastic vol-
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umetric changes. However, the formulation was not intended to model the
physically relevant coupling between the volumetric and the deviatoric re-
sponse that emerges at large deformations.
R.G. Veprek, et al., [154, 155] proposed to extend the Gearing-Anand
model based on the use of the Hencky strain measure by introducing the
dependence of the shear stiffness on volume change. They used the UBER
relation to express the dependence of the shear modulus on volume change
by assuming that the Poisson's ratio p is constant and by using the definition
of the ground state shear modulus
2G 0 - 3Bmo(1 - 2pi) (2.90)
1 + yL
to express the volume dependence of the shear modulus G(e,) as
e= 3Bmo(1 - 2pi) e(G(ev) = Goexp -V M( - /t exp - - (2.91)
( -7-v 2(1 + p) ( 7
The definition (2.91) of the shear modulus G(Ev) is applicable only to
isotropic materials and the assumption of constant Poisson ratio is only ac-
curate depending on the particular material under consideration. MgO and
A12 0 3 are, for instance, materials in which the pressure dependence of the
Poisson ratio is very mild (0.001/GPa) [16].
The corresponding strain energy density function proposed by Veprek, et
al., is
Wei = Goexp ( " ||R|I 2 +BmoT1 - (I- E exp - I), (2.92)
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and the work-conjugate stress tensor T(0) is
8Wei ev Go||l 1112evT() 2Goexp - E + BmoEv - exp - - 1-OE TV TV TV
= 'l(0) + -(trT(0))1.3
(2.93)
The work-conjugate stress tensor is mapped into the corresponding Cauchy
stress tensor by the relation
T(0) = JRTTR. (2.94)
The hydrostatic part of the work-conjugate stress tensor T(0) is now cou-
pled to the deviatoric strain tensor by the term - E1I2exp( - a)1 in the
right hand-side ("rhs") of eq. (2.93) that introduces a quadratic dependence
of the pressure on the norm of the deviatoric strain tensor E.
2.5 Constitutive models applicable to
cubic-symmetry crystals
In this section, we propose extensions of the Gearing-Anand and Veprek, et
al., constitutive models to effectively describe crystals characterized by cubic
symmetry under both large volumetric deformations and moderately large
deviatoric stretches. In this regard, the elastic response of a cubic crystal
to any arbitrary deformation depends on the relative orientation between
the externally applied load and the distinguishable cube-axes of symmetry
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of the reference crystal. Furthermore, the extension to moderately large
deviatoric strains requires an adequate description of the corresponding non-
linear elastic response of the crystal. This also implies the correct description
of the coupling between the volumetric and the deviatoric response to the
applied external load. We will address all the above observations in the
following.
Our starting point is the constitutive equation descriptive of cubic crystals
in the range of infinitesimal strains e = (U - 1) where U is limited to
infinitesimal deformations. The formulation expressed with respect to the
cube-axes reference frame {ai}, i = 1, ..., 3, is
Wei = Bmos + C'||Ic|| 2 + C44I||c12 , (2.95)
where




c = 9 aj, j = a -Kaj, (no sum on i) (2.98)
i= 1
and
c= - ec. (2.99)
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Here, se indicates the 'diagonal' part of the deviatoric strain tensor Z,
while 21c denotes the 'off-diagonal' part. The corresponding work-conjugate
stress tensor is
DWe(
- - - Bmoevl + 2C' se + 2C 440s1c. (2.100)
In the previous section we showed how Veprek, et. al, extended the Gear-
ing and Anand constitutive equation to a model suitable to describe large de-
formations of isotropic materials. Here we extend and generalize the Veprek,
et al., model to crystals characterized by cubic symmetry. Later in this sec-
tion, we will reframe the constitutive equation into a strain-invariant form
that does not depend on a specific coordinate system.
The response of a cubic crystal to large volumetric and small deviatoric
deformations is accurately captured by the elastic strain energy density func-
tion
W oe = B i (2 1 _1 exp(-0J) + C'exp( - II.cI2
I TV TV.\ Tc/
+C 44 oexP " ||E)IPcil12, (2.101)
where E = lnU is the Hencky strain tensor, U is expressed with respect to
the cube-axes reference frame {ai}, i = 1, ..., 3,
Ev = trE, (2.102)
-1




Ec= Eia, 0 ai;
i= 1
Eii = ai, Eai, (no sum on i)
Eic =.E - Ec
such as, in the {ai}, i 1, ... , 3, basis,
E11 0 0




Eic =E12 0 E23
E13 E23 0
Here, EC indicates the 'diagonal' part of the deviatoric strain tensor E,
while Eic denotes the 'off-diagonal' part. In our notation
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|\E1||2 =|\Ec\|2 +\\1E xLc 11
= [(E 1 )2 + (E2 2)2 + (E33) 2] + 2[(E 12)2 + (E13)2 + (23) 2]
(2.109)
and
tr(EcBLc) = 0. (2.110)
This form of the strain energy density function We1 effectively introduces
a dependence on the three elastic constants Bmo,, C' and C44,, and on three
parameters rF, -rc and ric. These latter parameters describe the effective
volume dependence of the elastic constants Bm, C' and C44, respectively 5 .
In eq. (2.101), we separate the volumetric term from the deviatoric ones
by introducing the deviatoric strain tensor E. The corresponding work-
conjugate stress tensor becomes
15Here, a short aside on our conventional notation: by 'volume dependence of the elastic
constants' we do not imply 'pressure dependence of the elastic constants'. In fact, at
large deviatoric deformations, the contribution of the deviatoric deformation terms on
pressure becomes non-negligible and, consequently, the pressure does not depend anymore
on volumetric deformation only. Furthermore, every time we refer to strain energy density
functions (or Helmholtz free energy densities) we always imply a functional dependence
on strain but not on stress.
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T (0) %We [Bmoexp e) C',|| c2 exp(EVE . T) Tc Tc
-- oI _L 1 exp - -
TIC Tic)
+2C'exp( - PR
+2C 4 4oexP - R (2.111)
and it relates to the Cauchy stress T via eq. (2.94). As mentioned before,
this relation is strictly valid only when the principal directions of the strain
and the work-conjugate stress tensors are coaxial. If the condition of coax-
iality is not satisfied, then the relation is accurate to the first-order in the
strain components, while. eq. (2.78) remains exact.
We note that in this model the work-conjugate "pressure" p(o) -= itrT(0)
-3
is coupled to the deviatoric deformation-dependent terms associated with
the shear elastic constants C', and C440. The strain energy density function
(2.101) is well-suited to describe the elastic response of a cubic crystal up to
large volumetric deformations and small deviatoric deformations. The non-
linearities associated with large volumetric deformations are captured by the
presence of the Tn, Tc and Tic parameters.
The asymptotic behavior in the limit of infinitesimal elastic deforma-
tion of the strain energy density function (2.101) can be highlighted by the
Maclaurin expansion of the exponential terms in (2.101):
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exp - =1 - +0 ;TV TV \Tv/
exp - = +0 o (2.112)
Tc/ Tc \Tc/





BMOV -eV C'||EIc||12 1 eV C44o ||IExc||12 1 -V[Bmosv(1 - Sv ~I~I - I~ -- -- ] 1
1 TV Tc Tc TiLC TIC.
+2C' 1 - E c + 2C 44 0 1 -E- EIc
Tv Tc Tic
(2.113)
Eq. (2.113) shows that in the limit of infinitesimal deformations the ex-
ponential form of the constitutive equation (2.101) introduces second-order
corrections to the pressure due to the presence of the deviatoric strain terms,
as well as first-order volumetric corrections to the respective shear stiffnesses.
In many cases, it is preferable to have an expression of the strain energy
density function that does not depend explicitly on a specific coordinate sys-
tem, for instance one aligned with the cubic axes of symmetry of the unloaded
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reference crystal. Such an expression can be obtained by writing Wei as a
function of a suitable list of invariants, 1j, of the strain tensor instead of the
strain tensor components. In presence of small deviatoric deformations and
cubic symmetry, only three strain invariants are necessary. In the case of
isotropic materials, the three strain invariants that are normally used are
I1 = tr(E)
I2 = tr(E2 ) (2.114)
Is = tr(E3
This choice is natural because the strain invariants (2.114) are the ones
involved in stating the Cayley-Hamilton theorem for a 3 x 3 second-order
tensor. On the other hand, the choice of the strain invariants to be used
in a constitutive equation is not unique and, for the case of cubic crystals
undergoing small elastic deformations, the most natural choice is16
I1 = tr(E) = E,
I2 = |5c|| 12 (2.115)
14 = ||RiLcl|2
Eq. (2.10 1) is already implicitly written in the strain invariants' form but
is still tied to the cube-crystal coordinate system by the definition of 12 and
14 adopted in (2.115).
More generalized expressions can be written to relate the strain invariants
to components of the strain tensor expressed by adopting a generic orienta-
tion of the reference system with respect to the crystal axes of symmetry.
This approach relies on the use of the fourth-order structural tensor H in-
troduced by Boehler [18, 19] that, as demonstrated by Zheng and Spencer
16The deviatoric invariants 12 and 14 can be expressed in form (2.115) only when the
cube-crystal coordinate system is adopted.
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[171], is appropriate for the Oh symmetry group of cubic crystals and that
can be expressed as
3
H =Za 9 ai 9 ai 9 ai, (2.116)
or, equivalently,
3
H = Ai o9 A;, (2.117)
i= 1
where Ai = a (9 aj, and {aI}, i 1, ... , 3, is the orthonormal basis describing
the orientation of the crystal cubic axes of symmetry. In particular, the
outer product of a tensor A of order r and a tensor B of order s with
scalar components expressed in an orthonormal basis {ai} produces a tensor
C = A 0 B of order n = r + s with cartesian components
Cj1j2...jrk1k 2...kr = A112... j ,Bkik2... k.. (2.118)
The first three low-order strain invariants of the strain tensor can then
be expressed in the generalized form
Ii(E) = tr(E)
12 (E) = tr(E2) - H[E, E] (2.119)
14 (E) = H[E,E
where the expression H[X, Y] for the generic second-order tensors X and Y
and the fourth-order structural tensor H is
H[X, Y] = Y: H[X] = tr(YH[X]) (2.120)
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and
3 3 3
H[X] = Ai(Ai: X) = E Ai tr(AiX) = ( Ai(a -Xai). (2.121)
i=1 i=1 i=1
Our definition of invariants differs from the one adopted by Zheng and
Betten [170] reported below:
I* = tr (E)
I2* = tr (E2) (2.122)
I4l = H[E, E],
in that we have built invariants I2 and 14 starting from the deviatoric strain
tensor E instead of the strain tensor E. Furthermore, the structure of our
invariant I2 differs from Zheng's in that we prefer to highlight the connection
of 12 to the elastic constant C4 4 in the description of the work-conjugate
stress T(. We do this by defining I2 as a linear combination of the strain
invariants 12* and I4* used by Zheng and Betten, with the caveat that they
have been built on the deviatoric strain tensor E instead of the strain tensor
E. This operation is supported by the irreducibility of the Zheng and Betten
strain invariants basis, i.e., the linear independence of the strain invariants,
and does not introduce loss of generality. Furthermore, the strain invariants
I2 and 14 are both fully deviatoric in nature. This allows us to build an
invariant-based strain energy density function We1 in which the effects of the
volumetric and the deviatoric terms are clearly separated from each other.
The strain energy density function (2.101) can then be expressed in the
coordinate-free form
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Finally, T(0) can be written as
T(I) = Bo1exp(11 1+2C44oexp (i
\_ TV ) \ 71c
(E-H [R])+2C'exp -, H[E]
(2.127)
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repetition of a cartesian subscript index corresponds to the summation over
the values 1,2,3.
2.6 Extension of the constitutive model and
the invariant formulation to large devia-
toric strains
The strain energy density function (2.123) proposed in section 2.5 is built on
the six materials properties Bmo, C44,, C,, T-, -r, and r_c, and relies on the
three strain invariants I1, I2 and 14. The formulation is well-suited to de-
scribe large hydrostatic deformations and relatively small deviatoric strains
of crystals characterized by cubic symmetry. The capability to capture large
volumetric strains builds on the structure of the volumetric term that has
been chosen to reproduce the pressure dependence of the bulk modulus ac-
cording to the UBER formulation proposed by Rose, et al., [127] and sug-
gested by Gearing and Anand [47].
The volumetric component of the strain energy density function maintains
the analytical structure devised by Anand, et al.,17 but differentiates from
the latter in that we fit the two relevant material properties, Bmo and r0 , to
DFT calculations instead of using experimental values. Since the UBER for-
mulation is well-descriptive of the pressure-volume curves of many materials,
it emerges naturally that the form of the volumetric term chosen by Anand,
et al., fits also the DFT p - V data with accuracy. However, the current
formulation of the strain energy density function (2.123) does not capture
171n their work, Gearing and Anand adopted the UBER formulation as part of a phe-
nomenological approach to model cavitational failure. Their empirical evaluation of the
r, parameter aimed at identifying a critical point for cavitation but not necessarily an
accurate description of the p - V response of the material.
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the non-linear dependence of volumetric changes on large deviatoric strains
and the full non-linear coupling between the different modes of shear defor-
mations of the crystal at large deviatoric strains. In this regard, the strain
energy density function is characterized by a pure quadratic dependence on
the deviatoric strain components, and it captures the non-linearities of the
deviatoric stress components merely because of the logarithmic (non-linear)
nature of Hencky strain measure. As mentioned before, the adoption of the
Hencky strain measure enables a good description of the non-linear response
of some isotropic materials up to moderately large deviatoric strains, but
the results are not general, and the description normally falls short at higher
strain values.
In this section, we will present a strain energy density function We that
overcomes these limitations and enables a rigorous mathematical description
of the non-linear elastic behavior of a crystal that undergoes large volumetric
and moderately large deviatoric deformations. The key idea consists in in-
troducing an effective dependence of the deviatoric terms on large volumetric
and deviatoric strains into the current constitutive model framework.
There are at least three different approaches that can lead to such mod-
ifications. The first consists in keeping three independent invariants 1, I2
and 14 and in introducing an appropriate dependence of the elastic con-
stants C44 and C' on both the volumetric and deviatoric strains. In essence,
C44 = 044(E) and C' = '(E) should be treated as opportune functions
of the strain tensor E. Because of work-conjugacy, the above corrections
directly translate into a non-linear dependence of the work-conjugate stress
on the applied strain at large deformations. One drawback of this approach
consists in the difficulty of identifying functional forms for the dependence
of the elastic constants C44 (E) and C'(E) on the the strain tensor E or,
equivalently, on the strain invariants 1, I2 and 14.
The second approach consists in introducing new powers of the I1, I2 and
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14 strain invariants in the formulation of the strain energy density function to
provide a more general functional dependence, such as Wei = Wei(I1, 12, 14).
This approach is more general, but it comes with serious drawbacks. The
first one is an objective difficulty in identifying the powers of the invariants
that need to be introduced in the strain energy density function. The second
drawback, which is common to the first approach as well, is more formal and
relates to the choice of a complete and irreducible basis for the strain invari-
ants. The bases formed by the three strain invariants of the strain tensor E,
for instance {I} and {I}, j = 1, 2, 4, are irreducible but not complete. At
small elastic deformations, the incompleteness of the basis is not problematic
because the three invariants 11, I2, and 14 are sufficient to capture the sym-
metry of the deformation energy up to quadratic order. On the other hand,
the extension to large elastic deformations often makes these three invariant
bases inadequate. A complete basis, or at least a basis formed by a suffi-
ciently high number of invariants, is required to fully capture the symmetries
underlying the non-linear elastic response of the solid.
Finally, a third approach consists in extending the number of strain in-
variants used in the description of the strain energy density function to form
a complete and irreducible basis. This is the approach followed by Kam-
bouchev, et al., [72] in the context of crystal hyperelasticity, and on which
we rely upon to construct a new strain energy density function. In general,
non-linearities in the work-conjugate stress can be recovered by adding to the
list of the invariant basis new joint strain invariants characterized by order
higher than two in the strain components, and by including higher powers
of the joint strain invariants in the definition of the strain energy density
function. The next sections will be devoted to such undertaking.
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2.6.1 Invariant-based representations of tensor func-
tions
The symmetry of a crystal introduces restrictions in the form of the tensor
functions to be used in the definition of the crystal constitutive equation.
These restrictions become important when the constitutive equation aims
at describing the nonlinear elastic response of a crystal because of the non-
trivial coupling between crystal symmetries and nonlinearities. A solution
consists in using opportune representations for the tensor functions, i.e., a
complete and irreducible invariant basis, that allows the automatic satisfac-
tion of symmetry restrictions. This will be the focus of this section.
The modern theory of invariant-based representations of tensor functions
and its connection to nonlinear constitutive equations in continuum mechan-
ics originates from the work carried out by Rivlin [123] and Reiner [120, 121]
in the late '40s on finitely deformed isotropic and incompressible hyperelastic
materials and on nonlinear viscous fluids. In the following years, Rivlin and
Ericksen [125] and Spencer [145, 146] contributed with advancements in the
theory of representations applied to constitutive equations described by ten-
sor polynomials of arbitrarily high degree. The concept of integrity basis, i.e.,
a set of invariants of a generic tensor A that forms a complete and irreducible
representation basis, was developed and formally defined by Rivlin, Ericksen,
Spencer, Smith, Adkins, Pipkin, Wineman and others for any finite number
of symmetric/antisymmetric second-order tensors and vectors for the cases of
isotropy, hemitropy, five transverse isotropies, orthotropy and the 32 crystal
symmetries. In this regard, Zheng [169] noted that the commonly accepted
assumption that constitutive equations are tensor polynomial equations is
merely a mathematical convenience. Pipkin and Wineman [118, 166] proved
that complete representations for tensor polynomials can be regarded as com-
plete representations for tensor functions. This point is particularly relevant
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with respect to the continuum models presented in this thesis document be-
cause we have built a scalar strain energy density function Wei (constitutive
equation) characterized by both an exponential volumetric response (inspired
by the UBER form) and a polynomial expansion involving the deviatoric re-
sponse.
Zheng [169] also noted that the contribution of Pipkin and Wineman is
limited to the completeness of the representation bases and does not provide
information on the irreducibility of the bases. Indeed, complete representa-
tions for tensor functions based on the Pipkin-Wineman's theorem are rarely
irreducible.
Over the years, Cauchy [28], Rivlin and Ericksen [125], Rivlin [124], Pip-
kin and Rivlin [117] and Noll [107] have proposed various attempts to iden-
tify complete and irreducible representations for isotropic tensor functions.
General results for isotropic scalar-, vector-, second-order symmetric and
antisymmetric tensor-valued functions of any finite number of second-order
symmetric tensors, antisymmetric tensors and vectors in three-dimensional
space have been proposed by Wang [159, 160, 161, 162, 163], Smith [136, 137]
and Boehler [17]. Further simplifications and corrections of some of the pro-
posed bases have been subsequently suggested by Zheng [168], and Pennisi
and Trovato [114].
In 1978, Boehler [18, 19] contributed a fundamental advancement to the
theory of representations for tensor functions by adopting the concept of
a materially-embedded structural tensor (or anisotropic tensor), originally
proposed by Smith and Rivlin [139], and Lokhin and Sedov [86, 130], in for-
mulating the principle of isotropy of space. According to this principle, an
anisotropic tensor function is expressible as an isotropic one with the struc-
tural tensors acting as additional agencies. Here, the structural tensors play
an important role because they are the agencies containing the information of
the actual symmetry of the reference crystal. The fundamental importance
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of Boehler's contribution consists in proving that the already-available and
known isotropic tensor function representations could be used in conjunction
with the structural tensors as formal representations for anisotropic tensor
functions.
Two major consequences are that
1. constitutive equations of anisotropic materials can be formally expressed
in isotropic terms, where the anisotropy of the material is taken into
account by the presence of structural tensors that act as additional
agencies, and
2. the constitutive equations of anisotropic materials can be easily ex-
pressed in a coordinate-free (invariant-based) form.
Over the years, Zheng, Boehler and others used the principle of isotropy
of space to identify complete and irreducible representations for anisotropic
tensor functions in two- and three-dimensional cases. In particular, the con-
stitutive model that we present in this chapter is built on a slightly modified
version of the complete and irreducible strain-invariant representation for cu-
bic crystals belonging to the Oh crystal class (e.g., aluminum) presented by
Zheng [169].
In general, the number of strain invariants included in an integrity basis
depends on the symmetry of the crystal under consideration. Cubic crystals
can be subdivided into five cubic crystal classes [56]: T (Tetartoidal class), Th
(Diploidal class), 0 (Gyroidal class), Td (Hextetrahedral class) and Oh (Hex-
octahedral class). The strain-invariants that form a complete and irreducible
representation of the classes Th and Oh give also a full representation of the
three remaining cubic crystal classes. In fact, the representation for class T
corresponds to the representation for class Th, and the representations for
O and Td correspond to that for Oh. Within this context, Smith and Rivlin
[140] derived integrity bases for polynomial functions of a single second-order
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symmetric tensor for Th and Oh. In the 60's, Smith, et al., [142], Smith and
Rivlin [141], and Smith and Kiral [138, 751, contributed to a more detailed
understanding of the integrity bases of vectors and tensors for the Th and
Oh classes. Finally, Zheng and Betten [170] showed that the integrity bases
constructed by the previous authors were not irreducible function bases, and
proposed an operative method to obtain a complete and irreducible repre-
sentation to describe the Th and Oh cubic crystal classes.
Zheng and Spencer [171] used the fourth-order structural tensor H and
the sixth-order structural tensor S to describe the symmetry of the Oh crys-
tal class. In order to represent the Th crystal class, they also introduced an
additional fourth-order structural tensor ID. The two fourth-order structural
tensors ID and H read as
ID (A 2 @ A + A3  A 1 + A1 g A 2 ) (2.128)
- (A 2  A 1 + A 1  A 3 + A 3 9 A 2 ) (Th class)
H A 1 g A 1 + A 2 @ A 2 + A 3 @ A 3  (Oh class) (2.129)
where
Ai = ai o) a for i = 1,2,3
A 4 = a 2  a3 + a3  a 2  (2.130)
A 5 = a3 0 ai + a1 0 a3
A6 a1 a 2 + a 2 0 a1
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are built on the unit vectors of the crystal cube-axes basis {a} 18 . Here, we
note that {ai} must be necessarily the crystal cube-axes basis.
The sixth-order tensor S descriptive of both the Th and Oh crystal classes
can be derived from the fourth-order structural tensor D and reads
S = A 1 & A1  A1 + A2 & A 2 @ A 2 + A 3 0 A3 & A3  (2.131)
or, equivalently,
5ijklmn - Bijkrl~rlmn- (2.132)
The introduction of the structural tensors is motivated by the idea of
constructing complete and irreducible representations for scalar-valued and
second-order symmetric tensor-valued anisotropic functions of the second-
order symmetric tensor E for the Th and Oh classes by using complete and
irreducible representations for scalar-valued and second-order symmetric ten-
sor valued isotropic functions of {E, D} and {E, H}, respectively.
For our purposes, we need to identify a complete and irreducible joint
strain invariant basis from which to build a strain energy density function
Wei of a single cubic crystal. This corresponds to identifying a complete and
irreducible representation for a scalar-valued function of the strain tensor E
for the Oh class.
Zheng and Betten [171] proved that a complete and irreducible represen-
tation for scalar-valued functions of E for the Oh class is composed by the
18The second-order tensors Ai, i = 4, 5,6, do not formally appear in the definitions of
the higher-order tensors D and H but, together with Ai, i = 1, ..., 3, form a useful tensorial
basis for expressing a generic strain tensor E.
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following eight strain invariants:
Ii= tr(E)= E + E2 + E3
I2* =tr-(E2) = E2 +E22 +E32 + 2(E42+ E52+ E62)
3*= tr(E3 ) = E3 + E2 + E3 + 3[(E 1 + E 2 )E4 + (E1 + E3 )E5
+(E 2 + E3)E6] + 6E 4E5E6
I4* =H[E, E] = E 2 + E2 + E2
I* =H[E,E2 = E1(E + E +E 5 + E2(E + E + E6)
+E 3(E32 + E2 + E6)
I* = H[E 2, E 2] (E2 +E4 +E5)2 + (E2 +E +E6)2
+(E32 + E5 + E6) 2
I* = S[E, E, E] = E +E2 +E3










The proof of completeness is derived by following and extending the pro-
cedures used by Rivlin and Ericksen [125], Smith [137] and Zheng [168], and
the proof of irreducibilty is derived by following the reductio ad absurdum
approach proposed by Pennisi and Trovato [114].
At this point, we know the complete and irreducible invariant basis cor-
responding to all the cubic crystal classes. Our goal is the construction of
a strain energy density function for cubic crystals that belong to the Oh
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class characterized by a complete and irreducible joint strain invariant basis
formed by eight elements. As mentioned before, we have decided not to use
the same invariant basis provided by Zheng and Betten but an equivalent
one where I2 = 12* - I. Moreover, we build the first strain invariant I1 as
a function of the logarithmic strain tensor E, and the remaining seven joint
strain invariants {Ij, }, j = 2, ... , 8, as a function of the deviatoric strain ten-
sorE = E - }trE = E - 'I11.
Since our strain invariants are simple linear combinations of the invari-
ants included in the complete and irreducible basis set proposed by Zheng
and Betten, they do not produce any loss of generality.
We build the {I , }, j = 2, ..., 8, joint strain invariants from the deviatoric
strain tensor E using the logarithmic strain measure E = EM) = lnU in
order to maintain a clear separation in the volumetric and the deviatoric
components of the imposed deformation. Such separation is made possible
by adoption of the logarithmic strain measure and, for example, it would not
be possible if the Green-Lagrange strain measure E were used.
The coupling between the volumetric and the deviatoric response of the
crystal emerges from the structure of the strain energy density function that
is based on a power expansion in the eight strain invariants. In this regard,
the strain energy density function Wei is built on the UBER form for what
concerns only the volumetric response, and on a power expansion in the full
strain invariant space for the deviatoric response.
Our complete and irreducible joint strain invariant basis {I, }, j = 1, ... , 8,
reads
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I1=tr(E)= E1+E 2 +Es
I2 =tr(r 2) -H[,] 2(E2+ P2)
13 =tr(E) = E 3 + E2 + E+3[(E1+ E 2 )E 4+(E1 +E)EP
+(E2 + E3)E ]+6E4E5E6
I4= H[.EE]=EC2+E2 + E3
I=H[EE2] = 1(E 2 +EE 2 )+ P 2(E2 2+E+E 2 )
+E3(E3 + E + E)
16 = H [E2,E2] =('E2 + E4 +,e52)2 + ( E2 +,E4 + E62)2
+ (E32 + E52 + E62)2
I 7 =S[E,E,] =Ej+E±+E
S=S Ej(E2 + E + E2)2 + E(E2 + E + E2)2
+E3(E3 + P2 + _2)2
(2.135)
and the list can be subdivided in subgroups characterized by the order of the
strain invariant terms with respect to the strain tensor E. In particular, I1
is of order one in E, {12, 14} are of order two in E, {13,15, 17} are of order
three in E, and {16, Is} are of order four in E. This subdivision of the strain
invariant basis is important to generate a well-defined power expansion in
the strain invariant basis of the strain energy density function.
We construct the deviatoric terms of the strain energy density function
as a sum of progressively higher-order polynomial terms W,(IK), a = 2, ..., 5,
in the full strain-invariant basis {IK}, AC = 1, ..., 8, up to the fifth-order in the
strain components. Here, the subscript a depicts the degree of the energy
terms in the strain components. The only terms not included in the polyno-
mial expansion are the powers of the strain-invariant I1 taken by itself. In
fact, these terms are descriptive of a purely volumetric response. The second-
order deviatoric terms are grouped under the name W2 (12, 14). They do not
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depend on I1 because I2 and 14 are already invariants of order two in the
strain components and they do not depend on {13, I5 16, 7, 18} because each
of these invariants is already of degree greater than two. Similarly, all the
higher-order energy density terms can be written as combinations of the full
list of strain invariants and, in general, include both deviatoric-only terms
and mixed deviatoric and volumetric terms.
The corresponding strain energy density function for cubic crystals based
on eight joint strain invariants reads as
Wel = Wv (Ii) + W1/2(12, 14) + W3(I1, 12, I3, 14, I5, 17)
+W4(i, .. ,1) + W 5 (J1, ... , Is)
(2.136)
where19
19Remarks on the chosen notation:
Wi, i = 2, ..., 5, denotes the group of terms of order-i of the power law expansion in the
joint strain invariants;
'C' indicates the coefficients of the second-order terms;
'D' indicates the coefficients of the third-order terms;
'G' indicates the coefficients of the fourth-order terms;
'L' indicates the coefficients of the fifth-order terms.
The subscripts of the coefficients of the power law expansion terms denote the mixed
invariants used to generate the terms. Powers higher than one in the joint strain invariants
{Ii}, i = 1,...,8, are indicated by the repetition of the corresponding subscript. For
instance, G6 indicates a fourth-order term built on 16, G112 indicates a fourth-order term
built on the product of (I1)2 and 12, and G 22 indicates a fourth-order term built on (12)2.
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Wvo = Bmor I - (I + -e - -- ) ;
W2 = C440 I2 + C'I4;
W3= (D 212 + D 1 4 14 )I1 + D 3 13 + D 515 + D 717;
W4= G112II2 + G114I I4 + G131113 + G151115+ G171I7 (2.137)
+G616 + G818 + G22I2 + G44 I4 + G24124;
W = L1112I112 + L1114I1I + L113II3 + L115II5 + L117II7
+L 124111214 + L122I1I + L 144I1 I + L231213 + L251215
+L 2712I 7 + L431413 + L451415 + L4714I 7 + L161116 + L181118,
or, in the extended form,
We, BmoT - I + -I exp -I
+[(C44oI2 + C'I4)]
+[(D1212 + D 1414)11 + D 313 + D515 + D7 I7]
+[G112II2 + G114I I4 + G 131113 + G 151I5 + G17 1117  (2.138)
+G616 +G818 + G22I2 + G441 + G241214]
+[L1112I I2 + L1114I I4 + L113 1I3 + L115II5 + L117II7
+L 124111214 + L12211I2 + L144I1 I + L231213 + L2512I5
+L 271217 + L431413 + L451415 + L471417 + L161116 + L181118]-
An inspection of the structure of Wei evidences that the coupling between
volumetric and deviatoric terms emerges only from components of order three
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and higher in the strain tensor E. The range of small elastic deformations is
clearly well-described by the merely two terms W,,i and W2, both quadratic
in the strain components2 0
A regime characterized by possibly large volumetric strains and suitably
small deviatoric strains is effectively described by the three terms W,01 , W 2
and W3 21. In this case, W 3 introduces the volumetric dependence of the
deviatoric terms along with third-order deviatoric-only contributions linear
in 13, I5, and I7, respectively. Finally, a regime characterized by both large
volumetric and deviatoric strains requires the introduction of the higher-
order terms W4 and W5 .
The corresponding work-conjugate stress is
_W_ 8Wel 01- Wei 0I1 8Weip[2k'
TC OE = =OE = 1, -- + 'P 0_3 - (2.139)
j=1,8 j=2,8 -
or, equivalently,
OWE _ OWei OWei -
T(0) - W - B 1 + B. (2.140)
OE -N-7 j=2,8 7 -
where
2 0 W"o, is a mixed linear-exponential term. The lowest-order component of the corre-
sponding MacLaurin expansion is quadratic in I1.








and where Pd is a fourth-order deviatoric projection operator, 11 is the fourth-
order identity tensor, and 1 is the second-order identity tensor. In particular,




H[ 2] + +H[E]  H[E]
- 2(H[ 2 ]E +EH[2
- 3S[E, E] = 3(H[E]) 2
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In eqs. (2.142), the tensorial operations H[A] and S[A, B], where A and
B are two generic second-order tensors, are defined as H[A]ij = kHijAkl and
S[A, B]ij = SijklmnAkIBmn, respectively. Here, we have used the standard
notation where the repetition of cartesian subscripts corresponds to the sum-
mation over the values 1,2,3 (Einstein notation).
In the next chapters, we will apply the constitutive model presented here
to the cases of perfect aluminum and C-diamond crystals. All the material
parameters required by the model will be obtained from total energies and







In this chapter we briefly introduce Density Functional Theory (DFT) [62],
a computationally efficient first-principles method to solve the Schr6dinger
equations that govern the energetic properties of matter. A detailed account
of the theory is given by Martin [92]. In DFT, the properties of an electron
many-body system are evaluated starting from the spatially dependent elec-
tron density. In principle, both the ground and excited state properties of
molecular and solid state systems can be predicted in an exact way. In prac-
tice, only reasonable accuracy when compared to experimental data should
be expected because of the assumptions adopted in the solution of the gov-
erning many-body Schr6dinger equation and in the tradeoffs required to keep
the computational cost manageable. One advantage of using DFT instead
of other approaches based on the solution of many-electron wave functions,
such as the Hartree [57] and the Hartree-Fock methods [6], is mainly com-
putational. In fact, the CPU time required to solve a set of equations in
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the unknown of the spatial electron density is significantly lower than that
required by traditional approaches. This enables the possibility to study sys-
tems characterized by a larger number of atoms and, ultimately, it proved to
be the discriminant for the adoption of DFT methods over the Hartree-Fock
approach.
The price to pay when using DFT consists in the approximations intro-
duced to evaluate the exchange and correlation interactions of an electron
many-body system. All the terms in the Hamiltonian of the system can be
formally described by introducing functionals of the ground state electron
density [62]. However, the exact form of the functionals is not known. At
this time, one of the main research efforts of the DFT community is focused
on the determination of more precise functionals. Despite the fact that new
functionals are continuously being proposed, no one seems to be able to com-
bine good accuracy in the prediction of a broad range of material properties
together with computational efficiency. Indeed, the description of molecular
properties, van der Waals forces, charge transfer excitations, transition states,
band gaps in semiconductors and properties of strongly correlated systems is
still far from being accurate. On the other hand, properties such as ground
state energies, structures, elastic constants, phonon dispersion curves can
be, in general, very accurately predicted. In particular, once the electronic
charge density is known, the first- and second-order derivatives of the ground
state energy with respect to the nuclear displacements can be evaluated from
the knowledge of the first-order perturbations of the electronic charge density
by means of an extension of the 2n + 1 theorem [65, 11]. The vibrational
properties of the system, e.g., phonon dispersion curves, can be calculated
by using Density Functional Perturbation Theory (DFPT) [11]. This is an
efficient method to calculate the electronic linear response of a system to
external perturbations of any wavelength, starting from the solution of the
unperturbed problem.
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3.2 The electronic problem
Most of the properties of a solid can be evaluated from the knowledge of the
energetic ground state of the system and its response to perturbations. The
ground state energy is formally evaluated by solving the Schr6dinger equa-
tion corresponding to the Hamiltonian describing the many-body electronic
structure of the system [6, 92]. The latter can be written in the general form
P h2  e2 PZ ZIZ
2, | RI - Rji (3.1)1=1i=1 I=1 JoSI
2 N N 2 P N
+2 |ri - rj |R ri|-
where R = {RI}, I = 1, ... , P, is the set of spatial coordinates of the P nuclei,
r = {ri}, i = 1, ... , N, is the set of spatial coordinates of the N electrons, Z,
and M, are the charges and masses of the nuclei, e and me are the electron
charge and mass, and h is the Planck constant divided by 2r.
In principle, all the properties of the system can be obtained by solving
the many-body time-dependent Schr6dinger equation
T(R, r t)
ih ' ' = TI(R, r, t), (3.2)
where
T (R, r, t) -- T(ri,., rN, R1, -. RP, t) (3-3)
is the many-body wave function of the system that depends on the spatial
coordinates of the P nuclei and the N electrons, and on their evolution in
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time. In practice, eq. (3.2) is not of easy solution from a full quantum
mechanical point of view, and only a few analytical solutions are available
for systems characterized by a small number of particles. The difficulty in
solving the problem originates from the multi-body nature of the system. In
fact, the governing Schr6dinger equation is a differential equation in 3(N + P)
variables that cannot be decoupled into 3(N + P) independent differential
equations.
A common procedure to solve the Schr6dinger equation of a many-body
system consists in introducing the two following approximations:
1. the adiabatic separation of the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom
(also called Born-Oppenheimer approximation [23]);
2. the treatment of the nuclei as classic particles.
In general, the timescale associated with the motion of the nuclei is much
longer than the one of the electrons. This is because the mass of the nuclei is
much greater than the mass of an electron; e.g., the mass of a single proton
is about 1836 times greater than that of an electron. Consequently, the
electrons can be assumed to follow instantaneously the motion of the nuclei,
and the operator corresponding to the kinetic energy contribution of the
nuclei to the Hamiltonian in eq. (3.2), i.e., - _ 2 V2, can be neglected.
According to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the multi-body wave
function of the system can be written as the product of two factors in such
a way that
T (R, r, t) = E(R, t)V(R, r), (3.4)
where O(R, t) is the time-dependent wave function of the P nuclei that
obeys the time-dependent Schr6dinger equation, and V(R, r) is the time-
independent electron wave function that sees the nuclear coordinates R as
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parameters.
By substituting eq. (3.4) into eq. (3.2) we obtain
1 88)(R, t) 1ih ' = t$(R, r) = E, (3.5)
where E is a constant (ground state energy) because e(R, t) depends on t
but not on {r}, and @(R, r) depends on {r} but not on t. Ultimately, the
electrons' wave function @(R, r) is governed by the steady-state Schr6dinger
equation
Ho@(R, r) = E,(R, r). (3.6)
Eq. (3.6) can be understood as a snap-shot at time t of the time evo-
lution of the many-body electron system. The treatment of the nuclei as
classic particles is a common approximation that is adopted when studying
the evolution in time of the many-body system; e.g., quantum molecular
dynamics (QMD) and Carr-Parrinello molecular dynamics. The assumption
holds valid as long as the nuclei are not too close to each other and the nu-
clear wave functions are sufficiently localized.
3.2.1 The Hartree and Hartree-Fock approximations
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation simplifies the treatment of the many-
body Schr6dinger equation by turning it into the governing equation of N
interacting electrons in the external time-independent potential field gener-
ated by the P nuclei. This is still a very difficult many-body problem to be
solved, and solutions are known only for the uniform electron gas, for the
hydrogen atom and elements characterized by a small number of electrons,
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and very simple molecules. Moreover, exact solutions can be obtained only
numerically, while analytical solutions require the adoption of further sim-
plifications.
The self-consistent Hartree approximation [57] is one of the first methods
introduced by the chemistry community in order to obtain an approximate
solution of the Schr6dinger equation. In 1928, Hartree proposed to approxi-
mate the many-electron wave function of a many-body system as the product
of one-electron wave functions of the form
O(R, r) = #1(R, rl)#2 (R, r 2 )...#N(R, rN). (3.7)
According to Hartree's approach, each one-electron wave function #i(R, ri)
should satisfy a one-particle Schr6dinger equation in an effective potential
V() (R, r) that takes into account the interaction of the ith-electron with all
the other electrons in a mean-field way. Such an equation set reads as
- v 2 + V ((R, r) #5 (R, r) = e # (R, r) for i 1,..., N, (3.8)
where
V,((R, r) V(R, r) + J - dr'; (3.9)
e2 P P zijP N z
V(R, r) = -- e 2|Y ~ (3.10)
I=1 J#h II -= R lI - il
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and
nj (R, r) = Oj (R, r) 2 . (3.11)
Here, Ej is the energy eigenvalue corresponding to the #JR, r) electron
wave function and nj (R, r) is the electron density associated with the jth
particle. The second term on the right-hand side ("rhs") of eq. (3.9) is the
classical electrostatic potential determined by the electron charge density
N1A ni(R, r). In this regard, it is important to note that the charge density
nj (R, r) does not include the charge associated with particle i $ j and,
thus, the Hartree approach does not suffer from pathological self-interaction
effects that, as we will show later in this section, are present in standard
DFT approaches.
Within the Hartree approach, the energy of the many-body system is
I ni(Rr) j (R r' drr'l (3.12)
n=1 ifj
where the second term in the rhs of eq. (3.12) compensates for the double
counting of the electron-electron interactions introduced by the effective po-
tential in eq. (3.8). The solution of the many-body problem is obtained by
solving the set of N coupled differential equations (3.8) iteratively. Here,
the solution procedure is iterative because of the dependence of the effective
potential Vjg (R, r) on the total electronic density n(R, r) = E n3(R, r)
which, in turn, depends on the electron wave functions #JR, r) via eq. (3.11).
The self-consistent Hartree approximation has been widely used, despite
the fact that it comes with the drawback of treating the electrons as distin-
guishable particles and, consequently, does not account for the Pauli exclu-
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sion principle (or particle exchange).
The Hartree-Fock (HF,1932) approximation [45] is a different approach
that introduces the effects of particle exchange in a rigorous way by con-
structing a many-electron wave function in the form of a Slater determinant
[134]
01(r1, r1) 01 (r2, (72) -. - - 1 (rN, 07N)
1 2 (r1, O1) 0 2 (r 2 , 0 2 ) . .- 2 (rN, UN)(R, 7) =(3.13)
#N(r1,91) ON(T2,0U2) -.. N (rN, UN)
where we have dropped the dependence of @i on R for clarity. In (3.13),
qi5(ri, ai) = # (T)a (j), i =1,.. . , N, is the ith single-particle spin-orbital
wave function, and ai(ai) is an opportune function of the spin variable 0j.
The HF approximation has been considered for many years the most accurate
approach to solve the many-body Schr6dinger equation. Indeed, it allows one
to account for the Pauli exclusion principle in a rigorous way. On the other
hand, the approximation does not account for many-body correlations. In
fact, correlation effects arising from two-body Coulomb interactions are not
necessarily described by anti-symmetrized products of single-particle wave
functions constructed using the Slater determinant.
The Hartree-Fock approach has the drawback of being extremely costly
from a computational point of view, and the method can be reasonably
adopted only for the solution of simple molecules and solids.
A different approach to the solution of the many-body time-independent
Schr6dinger equation was originally proposed by Thomas and Fermi [152, 42].
They postulated the electronic density to be the fundamental variable of the
many-body problem and derived a Schr6dinger-like equation that depends
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on the electronic density instead of the electron wave functions. This ap-
proach, that goes under the name of Thomas-Fermi approximation, does not
include exchange and correlation effects and is not accurate enough to model
the electronic structure of most materials. On the other hand, the intu-
ition that the electronic density is the fundamental variable that regulates
the electronic behavior of a material proved correct, and the Thomas-Fermi
approach became the first step toward the foundation of Density Functional
Theory.
3.3 Density Functional Theory (DFT)
In 1964, Hohenberg and Kohn demonstrated that DFT is an exact theory of
many-body systems that applies to any system of interacting particles in an
external potential Vet(r). Their work, that became the theoretical basis of
DFT, builds on the two following fundamental theorems [62]:
Theorem 1 For any system of interacting particles in an external potential
Vet(r), the potential Vext(r) is determined uniquely, except for a constant,
by the ground state particle density no(r).
Corollary 1 Since the Hamiltonian is fully determined, except for a con-
stant shift of the energy, it follows that the many-body wave functions for all
states (ground and excited) are determined. Therefore, all properties of the
system are completely determined given only the ground state energy density
no(r).
Theorem 2 A universal functional for the energy F[n(r)], expressed in
terms of the density n(r) can be defined, valid for any external potential
Vet(r). For any particular Vet(r), the exact ground state energy of the sys-
tem is the global minimum value of this functional, and the density n(r) that
minimized the functional is the exact ground state density no(r).
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Corollary 2 The functional F[n(r)] alone is sufficient to determine the ex-
act ground state energy and density.
The Hohenberg and Kohn theorems prove the existence of a one-to-one
correspondence between the external potential Vext(r) and the ground state
density no(r) of the system. All the properties of a system of many interact-
ing particles are proven to be functionals of the ground state density no(R, r).
The generality of the DFT approach has been further proved by the work of
Mermin [98] who has extended the Hohenberg and Kohn theorems to finite
temperature canonical and grand canonical systems.
By means of the Hohenberg and Kohn theorems we know that a multi-
body system of interacting particles can be expressed by building a Hamil-
tonian based on opportune functionals of the electron density n(R, r). In
this sense, the operators of the Hamiltonian (3.2) that are originally built to
operate on the electron wave function #i5(R, r) can be rewritten to operate
on the electron density n(R, r) such that
EHK = T[n] + Ejnt[n] + dr3Vet(R. r) n(R, r) + E1 1 , (3.14)
where T[n] is the kinetic energy of the electrons, Eint[n] is the internal en-
ergy of the interacting electron system, Vet(R, r) is the external potential
generated by the nuclei, and E11 is the energy associated with the nuclei
interactions. In particular, the functional
FHK[n] = T[n] + Eint[n] (3.15)
that describes the combined kinetic and internal energy of the electrons is a
universal functional of the system that does not depend on Vet(R, r).
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However, the works of Hohenberg, Kohn and Mermim give no indication
on how to actually solve the Schr6dinger equation of the many-body problem,
or on how to write the density functionals. The answer comes from the
ansatz made by Kohn and Sham [79] in 1965. They proposed to replace the
original many-body problem by an auxiliary independent-particle problem.
The underlying assumption is that the original ground state density of the
interacting-electron many-body system is equal to that of a chosen non-
interacting particle system. If this is the case, it is then possible to build
a non-interacting system that can be solved exactly by incorporating all the
difficult-to-treat terms into an exchange-correlation functional of the density.
As a final result, it is possible to calculate the ground state energy and
density of the original interacting system with an accuracy that is driven
by the approximations introduced in the exchange-correlation functional. In
practice, the auxiliary problem is described by an auxiliary Hamiltonian
12
Hau = V2 + Veff(R, r) (3.16)2
chosen to have the usual kinetic operator and an effective local potential
Veff(R, r) that acts on the electrons at point {r}.
By using the Kohn-Sham ansatz, the Hohenberg and Kohn expression for
the ground state energy functional (3.14) can be written in the form
EKs = T,[n] + J dr3 Vext(R, r)n(R, r) + EHartree[n] + Err + Exc[n], (3.17)
where
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T. [n ] = 1 dr 3|JVgb(R, r)|12 (3.18)
21
is the independent-particle kinetic energy,
EHartree[n] = - J d rd r r)n(R, r)(3.19)
2 |r - r'|
is the Coulomb interaction energy of the electron density n(R, r) interacting
with itself, Er, is the Coulombic interaction between the nuclei, and
Exc[n] = FHK [n] - (Ts[n] + EHartree[n]) = Jdr n(R, r)Exc([n], r) (3.20)
is the energy term into which all the many-body effects of the exchange and
correlation have been grouped.
The term Exc[n] indicates the difference of the kinetic and internal in-
teraction energies of the true interacting many-body system from those of
the auxiliary independent particle system with electron-electron interactions
replaced by the Hartree energy. If the exact structure of the one universally-
applicable functional Exc[n] was known, then the exact ground state energy
and density of the many-body electron problem could be found by solving
the Kohn-Sham equations for independent particles.
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3.3.1 The LDA and GGA approximations for the
exchange-correlation functional
When the dominant part of the energy of a system consists of the kinetic
and the electrostatic terms, the DFT approach described in the previous
section produces very accurate results because we can describe such ener-
getic terms in an exact way. However, systems in which many-body effects
are expected to be important depend strongly on the contribution of the
exchange-correlation (xc-) energy term. The accuracy of the calculations
relies on the approximations adopted to describe the exchange-correlation
energy, a term that we do not know how to exactly express as a functional of
the electronic charge density. The simplest approximation, widely adopted
in the literature, is the Local Density Approximation (LDA) that assumes
the xc-energy of a real system to behave locally as a uniform (homogeneous)
electron gas having the same electronic charge density. Therefore, the xc-
energy depends only on the local density of the system and can be expressed
as
E DA [n] J (hm [n(r)]ri(r)dr, (3.21)
where Ehm is the xc-energy density of the homogeneous electron gas. The
LDA approximation was introduced to describe systems characterized by
smooth changes in the electronic charge density distribution, e.g., nearly free-
electron-like (simple) metals and intrinsic semiconductors but, in many cases,
it produces also good results when applied to non-homogeneous systems like
covalently bonded materials and (some) transition metals. In general, the
LDA is accurate in predicting structural and vibrational properties, albeit it
often overestimates bonding energies and predicts over-bounded structures.
More recently, the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) was intro-
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duced to overcome these and other drawbacks of the LDA. In particular, the
GGA approximation of the xc-energy introduces a functional that depends
on both the electronic charge density and its local spatial variations, which
can be expressed as
E GA GJGA[n(r), Vn(rI]n, (r)dr,
where EGGA indicates a generic parametrization of the xc-energy density of
the homogeneous electron gas. Many different parametrization of E&GGA were
proposed in the literature. Among these, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzherof (PBE)
expression is one of the most widely adopted. In general, the GGA approxi-
mation corrects some defects typical of the LDA approximation and, usually,
leads to more accurate descriptions of the structural properties of real ma-
terials. In particular, non-homogeneous systems, like transition metals, are
expected to be better described by the GGA approximation compared to the
LDA one.
Both the LDA and GGA approximations introduce a mean-field-like for-
malism expected to be accurate in describing systems distinguished by rather
delocalized electrons. However, the approximations are still not accurate
enough to correctly describe materials characterized by highly-localized elec-
trons in which many-body effects play a significant role. An improved de-
scription of the xc-energy for these materials is a current topic of research
for the electronic structure community.
In the next section, we will provide a brief account of the evaluation of
the dynamical properties of crystal lattices using the DFT methods exposed
above.
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3.4 Brief accounts of the theory of lattice dy-
namics
In this section, we provide a brief overview of the theory of lattice dynamics
and some of the common methods adopted to evaluate the phonon disper-
sion curves, i.e., the normal modes of vibration, of a crystal in the harmonic
approximation. The theory of lattice dynamics builds on the fundamental
model presented by Born and von Kirmain [24] in 1912 that describes the
dynamics of a simple chain of two different types of atoms (or particles).
The model relies on various approximations such as, for instance, interac-
tions between only neighboring atoms. However, its foundation can be eas-
ily generalized to systems characterized by higher-dimensionality in space,
higher-order interactions between atoms, and to the use of quantum-based
potentials.
3.4.1 Born-von KirmAin model
A crystal unit-cell is identified by a basis {bi}, i = 1, ..., 3, formed by the
lattice vectors bi of the crystal. The repetition in space of the unit-cell defines
the topology of the crystal, and the position of the origin of each unit-cell is
described by
x(l) = 11bi + 12 b2 + 13b3 , (3.23)
where {li}, i = 1. ... , 3, are integer numbers. When the unit-cell is formed
by n > 1 atoms, the atoms within the unit-cell are identified by the index
r = 1, 2, ..., n, and their position with respect to the origin of the unit-cell by
the vectors x(K), K = 1, ..., n. In this representation, the equilibrium position
of the all the atoms of the crystal is described by x(lI) = x(l) + x(r,).
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In presence of a perturbation imposed on the crystal, e.g., thermal fluc-
tuations, the instantaneous position of the generic atom (iK) at time t is
R(lK)(t) = X(lK) + u(li)(t), (3.24)
where u(ls) is the vector that describes the displacement of the atom (iK)
from its equilibrium position x(lK).
The interactions between the atoms of the crystal can be described by the
generic total potential energy V = V({R(lh)}), where the index / ranges over
the entire number of unit-cells forming the crystal, and the index K over the
number of atoms within the unit-cell. Here, the analytical form describing
the total potential energy of the crystal is generic, and it can be constructed
starting from either classical or quantum mechanical considerations. Inde-
pendently of the assumptions adopted in constructing the analytical form of
total potential energy, the harmonic approximation of the lattice dynamics
relies on the second-order Taylor expansion of V in the atomic displacements
U(1n),
V = V + 4(lK)ua (K) + <1 W(l); l'U')UQ(lK)U (l'K'), (3.25)
where the indices a and 3 indicate the cartesian components of u. Here,
the coefficients of the Taylor series are the derivatives of the potential with
respect to the cartesian displacements uc(lK), evaluated at the non-perturbed
configuration, u(lK) = 0,
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and where V is the potential energy of the crystal in the non-perturbed con-
figuration. At equilibrium, all the first-order terms of the Taylor expansion
vanish because the sum of all the forces that act on each atom is zero.
The corresponding Hamiltonian of the nuclei is given by
H=+ [0  Vo3+ ( (D(bK; 'K')ua(lK)u,3(1'K') ,(3.27)
I K l2Mx l ' -/3
where T = p'/2AI, is the kinetic energy of the nuclei of the crystal and pl,
is the momentum of atom (iK). In particular, it is convenient to express the
Hamiltonian as
H =E 2 +Vo +  EY U ((K)(P( K; 1K)u(1'K'), (3.28)
1K 1 iK l'K'
where
(IK; l'K') =1<a (s 'K')] (3.29)
is the force-constant matrix describing the interaction between atoms (1K)
and (l'K'), and u(IK) = [u,(lK)]. The formulation (3.28) of the Hamiltonian
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leads to the nuclear equations of motion
Mst(l) = - ( (lrs; l'r')u(l'n,') V 1, , (3.30)
li,K'
that can be solved by imposing a solution of the form
1
ua(lK, qj; t) [A(qj)eQ(K, qj)e'(-x''Wqt) + c.c.]. (3.31)
Here, e,(, qj) is the a-cartesian component of the jth-polarization vector
(or normal mode) of the unit-cell associated with the generic wave vector 1
q, qj is the angular frequency of the jth-normal mode associated with the
wavevector q, A(qj) is the amplitude of the polarization vector associated
with qj, and 'c.c.' indicates the complex-conjugate term. Essentially, the
formulation above corresponds to solving the equation of motions (3.31) using
a plane wave basis set obtained as a Fourier transform of the rhs of eq. (3.30).
The substitution of (3.31) in (3.30) leads to the eigenvalue problem
oq C0e (K, qj) = D (q)ec.(K, qj), (3.32)
where D(q) is the (3n x 3n) dynamical matrix constructed from the set of
(3 x 3) submatrices
D(KK', q) = (0 , l'n)eiq"(1')-"0. (3.33)
'The total number of normal modes associated with the solution equals three times the
total number of atoms.
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In particular, the dynamical matrix D(q) corresponds to the Fourier trans-
form of the force-constant matrices <D(l,, l''). The polarization vectors
e(r,, qj) of all the atoms of the unit-cell, and the corresponding angular
frequencies wqj are calculated by diagonalizing the dynamical matrix D(q) 2 .
3.4.2 Lattice dynamics from first - principles
The study of the lattice dynamics of crystals in the harmonic approximation
and the evaluation of the corresponding phonon dispersion curves can be per-
formed from first - principles using DFT. Three different approaches, all
based on the Born-Oppenheimer (adiabatic) approximation, can be followed.
The first goes under the name of 'frozen phonon' method, the second under
the name of 'direct method', and the third, which we adopted to perform
the phonon and electron-phonon calculations in this thesis, is based on the
linear response method to evaluate perturbations imposed on the atoms of a
crystal. The advantage of using the linear response method consists in the
ability of evaluating the entire phonon spectrum without recurring to the use
of a super-cell. In the following paragraph, we will briefly outline all these
approaches.
Frozen phonon method
The frozen phonon method [167] is an energetic approach that allows the
calculation of the frequency of a crystal phonon mode qj by directly applying
a set of displacement fields descriptive of the phonon mode to the nuclei. The
imposed displacements are described by
2The dynamical matrix D(q) is hermitian for any value of the wave vector q and,
therefore, fully diagonalizable.
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u(R, qj) = Aqjeqjsin(q . Rk), (3.34)
where eqg is the polarization vector of the phonon qj, sin(q -Re) describes
the periodic oscillation of the phonon mode in the crystal, and Aqj is the
amplitude of the phonon mode. The deformation potential of the phonon
mode under consideration is obtained by evaluating the total energy of the
system at multiple amplitudes Aqj of the displacement field. Small imposed
amplitudes correspond to a quadratic potential curve around the equilibrium
configuration of the crystal that can be accurately treated by using the har-
monic approximation for the lattice dynamics. The corresponding phonon
mode frequency is evaluated from the shape of the energy curve. In case
of perfectly quadratic behavior, the phonon frequency corresponds to the
square root of the ratio of the second-derivative of the energy curve and the
nuclear mass. The major disadvantage of the frozen phonon approach is the
evaluation of the phonon frequencies one at a time. From a practical point of
view, the calculation over the entire phonon spectrum becomes unmanage-
able. Moreover, the evaluation of long-wavelengths requires the use of large
and computationally costly supercells. Finally, only phonon modes that are
commensurate with the size of the cell under consideration can be evaluated.
On the other hand, the frozen phonon method is extremely advantageous
and suitable to study anharmonic effects associated with a given phonon
mode. In fact, the imposition of large perturbative amplitudes to the cell
allows the construction of deformation potentials that include anharmonic
contributions.
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Direct method
The 'direct' method is an approach similar to the frozen method that evalu-
ates the frequency of a phonon mode from the forces that act on the atoms
of the supercell rather than the total energies of the system. The method
is based on the use of the Hellmann-Feynman theorem [43, 58] and the key
result
EA / A H(3.35)
where A is a generic parameter, E,\ is the ground state energy of the system
expressed as a function of A, and V@,\ is the time-independent electron wave
functions also expressed in terms of A. Eq. (3.35) implies that the terms
< 8@,/8AliH,0, > and < 0/1AIS|8a,, > are zero. This is a consequence
of the the ground state energy being extremal with respect to perturbations
of the wave function V@. Consequently, the force acting on the generic atom
R 1 is
F 1 =- = -- LR1OR 1  -RI (3.36)
Starting from Eq. (3.36), Feynman showed that the force acting on a
displaced atoms is
F, Vet(R, r) d 3 r- OE11
I~n r) 8R 1  OR1
= n(r) (r - RI)ZIe 1 (RI - RJ)ZIZJe
2
|r - R1|3 2 |: RI - Rj\3J(3
(3.37)
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Eq. (3.37) states that any force F, acting on the generic atom R1 under
the imposition of the generic displacement RiK = xi, + ul, can be directly
evaluated from the knowledge of the electronic density n(r). Therefore, the
electronic density associated with the atomic displacement descriptive of a
phonon mode can be used to compute the corresponding forces on all the
atoms of the unit cell. By assuming that the forces are linear in the dis-
placement field, i.e., by adopting the harmonic approximation, the inter-
atomic force-constants can be calculated straightforwardly. Once the latter
are known, the phonon dispersion curves can be calculated by using the
Born-von Kirman model. The imposition of a single off-symmetry atom dis-
placement is sufficient to evaluate all the force-constants associated with the
atom, an approach more efficient than the frozen-phonon one.
The drawbacks of the 'direct' method are the range of interactions that
can be calculated, which are limited by the size of the supercell, and the
consequent need of large supercells to model crystals characterized by long-
ranged interatomic interactions.
Linear response theory
The linear response method [12, 11] allows the evaluation of the dynamical
matrix D(q) and the phonon frequencies Wqj at a selected set of q-points by
using only a unit-cell of the system and without imposing any displacements
on the atoms. The phonon modes can be evaluated over the entire Brillouin
zone and are not restricted to be commensurate with the size of the unit-cell.
The method is based on the calculations of the second-order derivatives of
the total energy of the system with respect to perturbations applied on the
atoms. The use of linear perturbation techniques associated with DFT is
normally referred to as density functional perturbation theory (DFPT). The
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formalism relies upon the use of the 2n + 1 theorem [53, 52], which states that
the (2n + 1)th-order derivatives of the total energy can be directly obtained
from the nth-order perturbed wave functions (or, equivalently, the electronic
density). This implies that a first-order perturbation in the wave functions is
sufficient to evaluate the third-order derivatives of the total energies. In our
case, we need to evaluate the second-order derivatives of the total energies to
calculate the dynamical matrix D(q) (and the phonon frequencies Wqj) and,
therefore, require only first-order perturbations of the wave functions.
3.4.3 Quantum-mechanical theory of stress
In Chapter 2, we provided an account for the evaluation of stress fields in-
side a body from a purely continuum point of view. However, it has been
shown that stress can also be evaluated on a full quantum mechanical footing
using the so-called "stress theorem" [106, 105]. In this section, we expose
the quantum mechanical theory of stress that emerged from the combined
contributions of Fock [20], Ehrenfest [37], Feynman [43], Nielsen and Martin
[106, 105], among the others. In this regard, the quantum mechanical stress
calculated using the stress theorem is intended as an average macroscopic
stress, where "average macroscopic" indicates that the stress is homogeneous
over the entire extension of the many-body system under consideration. In
principle, inhomogeneous stress distributions can be evaluated as well by
discretizing the system into smaller subsystems characterized by nearly ho-
mogeneous stress distributions.
The quantum mechanical theory of stress pertains to any system with
interacting particles and can be considered a generalization of the virial the-
orem [135, 43], which provides an exact relation between the local pressure
value in a body and the expectation values of the operators for the kinetic
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energy and the virial of the interactions between the particles, i.e., the virial
of the internal potential Vint [112, 21]. This expression is in accordance with
the definition of pressure used in classical mechanics when identical pressure
measures are adopted.
Schr6dinger [129], Pauli [112] and Feynman [43], among others, consid-
ered the extension of the virial theorem to the evaluation of the full stress
tensor in many-body systems and provided the theoretical fundamentals of
the approach. A general framework and set of equations for the quantum
mechanical evaluation of stress was given by Nielsen and Martin [105] by
generalizing the original argument based on the scaling of the wave functions
introduced by Fock [20] in proving the virial theorem. In particular, Nielsen
and Martin proposed equations of the stress theorem suitable to be imple-
mented within the LDA formulation of the DFT xc-energy term.
Since the stress equations are dependent on all the particle coordinates
of the system (both electrons and nuclei), the use of DFT methods proved
instrumental in the direct evaluation of stress using quantum mechanics.
Within the DFT approach, the expectation values for correlated, interacting
particles are replaced by the LDA functional of the xc-energy. Nowadays,
the implementations of the stress theorem compatible with many different
xc-functionals, e.g., the GGA functional, are available.
Fundamentally, the stress theorem is based on the variational principle
applied to the total energy of a given system and on opportune scaling of the
wave functions of the system. In the following, we give a brief account of the
stress theorem as proposed by Nielsen and Martin.
The starting point is the general Hamiltonian
2
H = ' +Vint+ Vet, (3.38)
2mi
where pi indicates the momentum of the ith-particle (both nuclei and elec-
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trons), mi the mass of the ith-particle, Vint is the internal potential energy
of the system, and Vst is the external potential energy determined by ex-
ternal actions acting on the system. The ground state energy and the wave
functions of the system are obtained by solving the steady-state Schr6dinger
equation $$(r) = E4(r), where E and 4'(r) denote the many-body ener-
gies and wave-functions, respectively. The variational principle requires the
ground state energy E to be stationary with respect to perturbations of the
wave function 0(r).
The stress tensor of the system is calculated by applying an infinitesimal
scaling to the ground state wave function @4(r), which depends on the coor-
dinates r of all the particles of the system. The many-body wave function
0(r) is scaled according to a right stretch tensor U applied to each particle
coordinate such that
r = Ur = (1 + e)r, (3.39)
where e is the symmetric infinitesimal strain tensor imposed on all the elec-
tronic particle positions of the system. Consequently, the many-body wave
function becomes
1
=((1 + E)-r), (3.40)
det(1 + e)1
where 0,,(r) is the scaled many-body wave function and [det(1+ 6)]~1/2 is a
pre-factor that ensures the normalization of , (r). By taking the expectation
value of H with respect to @<(r) we obtain
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< @e|$|@, > = J *(r ) p - 2 Z Eaopiapi + Y EafEarypioPpi-y
a'8 aory
+ Vint((1 + e)r) + Vext((1 + e)r)] O(r)dr.
(3.41)
Eq. (3.41) is expressed in terms of the non-perturbed 0(r) wave function by
using eq. (3.40), where a and 4 indicate cartesian components. The stress
tensor of the many-body system is evaluated by applying the variational
principle to eq. (3.41), which states that the difference between < 0H|,0 >
and < V),|HI|@e > is only of second-order with respect to e. Therefore, we
have
a<?sQIftK> Z api- ri, Vi r(Vint + Vext) 0. (3.42)
apa e=0 i Mi
Eq. (3.42) implicitly states that the stress components generated by the
external actions on the many-body system,
Text
- < - TiOViaVextI >, (3.43)
must be equal to the internal stress components
- ripVjaVint (3.44)
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where Q is the volume of the system, and the operator Vi indicates the
first-order derivative of the ith particle with respect to the strain tensor E.
Eq. (3.44) is the fundamental expression of the macroscopic (homogeneous)
stress components derived on a purely quantum mechanical footing. Within
this formulation, the stress components depend solely on the expectation
values of internal parameters that are intrinsic of the system. In particular,
eq. (3.44) depends on the instantaneous position r of all the particles of
the system. This feature is not optimal for the evaluation of the stress in
large systems. However, standard techniques adopted in the calculation of
the ground state energy of many-body systems can be applied to circumvent
the problem.
Nielsen and Martin also note that eq. (3.44) gives the expression of the
homogeneous stress also when the external stress applied on the system is
inhomogeneous.
The derivation above shows how stress can be evaluated using a full
quantum-mechanical approach. Eq. (3.44) is now implemented in various
DFT codes, including PWscf in the Quantum-ESPRESSO distribution, by
adapting the description of the internal potential Vt to the use of pseudopo-
tentials.
For the purposes of this thesis, it is important to note that eq. (3.44)
evaluates the Cauchy stress tensor associated with the chosen configuration
of the many-body system. The Cauchy nature of the stress is evident from
the choice of imposing infinitesimal stretches, F = 1 + e, to the many-body
wave functions @)(r) of any arbitrarily chosen configuration of the system.
Secondly, it is noteworthy to point out that the stress theorem, because
of its inherent perturbative foundation, allows the evaluation of the Cauchy
stress tensor based on the knowledge of the total energy associated with only
one configuration of the system, without requiring the calculation of total
energies at nearby deformed configurations. This approach is different from
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the one used in continuum mechanics, where the knowledge of the strain en-
ergy density at multiple deformed configurations of the system is necessary.
In fact, in continuum mechanics, the evaluation of the stress tensor associ-
ated with a generic deformation of the system requires the availability of a
constitutive equation, i.e., the knowledge of the total strain energy density
values over the entire space of imposed deformations.
In the next chapters of this thesis, we will provide calculated Cauchy
stresses for the aluminum, the C-diamond, and the silicon single-crystals
based on an extensive use of the stress theorem as implemented in the PWscf
code.
Chapter 4
Hyperelastic response of the
ideal aluminum single-crystal
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, we have presented and summarized various continuum models
that aim at describing the non-linear elastic response up to large deforma-
tions of ideal cubic crystals pertaining to the Oh point group. The most
general proposed model is described by the strain invariant-based hypere-
lastic constitutive equation (2.138), which is strictly rigorous only for cubic
crystals 1 characterized by the absence of any internal strain parameter, i.e.,
any degree of freedom of the crystal lattice that cannot be completely de-
scribed by the deformation gradient F alone. An example of an internal
strain parameter is the distance between the two nested f cc Bravais lattices
2 forming the diamond structures of C, Si, Ge, etc. Depending on the defor-
'The term cubic crystal includes simple cubic-(sc), body-centered cubic (bcc) and face-
centered cubic (fcc) structures which exhibit the symmetry of the Oh point group.
2An ordered crystal is a set of atoms that are periodically ordered in space. Any ordered
crystal structure is fully characterized by the repetition in space of a primitive unit cell of
the crystal, i.e., the smallest repeat unit of atoms in the crystal. The types and positions
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mation imposed on the crystal, the relative position of the two f cc Bravais
lattices can change. This degree of freedom depends on the nature of the
imposed deformation gradient F, but it is not described by F from a purely
kinematic point of view. Essentially, the evaluation of the internal strain pa-
rameter requires an opportune constitutive equation that takes into account
its presence explicitly or, in case of first-principles and molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations, the calculation of the relaxed internal configurations of
the representative unit-cell. We will return to this point in Chapter 5 where
we will study the case of the diamond structure of carbon.
Here, we concentrate on the case of the ideal single-crystal of aluminum,
which is a prototypical choice to represent cubic crystals characterized by the
absence of any internal strain parameter. The methodology presented in this
chapter can be extended to a large class of crystals that include, among the
others, Fe, Cu, Ag, Au, Cr, Mo, W, V, Nb and Ta. In this regard, elements
such as Al, Cu, Mo, W are extremely well described by DFT calculations,
while the transition metals in the V column of the periodic table and the
coinage metals Ag and Au present more difficulties [111]. Chapter 6 of this
thesis document will be specifically focused on the accuracy of DFT calcula-
tions in the prediction of the elastic and dynamic properties of the V column
transition metals at 0 K.
Here, we consider the constitutive equation (2.138) for cubic crystals as
a starting point for our analysis of the ideal aluminum single-crystal. In
of the atoms that form the primitive unit-cell is called a basis. The set of translations of
the primitive unit cell form a lattice of points in space that goes under the name of Bravais
lattice. Mathematically, a three-dimensional Bravais lattice is described by all points in
real space that satisfy the relation
R = niai + n 2a 2 + n 3 a 3 ,
where {ai}, i = 1, 2, 3, are three primitive vectors not all in the same plane and {ni} E N,
where N is the set of positive and negative integer numbers. Therefore, an ordered crystal
structure is completely described by a Bravais lattice and the corresponding atomic basis.
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general, the application of the strain invariant-based constitutive model is
restricted to the Hexoctahedral symmetry class [56] Oh of cubic materials
and, within the region of stability of the fcc crystal phase, its accuracy is
limited only by the accuracy of the DFT calculations.
We proceed by introducing the least squares fitting procedure used to eval-
uate all the material constants of the continuum model. They were fitted on
total energy and stress data obtained from a set of training deformations im-
posed on the crystal primitive unit-cell using DFT methods as implemented
in the Quantum-ESPRESSO suite of codes [48]. All the material properties
calculated using DFT have been evaluated at the absolute zero temperature
(0 K). In principle, the temperature dependence of the elastic constants can
also be evaluated using first-principles methods relying, for instance, on the
quasi-harmonic approximation. However, these calculations have the disad-
vantage of being significantly more expensive from a computational point of
view and require the evaluation of the phonon dispersion curves at many
deformed crystal configurations. As a result, the constitutive equation that
we propose is rigorously accurate for the range of temperatures in which the
free energy is well-approximated by the total energy of the system. We also
note that the lattice parameter, the elastic constants and the p - V curves of
the aluminum crystal evaluated at 0 K using DFT methods are in extremely
good agreement with the reported experimental values measured at 300 K
[132], albeit we expect the agreement to deteriorate at higher temperatures.
The parameters of the continuum model being evaluated, we then proceed
to the study of the mechanical response of the aluminum ideal single-crystal
up to large volumetric and deviatoric stretches, and we calculate the work-
conjugate and the Cauchy stresses for a series of applied deformations. We
compare the total energies and stress components evaluated using the strain
invariant-based continuum model to those obtained directly from DFT data
for deformations either included or not in the initial training set. These
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comparisons are useful to assess the accuracy of the continuum model with
respect to the DFT calculations and to point out, at least for a sub-space of
notable deformation modes, the range of deformations (stretches) for which
the continuum formulation correctly describes the non-linear elastic response
of the crystal.
Finally, we compare the energy and stress predictions of the invariant-
based continuum model (2.138) with the results of a "standard" model which
is based on a limited set of material parameters that can be assessed exper-
imentally. The comparison will highlight the improved modeling capability
of the invariant-based constitutive equation that we propose.
4.2 DFT calculations: Computational details
Aluminum is an element characterized by an f cc cubic close-packed structure
and by the absence of d-shell electrons, both characteristics that generally
lead to very accurate agreement between first-principles predictions and ex-
perimental values. This is one of the reasons that makes aluminum a common
choice as a prototypical element on which to perform first-principles calcula-
tions and to benchmark novel features of modern DFT codes (e.g., prediction
of material properties that depend on electron-phonon coupling phenomena).
In this work, we are interested in studying the behavior of the aluminum
crystal up to large hydrostatic compressions of the order of 30 - 40% in vol-
ume change, for which the f cc structure of aluminum is still stable. In this
regard, Tambe, et al., [151] have recently reported first-principles calcula-
tions indicating that volumetric compressions at pressures above -180 GPa
(J =- 0.65) lead to a phase transformation of the aluminum ideal single-
crystal structure from f cc to hcp3
3These authors also show that the actual value of the transition Cauchy pressure is
only moderately dependent on the choice of the aluminum pseudo-potential and on the
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Recent diamond anvil cell experiments on aluminum crystals under high-
pressure have also observed an f cc - hcp phase transition at 2171 10 GPa
[1], a transition pressure roughly 10% higher compared to the one calculated
from first-principles 4.
Here, our interest is limited to the region of stability of the aluminum
fcc phase and, therefore, our first-principles calculations are not carried out
at pressures above ~200 GPa, that corresponds to J - 0.5 in the case of
a pure volumetric deformation. We evaluated the total energies of the alu-
minum primitive unit-cell (made of 4 atoms) and the Cauchy stresses cor-
responding to multiple imposed deformations using DFT as implemented in
the Quantum-ESPRESSO (QE) suite of codes. We have selected the GGA as
the choice for the exchange-correlation term and used the norm-conserving
pseudo-potential Al.pbe-rrkj.UPF from the QE distribution, characterized
by 3s and 3p electrons in the valence and non-linear core corrections. This
choice ensures excellent agreement among the calculated and the experimen-
tal values of the Al elastic constants.
For our purposes, a norm-conserving pseudo-potential including only the
3s and 3p electrons in the valence is computationally advantageous and does
not introduce inaccuracies in our calculations. In fact, effects on the Cauchy
stresses and elastic constants in aluminum contributed by the 2s and 2p
electrons are expected only in the case of compressions of the crystal corre-
particular flavor of the exchange-correlation functional, e.g., LDA or GGA, adopted in the
calculations. Their calculations were performed at 0 K and did not take into account the
contributions of the vibrational properties of the crystal, i.e., the effects due to zero-point
motion and temperature on the transition pressure. Theoretical work on the vibrational
properties of aluminum [133, 70] suggests that zero-point motion and thermalized phonon
effects contribute to the increase of the transition pressure, and they might be the cause
of the difference between measured and calculated values.
4 Tambe, et al., also note that the shock compression experiments operated on aluminum
crystals at pressures above 220 GPa [104] did not evidence the presence of an f cc -+ hcp
phase transition. According to the authors, this can possibly be explained by the difficulty
to reach thermodynamic equilibrium in shock compression.
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sponding to pressures above 1200 GPa [151], a pressure value well-above the
fcc - hep phase transition. Our calculations are based on the use of plane-
wave basis sets and a plane-wave cutoff of 25 Ry. The Brillouin zone integra-
tions were carried out using the Marzari-Vanderbilt cold smearing technique,
choosing a degauss smearing of 0.03 Ry over dense 323 shifted Monkhorst-
Pack meshes (k-point grids) in the reduced space. Convergence tests showed
that such dense k-point grids are required to calculate fully-converged total
energy values, and corresponding elastic constants, in tetragonally-distorted
configurations of the aluminum crystal.
4.3 Calculation of the aluminum elastic
constants
In linear elasticity and in the limit of small elastic deformations, the elastic
strain energy Ee (e) associated with an adiabatic and homogeneous deforma-
tion of a crystal can be written as
1
Ee() - EC eV, (4.1)
2
where Eei(e = 0) = 0, e is the strain tensor corresponding to the imposed
deformation, and C, and V are the stiffness matrix and ground state volume
of the crystal, respectively. The stiffness matrix C, of an ideal cubic crystal
depends on three independent first-order elastic constants, and in the Voigt
notation on crystal cube axes reads as
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C11o C120 C120 0 0 0
C120 C11o C120 0 0 0
C120 C120 C11o 0 0 0 (4.2)
0 0 0 C440 0 0
0 0 0 0 C44o 0
0 0 0 0 0 C440
where the subscripts "O" in (4.2) indicate that the elastic constants are eval-
uated at the ground state (zero-stress undeformed configuration).
The elastic strain energy Eei(e) associated with a given imposed defor-
mation can be evaluated from first-principles by imposing the deformation
gradient F = 1+ e on the primitive unit-cell of the crystal. Under the above
assumptions, the principle of total energy conservation implies that the elas-
tic strain energy corresponds to the change in total energy of the primitive
unit-cell such that
Eei()= A Eta()= Etao(e) - Etot(e = 0), (4.3)
where Etot(E = 0) is the ground state total energy of the primitive unit-cell.
From this point on, we will always assume the validity of eq. (4.3).
We used the Quantum-ESPRESSO (QE) suite of codes to determine the
total strain energies associated with multiple deformed configurations of the
aluminum crystal. The knowledge of these energy landscapes, associated
with the theory of linear elasticity, allows the evaluation of all the first-
order elastic constants. By imposing multiple volumes on the cubic primi-
tive unit-cell and by identifying the volume corresponding to the minimum
value of the total energy, i.e., the ground state volume, we calculated a lat-
tice parameter ao = 4.0588A, so that the reference volume of a unit-cell is
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Vo = (ao) 3 = 66.8641 Z3.
We calculated the bulk modulus Bm0 of the crystal by determining the
total energies of the aluminum primitive unit-cell under small imposed volu-
metric deformations of the form
A 0 0
F =U = 0 A 0 (4.4)
0 0 A
where A = 1 + E, and E is the linear strain measure defined as
a - ao
aa 0  (4.5)a0
a being a generic stretched value of the lattice parameter ao.
The total energies Etot(E) computed at multiple volume values are con-
verted into elastic strain energy densities
We(~ Etot (E) - Etot(E = 0)
e (E) = V(4.6)
and were fitted using a cubic polynomial function in the strain variable e of
the form
A Etot (e)
V = AE3 + BE2 + CE + D. (4.7)
Here, only the cubic and the quadratic terms of the polynomial carry
through. The nonappearance of the constant term (D = 0) is explained by
the absence of the total energy changes when no strain is applied. The first-
order term is not present (C=0) because the total energy reaches a minimum
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at equilibrium and the force terms, first-derivatives of the total energy with
respect to strain, vanish.
In the limit of small deformations, the bulk modulus Bmo0 is defined as
1 82AEtot(eV)Bmo -lim 2 (4.8)
V0 e-*0 e2(
where E, = 3;. By using the polynomial fit (4.7) to our DFT calculations to
express the change in total strain energy AEtot(E), eq. (4.8) can be rewritten
as
1 8 2AEtot(Ev) 1 a2 (AE3 _ B 2 ) 2B
Bm0 =-lim = lim (4.9)
V0 a8V 9V E-40 9e y0
where B is the quantity fitted from the first-principles total energy changes.
By using this expression we calculated a bulk modulus Bmo = 74.92 GPa.
The elastic constants C110 and C440 of aluminum are calculated in a similar
fashion by imposing opportune deformations upon the primitive unit-cell. For
the case of the elastic constant C110, the elastic strain energies corresponding
to uni-directional lattice stretches described by the deformation gradient 5
A 0 0
F =U= 0 1 0, (4.10)
0 0 1
where A = 1 + E, HEl ; 0.025, are
5Here, the deformation gradient F is expressed with respect to the crystal cube axes
coordinate system.
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1 1Eei() AEt.t(E) -eCoeV = -CnoE 0.2 2
We have evaluated the elastic strain energies Ei (e) and fitted them with
the cubic polynomial function (4.7). By following the same procedure as for
the case of the bulk modulus, we obtained
2B3
C01o - 2 109.00 GPa. (4.12)
The elastic constant C440 is calculated by evaluating the change in to-
tal energies associated with the pure shear deformations described by the
deformation gradient
1 6 0
F = 1+ e= 6 1 0 (4.13)
0 0 1
and knowing that, asymptotically for l61 < 1, in our case 6 <; 0.025,
1Eel(6) = AEtot (6) = eCoeVo = 2C44062 (4.14)
The imposed deformation being an even function of 6, we fitted the
changes in total energies using the fourthh-order polynomial function
AEtt(6) = A 4 + 362. (4.15)
Vo
By operating as before, we calculated
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C44. - - - 31.00 GPa. (4.16)22V
By using the bulk modulus expression
B = Co + 2C120 (4.17)3
and the calculated values of C110 and Bmo, the elastic constant C12 is eval-
uated as
C120- 3B 0 - C110 - 57.87 GPa. (4.18)2
Lastly, the value of the elastic constant C' is obtained from the relation
011 - 012
C2 "" - 25.56 GPa. (4.19)
"2
All the calculated values are reported in Table 4.1 and compared to ex-
perimental data measured at 20 K [132]. Our calculations do not take into
account the effect of temperature on the equilibrium configuration and the
elastic constants and, for this reason, we compare our results to experimental
values measured at low temperatures. Data in Table 4.1 show an excellent
accuracy in the predicted value of the lattice parameter at equilibrium (0.2%)
and an expected accuracy within ~ 7% in the predicted values of the elastic
constants.
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Table 4.1: Calculated and experimental values of lattice parameter a, and elastic
constants of aluminum. The experimental values are from [132] and
are measured at 20 K. DFT data are calculated at 0 K using the GGA
for the exchange-correlation term and the Al.pbe-rrkj.UPF norm-
conserving pseudopotential. Relative errors calculated as ODFT-0Exp
(Exp
Parameter DFT Exp. Rel. err.
ao [A] 4.0588 4.05 0.2%
Bmo [GPa] 74.92 79.40 4.6%
Co [GPa] 109.00 114.28 6.5%
C44o [GPa] 31.00 31.60 2.4%
C12o [GPa] 57.87 61.90 5.7%
C' [GPa] 25.56 26.19 1.9%
4.3.1 Pressure-volume dependence
The p - J curve characteristic of the aluminum ideal single-crystal obtained
from our DFT calculations is reported in Figure (4.1) and compared to ex-
perimental data [101, 50, 104]. The horizontal axis is representative of the
volume of the aluminum lattice via the renormalization J V/Vo, where
Vo = 66.42 A is the reference experimental volume6 . As mentioned before,
our DFT calculations do not extend beyond Cauchy pressures values of ~ 200
GPa (J ~ 0.5) in order to remain within the region of stability of the f cc
phase of aluminum. DFT data agree very well with experimental data up to
Cauchy pressures of ~ 100 GPa (J ~ 0.63). Above this pressure, DFT re-
sults tend to predict higher compressibility of the crystal structure compared
to experimental measurements. Figure (4.2) shows the comparison between
our DFT data, available experimental data and two different empirical ex-
pressions for an "equation of state" (EOS) describing the aluminum ideal
single-crystal. The curve in green (D) is the fit of our volumetric DFT data
using the UBER-inspired functional form
6The ground state volume predicted by our DFT calculations is V(DFT) = 66.8641
A3. The relative error with respect to the experimental value is ~ 0.07%.
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P(J) = -Bmo ly exp (-) (4.20)
to model the volumetric response in the joint strain invariant based contin-
uum model (2.138). Here, Bmo = 74.92 GPa and r- = 0.8907. Eq. (4.20)
differs from the volumetric term in (2.138) in that it describes the relation
between the Cauchy pressure and J, while the volumetric term in (2.138) re-
lates the work-conjugate 0th-order Seth-Hill pressure to Ev = lnJ. Apart from
notation, the difference between the two formulations is a merely renormal-
ization of the work-conjugate 0th-order Seth-Hill pressure via the the factor
J such as p(') = Jp. The curve in red (A) represents the fit of experimental
data [101, 50] reported by Jacobs, et al., [67] using the Vinet EOS [157] that
we report below adapted to our current notation 7:
p(J) 3KmoJ-2/3(1 _ j1/3)exP K - 1)(1 - j113) (4.21)
where Kmo = 82.02 GPa and K'. 0  4.92. Figure (4.2) shows that the Vinet
interpolation provides the best fit to the experimental data. Our UBER-
inspired equation of state (4.20) fits the DFT data with high accuracy and
proves to be a valid functional form at least up to the Cauchy pressures
that we have sampled in our calculations. The discrepancy between the
Vinet EOS and our UBER-inspired form emerges from the different data on
which they have been fitted: the Vinet EOS has been fitted on experimental
data while the UBER-inspired form on our volumetric DFT data. This is
7Here, we denote as Kmo the bulk modulus value fitted on the experimental data
[101, 50] reported by Jacobs, et al., [67] to highlight the difference with the bulk modulus
value Bm0 obtained from our DFT calculations.
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also evident from the different values predicted for the bulk modulus at zero
pressure in the two cases: Bm0 = 74.92 GPa for the UBER-inspired EOS
and Kmo = 82.02 GPa for the Vinet EOS. Here, we also note that the Vinet
EOS is fitted on p - V data that corresponds to both the f cc structure of
aluminum at Cauchy pressure below - 220GPa and to the hcp structure at
Cauchy pressures above that value.
Finally, in Figure (4.3) we show the fit of the p - J curve provided by
Jacobs, et al., [67] based on the fourthth-order Birch-Murnaghan EOS
p(J) =- kmo (J- - J-) 1 - -(4 - kmo) (J-3 - 1)
+ (J-i - 1)2 kmok"o + (Kio - 4)(kmo - 3) + ,
(4.22)
where Kmo = 81.99 GPa, km0 = 4.93, and K" 0 =-9.07 x 10-11. Differ-
ently from the Vinet and our UBER-inspired equation of states, the 4th-order
Birch-Murnaghan EOS predicts a lower compressibility of the aluminum crys-
tal at high pressures, i.e., a stiffer response to volume change.
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Figure 4.1: Al single crystal: Cauchy pressure vs. J curve for the aluminum
ideal single-crystal calculated from DFT and available experimental
data. The horizontal axis is representative of the lattice volume via
the renormalization J = V/V, where V = 66.43 A3 is the reference
experimental volume. Experimental data below 100 GPa (e) are
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J = VN
Figure 4.2: Al single crystal: Comparison of the Cauchy pressure vs. J curve
for the aluminum ideal single-crystal calculated from DFT with a)
available experimental data; b) UBER-inspired equation of state; c)
Vinet equation of state with data-fit proposed by Jacobs et al. [67].
The horizontal axis is representative of the lattice volume via the
renormalization J = V/V, where V = 66.43 A3 is the reference
experimental volume. Experimental data below 100 GPa (.) are
from [101] and above 200 GPa (0) from [50].
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Pressure vs. lattice parameter
0.8 0.9
J = VN 0
Figure 4.3: Al single crystal: Cauchy pressure vs. J curve for the aluminum
ideal single-crystal calculated from DFT and the 4th-order Birch-
Murnaghan equation using the fit from [67]. The horizontal axis
is representative of the lattice volume via the renormalization J =
VIV, where Vo = 66.43 A3 is the reference experimental volume.
Experimental data below 100 GPa (o) are from [1011 and above 200
GPa (0) from [50].
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4.4 Fitting of continuum model parameters
on DFT calculations
The hyperelastic constitutive equation (2.138) is characterized by 35 ma-
terial constants. Only a subset of these parameters can be evaluated or
inferred via direct experimental measures. They are the bulk modulus Bmo,
and the rF parameter that define the volumetric response of the crystal, and
the two shearing elastic constants, C' and C440. The remaining 31 param-
eters are not easily accessible experimentally, and we relied on DFT total
energy and Cauchy stress calculations to evaluate them. In our procedure,
we also determined Bmo, Tv, C' and C440 via DFT calculations and used the
predicted values to estimate the accuracy of the quantum-based calculations
against experimental data. Implicit in this approach is the assumption that
the generally unknown accuracy of the material constants evaluated using
DFT calculations, and for which direct experimental data are not available,
is comparable to the accuracy of the calculated material constants for which
the experimental value is known.
We have chosen a subset of five deformation modes (training-set) to sam-
ple the deformation space in such a way to probe all the terms appearing in
the hyperelastic constitutive equation (2.138). A high number of deforma-
tions included in the training-set is desirable to sample the largest possible
region in the invariant space: the more comprehensive is the sampling in the
deformation space, the better is the accuracy of the fitted material constants.
On the other hand, computational efficiency suggests to limit the number of
DFT calculations to the minimum necessary.
Each isochoric deformation mode included in the training-set is rotation-
free and has been superimposed to seven distinct initial J volumetric defor-
mations of the crystal that span a -40% ±13% volume change of the ground
state volume V.
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The five deformations modes chosen to be part of the training-set are de-
scribed by the symmetric right stretch tensor U and can be expressed in ei-
ther the crystal-axes reference frame {ai}, i = 1, 2, 3, or in the principal-axes
reference frame {mi}, i = 1, 2, 3, according to the spectral representation of
U (2.20). For certain deformations, the representation in the crystal-axes ref-
erence frame is a more intuitive and familiar choice. On the other hand, the
spectral representation is preferable for its generality and especially useful in
the case of tensorially complex imposed deformations. In the following, we
will generally adopt the spectral representation of U but we will additionally
provide the crystal-axes reference frame representation for those deformation
modes where the latter leads to a particularly simple tensorial expression.
Here, we rewrite the spectral representation of F, that for rotation-free
deformations corresponds to the symmetric right stretch tensor U, according
to eq. (2.20) as8
F = U = J113U - Ji/3[AU 1 + A-PU 2 + AP- 1U3], (4.23)
where we recall that p and A are parameters describing the purely deviatoric
contribution to the deformation, J is the volumetric deformation imposed
on the crystal, Ui = QT[ai 9 ai]Q for i = 1, 2, 3, ai are the cube-axes
of symmetry of the crystal, and the rotation tensor Q is defined as Q
Q2QY, where matrix representations of the sequential rotations are9
8This spectral form is rigorous as long as the deviatoric right stretch tensor U is
characterized by three distinct eigenvalues and, thus, the tensors U 1 , U 2 and U 3 are each
definable uniquely.
9 The compound rotation tensor Q corresponds to a rotation a around the ai direction
of the reference coordinate system, followed by a rotation # around the rotated Q a 2
direction, and then a final rotation y around the rotated (QTQT)a 3 direction.
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1 0 0
Q = 0 cosa sina ,
0 -sina cosa
cos= 0 sin#
QV= 0 1 0 ,
-sin# 0 cos#
cosy siny 0
QZ -sin-y cosy 0.
0 0 1
In the formulation above, the parameters p, a, 3 and y are descriptors of
the symmetry of the deviatoric component of the deformation, A is a measure
of the norm and sign of the deformation10 , and J describes the volumetric
deformation. One of the advantages of the spectral representation consists in
being able to express any deformation as a function of the five independent
variables J, p, a, 3 and y, in which the norm of the deviatoric deformation
can be directly associated with the single parameter A.
By taking advantage of the spectral representation (4.23) for U, the seven
deviatoric logarithmic joint strain invariants Ij, j = 2, ..., 8, (2.135) can be
expressed as
1j = (1nA)'7iTj, (4.24)
where the integer r/j is the order in strain of the jh.invariant, and Tj is
a shape factor characteristic of the jnh-invariant which depends on p, a, /
and '-. This formulation is particularly useful in describing a deviatoric joint
i0 The deviatoric logarithmic strain measure is proportional to inA.
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strain invariant as the product of an amplitude term, (InA) 27i, and a shape
factor term, Tj. In this way, the norm associated with each deviatoric de-
formation can be easily associated with the single term (lnA)"j.
In the following part of this section we will describe the five deformation
modes (DEF1, ..., DEF5) used as a training-set for evaluating the con-
tinuum material parameters of the strain invariant-based continuum model
(2.138) of aluminum.
DEF1. Isochoric axial stretch with equi-lateral accommodation:
The isochoric axial stretch with equi-lateral accommodation deforms
the cubic aluminum crystal structure into an orthorhombic one. The
deformation is rotation-free, and the corresponding deformation gra-
dient F coincides with the symmetric right stretch tensor U. In the
spectral form, when superposed to initial volumetric changes, F corre-
sponds to
F = U = Ji/3U = J1/3[AU 1 + A PU2 + AP-Us], (4.25)
where p = i the rotation angles a, 3 and -y of the principal axes2'
of deformation relative to the crystal axes {ai} are all zero. Since
a = 0 = - = 0, the principal axes associated with this deforma-
tion mode coincide with the crystal-axes of symmetry. In the tensorial
form written with respect to the crystal-axes {ai}, the symmetric right
stretch tensor U corresponds to
A 0 0
F-=U= J1/3 0 1 0 .(4.26)
0 0
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Figure 4.4 shows all the deviatoric strain invariants from list (2.135).
When ||EI| < 1, the strain invariant 14 is the one that initially con-
tributes the most to the imposed deformation, being the lowest-order
strain invariant associated with the solely diagonal terms of (4.26).
Conversely, the strain invariant I2 is the only strain invariant associ-
ated with the merely off-diagonal terms in (4.26), and it is not excited
by this deformation mode. The description of all the seven deviatoric
strain-invariants according to eq. (4.24) for DEF1 is reported in Table
4.2.
Non-zero strain invariants associated with DEF1
0,05 I
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Figure 4.4: Non-zero strain deviatoric invariants probed by deformation DEF1.
DEF2. Isochoric plane strain:
Similarly to the case of DEFI, the isochoric plane strain deformation
transforms the cubic aluminum crystal structure into an orthorhombic
one. The deformation is also rotation-free. In the spectral form, when
superposed to initial volumetric changes, the deformation gradient F
and the symmetric right stretch tensor U can be expressed as eq. (4.25)
where p = 1, and the rotation angles at, # and 'y of the principal axes of
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the deformation relative to the crystal axes are all zero. In particular,
the expression simplifies to
F = U = J1/3- j 1/3 [AU1 + -U2 + U3 (4.27)
In the tensorial form, F and U correspond to
A 0 0
F = U = J1/3 0 0 . (4.28)
0 0 1
Figure 4.5 shows that the strain invariants 14, and 16 = Is are the only
ones involved with the current imposed deformation mode. In partic-
ular, the strain invariant 14 is the most sensitive to the norm of the
deformation.
Non-zero strain invariants associated with DEF2
I I II I I I [ ]
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DEF3. Isochoric triclinic shear-
The isochoric triclinic shear deformation transforms the cubic alu-
minum crystal structure into a tetragonal one. The deformation is
rotation-free, and the corresponding deformation gradient F coincides
with the symmetric right stretch tensor U. In the spectral form, when
superposed to initial volumetric changes, the latter can be expressed
asi 1
F U = ji/3U _ ji/ 3 [AU 1 + A -PU 2 + AP~U 3 ], (4.31)
where p = jthe rotation angles of the principal axes of the deformation
relative to the crystal axes are a = 0, /3= arctan( ), and -y=
In this deformation mode, the principal axes of deformation are fixed
in their spatial directions but rotated with respect to the crystal cube-
axes. Here, F and U, when expressed with respect to the crystal
cube-axes reference frame, and correspond to
F = U = ji/3 (4.32)
"Equivalently, the deviatoric right stretch tensor U for DEF3 can be expressed as
1U = Ao 9 ao + 1(1 - a, 9 a,), (4.29)
where
1
a. = -(ai + a 2 + a 3 ), (4.30)
and {ai}, i = 1, ..., 3, are the crystal cube-axes.
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where
1 16 2E2(=-(4- 83+41-43) + 212-3
2 (4 - 8E3 + 4-\1 -43)3
is the parameter that enforces the isochoric nature of U. Figure 4.6
shows the dependence of the strain invariants 12, 1s and I6 on the shear
strain 612= a1 - lnUa2 component of E, where 612 = 613 = 623. These
are the only strain invariants that contribute to the isochoric triclinic
shear.
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Figure 4.6: Non-zero deviatoric invariants probed by deformation DEF3.
DEF4. Isochoric mixed shear I:
The isochoric mixed shear I deformation transforms the cubic alu-
minum crystal structure into a tetragonal one. The deformation is
rotation-free and the corresponding deformation gradient F coincides
with the symmetric right stretch tensor U. In the spectral form, the
latter can be expressed as
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F = U = J J 1/ 3 [AU 1 + A~PU 2 + AP- 1 U 3], (4.34)
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Figure 4.7: Non-zero deviatoric invariants probed by deformation DEF4.
where p = 0, the rotation angles of the principal axes of the deforma-
tion with respect to the crystal axes are a = ", # = Z, and y 0.
Simplifying we obtain1 2
F = U - ji/3G = J113 AU + U 2 + -U31. (4.37)
Figure 4.7 shows the dependence of the strain invariants I2 and 16 on
12The tensors Uj, i = 1,...,3, can be obtained using the Euler angles a, 8, and -y, and
following the procedure explained at the beginning of this section. Alternatively, they can
be expressed as
U 1 = mi 9 mi,
U 2 = M2 0 M2,
U 3 = M3 0 M 3 ,
(4.35)
where
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InA. The only non-zero deviatoric strain invariants associated with this
deformation are I2 and I6, 12 being the leading term.
DEF5. Isochoric mixed shear II:
The isochoric mixed shear II deformation transforms the cubic alu-
minum crystal structure into a tetragonal one. The deformation is
rotation-free, and the corresponding deformation gradient F coincides
with the symmetric right stretch tensor U. In the spectral form, the
latter can be expressed as
F = U = J - =J/ 3[AU 1 + A-PU 2 + AP- 1U 3], (4.38)
where p = , the rotation angles a, 0 and -y of the principal axes of2'
the deformation with respect to the crystal axes are all equal to .
Simplifying we obtain 13
1
mi = (ai - a 3 ),
1 1
M2 = -- (ai + a 3 ) + -a 2,22
1 1
M3 = g(ai + a 3 ) + -a 2 .2 T
(4.36)
13Alternatively, the deviatoric right stretch tensor U can be expressed as
U = AUi + 1 (1 - U1 ), (4.39)
1 1
where U1 = mi 0m, m 1 = 2 (ai - a 2) - -a3, and {ai}, i = 1, ... , 3, are the cube-axes
of the crystal.
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F = U = - J113 AUi + IU2 + Us . (4.40)
In this particular deformation mode, all seven of the deviatoric strain
invariants are probed.
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Figure 4.8: Non-zero deviatoric invariants probed by deformation DEF5.
All the deformation modes that we have included in our training-set are
summarized in Table 4.2. Each one of them extends to "moderately large"
values of the parameter InA (|lnA < 0.16), and each one is superimposed to
initial volumetric strains ranging from ~ 0.60 < J <- 1.13. In particular,
all the continuum crystal parameters were fitted on DFT data included in
the stability region of the aluminum fcc structure.
All the material constants of the continuum model, with the exception of
the bulk modulus Bno and T, were obtained by performing a least-squares
fit of the total energy densities and the 0th-order Seth-Hill (work-conjugate in
our case) stress components T(9) obtained from DFT calculations. The bulk
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Table 4.2: Deformation modes belonging to the training-set of deformations used
to fit the parameters of the strain invariant constitutive equation for
aluminum. The integer parameter rji indicates the order in strain of
the ith -strain invariant.
DEF1 DEF2 DEF3 DEF4 DEF5 Order
p 0.500 1.000 0.500 0.000 0.500
a 0.000 0.000 0.000 4 4
3 0.000 0.000 tan-,1() 4
-y 0.000 0.000 - 0.000 I
T 2  0.000 0.000 1.500 2.000 0.914 T2 = 2
T3  0.750 0.000 0.750 0.000 0.750 s= 3
T 4  1.500 2.000 0.000 0.000 0.586 4 = 2
T5  0.750 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.293 Ts = 3
T6  1.125 2.000 0.750 1.500 0.000 16- 4
T7  0.750 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.104 77= 3
T8 1.125 2.000 0.000 0.000 0.345 78 = 4
total energy densities on pure volumetric DFT deformations of the aluminum
primitive unit-cell using the UBER-inspired functional form
Wei,voi(I1) = BmoT2 1 - (
11
_ V (4.41)
We constructed a data vector IDDFT including the total energy densities
Wei = Wei - Weivoi, (4.42)
and the corresponding work-conjugate 0th-order Seth-Hill stress components
=(0) 9(Wei - Weivol )BE (4.43)
obtained from DFT calculations. In particular, we transformed the Cauchy
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stress components directly evaluated using the DFT Quantum-ESPRESSO
code into the corresponding 0th-order Seth-Hill stress components using the
procedure exposed in section 2.3.7.
The entries of the DDFT vector correspond to the total energy densities
and the six stress components for the all the J(= 6) sampled initial volumes,
the v(= 5) modes of deformations and the ((= 19) imposed strain norms for
each J and v. In the case of aluminum, we used a total of 3990 data entries
to fit all the material parameters of the continuum model.
The set of data (4.42) and (4.43) obtained by evaluating eqs. (2.138) and
(2.139) at a generic {J, v, E} deformation can be expressed in the matrix form
(7x1) (7x 33)(33 x 1)











is the (7 x 1) vector containing the total energy density and the six 0th-order
Seth-Hill stress components associated with the generic deformation {J, v, E},
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- - - 'l,JuVE'8,JvLE
... 1,JuJe8,JVe
..-. f31 [BK(1, 1)]
... f 3l[B,(2, 3)]_
(4.46)
is the (7 x 33) matrix containing the arguments of eqs. (4.42) and (4.43) at








is the (33 x 1) vector of the material properties appearing in eqs. (2.138) and
(2.139). The array dimension "33" in LJvE and C corresponds to the number
of unknown material parameters that we need to solve to fully describe the
continuum model 4 .
The entire data set corresponding to all the {J, v, E deformations is then
combined in the matrix form
1 4Here, we remind that Bmo0 and -r, 2 of the 35 material parameters required by the
strain invariant-based continuum model, were already evaluated separately from volumet-







5 4 (1, 1)
B 4 (2, 3)
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(7.J.v.Exl) (7.J.v.ex33)(33x1)








We evaluated the elements of matrix C in a least squares sense by simply
imposing
LTIDDFT = LTLC, (4.51)
and solving for C such that
C = (LT L)-LTDDFT- (4.52)
Essentially, we have performed a least squares fitting procedure on all the
total energies and DFT stress components of the training-set simultaneously.
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Table 4.3: Materials parameters of the aluminum continuum model obtained
from least-squares fitting of DFT data. Values are compared to avail-
able experimental data at 20 K from [132]. All parameters expressed
in [GPa] with the exception of the non-dimensional parameter rv.
DFT Expt. DFT Expt. DFT Expt.
Bm0  74.92 79.40 G15  2117.03 - L16  -1522.70 -
T 0.8901 G1 7  -2347.57 - L18  5197.19 -
C44o 31.00 31.60 G24 394.12 - L1 22  755.50 -
Co, 25.56 26.19 G6  1144.66 - L144  -1535.60 -
D12  -169.06 - G8  -3181.75 - L124 287.32 -
D14 -96.12 - G22  -350.88 - L23  184.31 -
D3  38.71 - G44  976.12 - L2 5  95.06 -
D5  -649.29 - L1 112  -124.44 - L2 7  437.57 -
D 7  680.06 - L1114  91.69 - L4s 494.90 -
G11 2  -2.15 - L11s 205.20 - L 45  114.06 -
G114  -5.53 - L115  -1668.90 - L47  -312.80 -
G1s -226.22 - L11 7 1843.89 -
crystal and compares them with available experimental data at 20K [132].
In this regard, we note that within the groups of material parameters
associated with invariants of the same order, some material parameters are
small compared to the others. For instance |Gn2| < (IG1i, 1G171), |Gn4| <
(IG151, G171), and |L11141 < (ILusI, ILul7 ). This is an indication that the
contributions of these particular material parameters (and associated invari-
ant products) to the hyperelastic response of aluminum are minor.
4.5 Results
In this section, we compare the total strain energy densities and the Cauchy
stresses evaluated using both DFT and the strain invariant-based continuum
model (2.138). First, we compare the results for some relevant deformation
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modes (DEF1, DEF2, DEF3) chosen from the training-set for the continuum
model. We then compare results for a deformation mode not included in the
training set in order to demonstrate the predictive capability of the model.
Table 4.4: Volumetric deformations imposed on the aluminum crystal identified
according to the lattice parameter a, the volume V, the ratios a/ao and
J = V/V of the primitive unit-cell. The symbols ao and V identify
the ground state lattice parameter and volume of the primitive unit-
cell, respectively.
Deformation Name a [A] V [A3] a J - 11 -J inJ
Ground state VOLo 4.059 66.863 1.000 1.000 0.000
Expansion VOL1  4.233 75.870 1.043 1.135 0.127
Compression VOL 2 3.863 57.646 0.952 0.862 -0.149
Compression VOL 3 3.704 50.827 0.913 0.760 -0.274
Compression VOL 4 3.598 45.594 0.887 0.697 -0.387
Compression VOL5  3.450 41.072 0.850 0.614 -0.488
DEF1. Isochoric axial stretch with equi-lateral accommodation
The isochoric axial stretch with equi-lateral accommodation is super-
posed to various volumetric deformations within the region of stability
of the fcc crystal structure. The imposed volumetric deformations
range from a compression of J = 0.61 to a dilation of J = 1.13, as
summarized in Table 4.4. The corresponding deformation gradient F
expressed in the crystal-axes coordinate system is
A 0 0
F = U = J3 0 0 .(4.53)
Figure (4.9) shows the comparison between the total strain energy den-
sities and the Cauchy stresses evaluated using DFT and the invariant-
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based model for the case J = Jo = 1, i.e., when the volume of the
crystal is kept constant at its ground state value V. The Cauchy stress
components are expressed with respect to the crystal-axes of symme-
try: Tij = ai -Ta. The results evidence the accuracy of the continuum
model in describing the stretched region identified by positive values
of the Hencky strain component InA. Hencky strains up to inA - 15%
are fully accounted by the model. Conversely, the model predictions
are less accurate when 1nA < -0.06. This region corresponds to fairly
large extensions along two of the three principal crystal directions of
the deformation, and the DFT results evidence corresponding large
Cauchy stress non-linearities. This may indicate that the symmetry of
the crystal is approaching an instability zone. It is interesting to note
the build-up of pressure with increasing values of 1nA, despite the fact
that the volume of the crystal is kept at a constant value, V = JVo.
This is a contribution that emerges from the dependence of the pressure
term on the deviatoric part of the deformation, and it is clearly shown
in Figure 4.9. This contribution becomes important at large deviatoric
strains, while it goes asymptotically to zero at small deviatoric strains.
In this regard, the invariant-based constitutive equation captures this
behavior extremely well because of the built-in couplings among the
volumetric strain invariant 11 and the six non-zero deviatoric strain
invariants Ii, j = 3, ... , 815. Figures (4.10) and (4.11) show the depen-
dence of the strain energy densities and Cauchy stresses on imposed
volumetric strains that range from J = 0.61 to J = 1.13. In this
regard, we note that the evaluation of the elastic response of the crys-
tal under small dilated volumetric states is straightforward within the
framework of first-principles calculations while practically out of reach
15 The strain invariant 12 is not mentioned because it is not involved in the current defor-
mation mode. However, its coupling with the volumetric strain invariant I1 is accounted
in the form of the constitutive equation (2.138).
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experimentally. Finally, the continuum model captures extremely well
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Figure 4.9: Al, deformation DEFI: Response of the Al crystal for the case J =
J = 1. Top figure shows the dependence of strain energy density Wei
on 1nA. Bottom figure shows the dependence of the Cauchy stress
components and pressure on 1nA. Stress components are reported
in the reference crystal lattice directions. Data from the continuum
model are reported in blue (9); original DFT data in red (D).
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Al, deformation DEF1: Strain energy density Wei dependence on
inA for various imposed values of J. Data from the continuum
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Cauchy stress T
InX
Figure 4.11: Al, deformation DEF1: Non-zero Cauchy stress components at mul-
tiple values of J. Stress components are reported in the reference
crystal lattice directions. Data from the continuum model are re-
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Cauchy pressure
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Figure 4.12: Al, deformation DEF1: Cauchy pressure at multiple values of J.
Data from the continuum model are reported in blue (9); original
DFT data in red (0).
............
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DEF2. Isochoric plane strain on the compressed/dilated Al crystal
The elastic response of the ideal aluminum single-crystal is well cap-
tured by the strain invariant-based continuum model also in the case of
isochoric plane strain deformations imposed on both compressed and
dilated states of the crystal according to the deformation gradient
A 0 0
F = U = J1/3 0 } 0 . (4.54)
0 0 1
Figure (4.13) shows the strain energy densities and the Cauchy stresses
of the aluminum single-crystal under the current imposed deformation
for J = 1. The non-linear elastic response that emerges at large defor-
mations (IlnAl > 0.03) is evident and well-captured by the continuum
model. The degree of non-linearity in the elastic response amplifies at
increasing compressions. This behavior is visible from the trends of
the T11, T2 2 , and T3 3 Cauchy stress components in Figures (4.15) and
(4.16). Because of the symmetry of the imposed deformations, the non-
linearities in T1, T2 2 , and T3 3 compensate each others in determining a
Cauchy pressure almost insensitive to large imposed deviatoric strains,
see Figure (4.16).
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Figure 4.13: Al, deformation DEF2: Response of the Al crystal for the case
J = J, = 1. Top figure shows the dependence of strain energy
density Wei on inA. Bottom figure shows the dependence of the
Cauchy stress components and pressure on inA. Stress components
are reported in the reference crystal lattice directions. Data from
the continuum model are reported in blue (e); original DFT data
in red (0).
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Strain energy density
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Figure 4.14: Al, deformation DEF2: Strain energy density Wej dependence on
1nA for various imposed values of J. Data from the continuum
model are reported in blue (e); original DFT data in red (0).
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Cauchy stress T
Figure 4.15: Al, deformation DEF2: T11 and T22 Cauchy stress components at
multiple values of J. Stress components are reported in the refer-
ence crystal lattice directions. Data from the continuum model are
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Cauchy stress T
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Al, deformation DEF2: T33 Cauchy stress component and Cauchy
pressure at multiple values of J. Stress components are reported in
the reference crystal lattice directions. Data from the continuum
model are reported in blue (e); original DFT data in red (0).
Figure 4.16:
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DEF3. Isochoric triclinic shear
The response of the aluminum single-crystal to isochoric triclinic shear
deformations at various compressed and dilated volumes described by
the deformation gradient
F = U = J1/ (4.55)
where
1 3 2E (4.56)2 1-6~~ 62( (4 - 8E3 + 4/' 1 -4E3)-1 + 1 , (4.562(4-83 + 1- 4E3)3
is equally well-captured by the continuum model, as shown in Figures
(4.17), (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20). In particular, Figure (4.18) reports
the elastic strain energy density Wei and the non-zero Cauchy stress
components at J = Jo = 1 as a function of the imposed logarithmic
strain component 612, where 612= a - linUa 2. The curve correspond-
ing to the Cauchy stress components T12 = Tis = T23 shows a linear
behavior up to moderately large values of le121 =- 0.07 values. The
volumetric stiffening of the elastic response of the crystal to imposed
triclinic shear deformations can be seen at the bottom graphic of Figure
(4.19). The slopes of the T12(= T13 = T2 3) vs. E12 curves increase with
diminishing values of J, i.e., with increasing volumetric compressions.
Figure (4.20) shows that the dependence of the Cauchy pressure on the
imposed deviatoric strain becomes stronger at higher-compressed states
of the aluminum single-crystal. Overall, the strain invariant-based con-
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tinuum model captures the non-linearities of the crystal response in the
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Figure 4.17: Al, deformation DEF3: Response of the Al crystal for the case
J = J, = 1. Top figure shows the dependence of strain energy
density Wei on E12. Bottom figure shows the dependence of the
Cauchy stress components and pressure on inA. Stress components
are reported in the reference crystal lattice directions. Data from
the continuum model are reported in blue (e); original DFT data
in red (0).
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Strain energy density
S1 2
Figure 4.18: Al, deformation DEF3: Strain energy density Wei dependence on
612 for various imposed values of J. Data from the continuum model
are reported in blue (e); original DFT data in red (0).
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Cauchy stress T 1 = T22 =T33
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Figure 4.19: Al, deformation DEF3: Tii and T 12 Cauchy stress components at
multiple values of J. Stress components are reported in the refer-
ence crystal lattice directions. Data from the continuum model are























Figure 4.20: Al, deformation DEF3: Cauchy pressure at multiple values of J.
Data from the continuum model are reported in blue (e); original
DFT data in red (0).
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4.5.1 Prediction of the elastic response of the Al single-
crystal using the invariant-based continuum model
The strain invariant-based continuum model (2.138; 2.139) can be used to
predict the hyperelastic response of the ideal single-crystal of Al under any
imposed deformation gradient F. In the previous subsection, we have re-
ported the comparison between the predictions of the continuum model and
the corresponding DFT results for a few relevant deformations included in the
set of sampling deformation used to calibrate the continuum model. Here, we
compare the total strain energy densities Wei and the Cauchy stress predicted
by the continuum model with DFT calculations obtained for isochoric mon-
oclinic shear deformations (DEF P) described by the deformation gradient
(expressed with respect to the crystal-axes reference frame)




-(108 + 12/-12,E6+81)- + 1 . (4.58)6 (108 + 12 --12e6 +- 81)A 4.8
Figures (4.21) and following show that the predictive capability of the
strain invariant-based continuum model is accurate and is not limited to the
deformation modes used to calibrate the model. Therefore, we can confi-
dently adopt the model to predict any deformed state of aluminum within
the region of stability of the fcc crystal structure. The accuracy slightly
degrades at large deviatoric strains when applied on large crystal dilations.
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Strain energy density
e12
Figure 4.21: Al, deformation DEF P: Strain energy density We dependence on
E12 = a 1 - lnUa 2 for various imposed values of J. Data from the
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Figure 4.22: Al, deformation DEF P: T11 and T22 = T33 Cauchy stress compo-
nents experienced by the ideal Al single-crystal at multiple values
of J and 612 = al -lnUa2. Stress components are reported in the
reference crystal lattice directions. Data from the continuum model
are reported in blue (o); original DFT data in red (0).
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Figure 4.23: Al, deformation DEF P: T 12 and T13 Cauchy stress components
experienced by the ideal Al single-crystal at multiple values of J
and E12 = al -lnUa2. Stress components are reported in the refer-
ence crystal lattice directions. Data from the continuum model are
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Figure 4.24: Al, deformation DEF P: T23 Cauchy stress component and Cauchy
pressure experienced by the ideal Al single-crystal at multiple values
of J and 612 = ai - lnUa2. Stress components are reported in the
reference crystal lattice directions. Data from the continuum model
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4.6 Cauchy and work-conjugate
stress measures
The application of the invariant-based constitutive equation (2.138) allows
the direct evaluation of the work-conjugate stress via differentiation with
respect to the generic strain tensor E. In this work, we have chosen to use
the Hencky strain measure E(0), which leads to the Oth-order Seth-Hill stress
as the work-conjugate stress measure. The transformation from the Oth-order
Seth-Hill stress into the corresponding Cauchy stress has been described in
Chapter 2, section 2.3.7. Here, we illustrate the difference between the two
stress measures in the case of isochoric plane strain deformations at various
pre-imposed volumetric compressions and dilations of the aluminum single-
crystal which can be expressed by
A 0 0
F = U = j113 0 j 0. (4.59)
0 0 1
The difference between the two measures disappears at J= 1. In fact, for
this type of deformation the correspondence between the two stress measures
(2.78) simplifies to
T(C) = JRTTR, (4.60)
where R is a generic rotation. In absence of rotations, as in the current
example, R = 1 and
T(0) = JT. (4.61)
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Figures (4.25) and (4.26) report three different set of data for each stress
component and pressure that we have sampled. The first set of data corre-
sponds to the DFT calculations that provide Cauchy stress and pressures.
The second set of data corresponds to the Oth-order Seth-Hill stress compo-
nents and pressure data calculated by using the strain-invariant constitutive
model. Finally, the third set of data corresponds the Cauchy stress compo-
nents and pressure obtained by converting the continuum Oth-order Seth-Hill
data by using eq. (4.61).
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Figure 4.25: Al, deformation DEF2: Comparison between the Cauchy pressure
and the work-conjugate Oth-order Seth-Hill pressure for the case
of isochoric plane strain deformations at various pre-imposed vol-
umetric compressions and dilations of the aluminum single-crystal.
Cauchy data are reported in blue (9); Oth-order Seth-Hill data in
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Figure 4.26: Al, deformation DEF2: Comparison between the non-zero Cauchy
and the work-conjugate 0th-order Seth-Hill stress components for
the case of isochoric plane strain deformations at various pre-
imposed volumetric compressions and dilations of the aluminum
single-crystal. Stress components are reported in the reference
crystal lattice directions. Cauchy data are reported in blue (e);
Oth-order Seth-Hill data in green (<); original DFT (Cauchy) data
in red (L).
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4.7 Comparisons between different continuum
models
In this section, we compare the modeling capability of the invariant-based
model (2.138) extended to the 5th-order in the strain components to a re-
stricted, but sophisticated, model of aluminum crystal response based on the
Hencky strain measure and only the six material parameters Bmo, C440, C',
T, D 12, and D 14. The latter model, to which we refer as "standard model",
is descriptive of the response of a cubic crystal characterized by the linear
coupling of volumetric deformations with the second-order invariants I2 and
I4, and a non-linear volumetric response based on the UBER-formulation.
To our knowledge, no one has proposed a constitutive model incorporating
all the three features explained above at the same time.
The corresponding invariant-based constitutive equation is
Wei =Bmr [1 - 1 + -e - ) ]
+ (C440 + D1211)I2 + (C' + D1411)14
Bo T2[ + 1 exp -- ,-
I~ T T _ -
+ C44(I1)12 + C'(I1)I4.
(4.62)
The standard model is arguably the best available model based on merely
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experimental data16 . In fact, the elastic constants and their sensitivities to
volume changes can be measured. However, we notice that the sensitivity to
volume change of C44 and C' can be assessed experimentally only within a
limited range of pressures.
We present the comparison for the predicted total strain energy densities
and Cauchy stresses associated with the deformations DEF1 and DEF4 pre-
viously studied in section 4.4.
The standard model is constructed to predict the non-linear dependence
of the Cauchy pressure on large volumetric changes (UBER-like volumetric
response) and on moderately large deviatoric strains. In particular, we notice
that the range of deviatoric strains for which the model is accurate depends on
the magnitude of the imposed volumetric changes: small volumetric changes
allow an accurate description of the crystal response up to linA ~ 0.11 in
DEF1 and le121 - 0.07, where E12 = 1 -Ta 2 , in DEF4. However, larger im-
posed volumetric changes (J < 0.8) reduce the range of accurate prediction
of the linearized model to linA ~ 0.041 in DEF1 and |E121 ~ 0.05 in DEF4.
See, for instance, Figures (4.28) and (4.30) and (4.31) for DEF1 and Figures
(4.34), (4.36), and (4.37) for DEF4. In this regard, the full invariant-based
model retains high-accuracy up to large imposed deviatoric strains over the
large range of imposed volumetric changes. This capability is determined by
the presence of the coupling between the volumetric strain invariant 11 and
the higher-order deviatoric invariants Ij, j = 3,..., 8.
The standard model captures the non-linear crystal response up to mod-
erate imposed deviatoric deformations because of the use of the logarithmic
Hencky strain measure. However, the use of the Hencky strain measure alone
is not sufficient to capture the crystal response predicted by our DFT cal-
culations above a certain magnitude in the deviatoric strains. We also note
16Here, we present the model using material parameters obtained from DFT calculations.
The calculated values are reported in Table 5.2.
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that the standard model is accurate in modeling the non-linear dependence
of the crystal response on volumetric changes and moderate deviatoric de-
formations because of the presence of the material parameters D12 and D13.
In conclusion, the structure of the strain invariant-based continuum model
that we have introduced and the availability of reliable DFT data allow an
accurate description of the non-linear elastic behavior of the ideal aluminum
single-crystal up to large volumetric and deviatoric deformations. The com-
parison of the two continuum models highlights the importance of supple-
menting the experimental data with those obtained from DFT calculations.
The combination of the two has the unique capability of providing the full
set of material information needed to construct accurate continuum models.
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Figure 4.27: Al, DEFI: Strain energy densities calculated using the strain in-
variant model and the standard model at J = J, = 1. Invariant
model data are reported in blue (*); standard model data in green
(<); original DFT data in red (D).











Figure 4.28: Al, DEF1: Cauchy stress components and pressure calculated using
the strain invariant model and the standard model at J = J, =
1. Stress components are reported in the reference crystal lattice
directions. Invariant model data are reported in blue (0); standard
model data in green (<); original DFT data in red (LI).
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Figure 4.29: Al, DEFI: Strain energy densities evaluated at various J using the
strain invariant model and the standard model. Invariant model
data are reported in blue (e); standard model data in green (<);
original DFT data in red (0).
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Figure 4.30: Al, DEF1: T 11 Cauchy stress components calculated using the
strain invariant model and the standard model. Stress components
are reported in the reference crystal lattice directions. Invariant
model data are reported in blue (e); standard model data in green
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Figure 4.31: Al, DEFI: T 22 Cauchy stress components calculated using the
strain invariant model and the standard model. Stress components
are reported in the reference crystal lattice directions. Invariant
model data are reported in blue (e); standard model data in green
(<); original DFT data in red (0).
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Figure 4.32: Al, DEFI: Cauchy pressure calculated using the strain invariant
model and the standard model at distinct J values. Invariant model
data are reported in blue (e); standard model data in green (<);
original DFT data in red (0).
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Figure 4.33: Al, DEF4: Strain energy densities calculated using the strain in-
variant model and the standard model. Invariant model data are
reported in blue (e); standard model data in green (<); original
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Cauchy stress
Figure 4.34: Al, DEF4: Cauchy stress components calculated using the strain
invariant model and the standard model. Stress components are
reported in the reference crystal lattice directions. Invariant model
data are reported in blue (e); standard model data in green (<);
original DFT data in red (0).
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Figure 4.35: Al, DEF4: Strain energy densities evaluated at various J using the
strain invariant model and the standard model. Invariant model
data are reported in blue (e); standard model data in green (<);
original DFT data in red (0).
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Cauchy stress T = T13 = T
I-,
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Figure 4.36: Al, DEF4: T12 Cauchy stress components calculated using the
strain invariant model and the standard model. Stress components
are reported in the reference crystal lattice directions. Invariant
model data are reported in blue (o); standard model data in green
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Figure 4.37: Al, DEF4: Tu Cauchy stress components calculated using the
strain invariant model and the standard model. Stress components
are reported in the reference crystal lattice directions. Invariant
model data are reported in blue (*); standard model data in green
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Cauchy pressure
Figure 4.38: Al, DEF4: Cauchy pressure calculated using the strain invariant
model and the standard model at distinct J values. Invariant model
data are reported in blue (*); standard model data in green (<);






In this chapter, we focus our attention on the hyperelastic modeling of ideal
single-crystals having a Bravais lattice characterized by a multi-atom basis.
This class of crystals experiences the presence of sub-lattice shifts when un-
dergoing certain types of deformation modes. Here, we will study the cases
of the diamond structures of carbon and silicon. The former is particularly
noteworthy because of the capability of C-diamond to withstand large vol-
umetric and deviatoric stretches within the region of stability of the ground
state phase.
In Chapter 4, we studied the hyperelastic response of ideal single-crystal
aluminum by introducing the strain invariant-based constitutive equation
(2.138). The fcc Bravais lattice of aluminum is characterized by a mono-
atomic basis, and it does not experience the presence of any sub-lattice shift
'In the solid state physics community, a sub-lattice shift is usually referred as an internal
strain parameter. In this work, we will use both terminologies interchangeably.
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under any imposed deformation. For this reason, the constitutive equation
(2.138) is rigorous in the description of both the energetics and the atomistic
kinematics of the aluminum crystal.
The sub-lattice shifts distinctive of C-diamond, and all the cubic crystals
characterized by multi-atom bases, can be treated at the continuum level
by implicitly considering their presence within a homogenized crystal energy
density. This continuum treatment is based on a 'homogenized continuum'
(HC) formulation where the energetic contribution of the sub-lattice shifts
is incorporated into the total energy of the (strained) crystal's relaxed-lattice
configuration. In this sense, the HC treatment captures the exact energetics
of the crystal2 but does not explicitly follow the kinematics of the sub-lattice
shifts.
In the following sections we will illustrate the calibration of the continuum
model (2.138) for the case of C-diamond ideal single-crystals based on DFT
total energy and Cauchy stress data. All the DFT data are obtained from
relaxed-lattice configurations of the crystals' primitive unit-cells undergoing
a set of calibrating deformations. The parameters of the continuum model
being evaluated, we proceed to the study of the mechanical response of the
crystals up to large volumetric and deviatoric stretches, and we calculate
the work-conjugate and the Cauchy stresses for a series of applied deforma-
tions. We compare the total energies and stress components evaluated using
the continuum model to those obtained directly from DFT data for sets of
deformations either belonging or not to the initial training set. As in the
case of aluminum, these comparisons are useful to assess the accuracy of the
continuum model with respect to DFT data and to point out, at least for a
sub-space of notable deformation modes, the range of deformations for which
the continuum formulation correctly describes the non-linear elastic response
2Here, by 'exact' we mean exactly corresponding to the total energies calculated using
atomistic methods, e.g., embedded atom method (EAM) and DFT.
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of the crystal. In particular, the comparisons highlight some of the limits of
our hyperelastic continuum model when applied to the diamond structure:
the difficulty in capturing the response of the crystal in proximity of crystal
instabilities and the inaccuracies associated with the presence of large sub-
lattice shifts. The latter is especially evident in the case of the Si-diamond
structure. In fact, the large sub-lattice shifts experienced by the crystal limit
the range of stretches for which the continuum model is accurate.
We then extend the use of the constitutive equation (2.138) to finite
element (FE) calculations using the ABAQUS 6.9.1 code and provide the
example of C-diamond on C-diamond nano-indentation. Finally, we expose
a Newton-Raphson approach that enables the stress/strain relaxations of the
C-diamond structure, under particular imposed boundary conditions, based
on the use of the hyperelastic constitutive equation (2.138).
5.2 DFT calculations: computational details
We evaluated the total energies and the Cauchy stress tensors of an 8-atom C-
carbon primitive unit-cell under multiple imposed deformations using DFT
methods and, specifically, the PWscf code as implemented in Quantum-
ESPRESSO (QE). We evaluated the lattice parameter and the elastic con-
stants of the crystal using both GGA and LDA functionals for the xc-energy
term. In the calculations based on the GGA, we used the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE) parametrization and the C.pbe-rrkjus.UPF (2s 2 2p 2 ) ultra-
soft pseudopotential from the QE distribution, characterized by four electrons
in the valence. The calculations used a plane-wave basis set with a 40 Ry
kinetic energy cutoff for the wavefunctions and a 320 Ry kinetic energy cutoff
for the charge density. The Brillouin zone integrations were carried out using
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the Marzari-Vanderbilt cold smearing technique3 with a fictitious broadening
temperature (degauss smearing) of 0.03 Ry over 83 k-point Monkhorst-Pack
meshes in the reduced Brillouin zone. The LDA calculations were based on
a 2s 22p2 norm-conserving pseudopotential (four atoms in the valence) us-
ing a 55 Ry kinetic energy cutoff for the wavefunctions, a 400 Ry kinetic
energy cutoff for the charge density, and Marzari-Vanderbilt cold smearing
with a 0.03 Ry degauss over 83 k-point Monkhorst-Pack meshes. We used the
PWscf code in Quantum-ESPRESSO to capture the presence of sub-lattice
shifts by allowing the self-consistent relaxation of the internal atoms of the
primitive unit-cell via, for example, the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
(BFGS) optimization method [7].
We calculated the phonon frequencies at F of the 8-atom C-diamond
primitive unit-cell using linear perturbation DFT [12]. The GGA calcula-
tions produce better agreement with the experimental lattice parameter, the
elastic constants and the phonon frequencies. Therefore, we chose them to
calibrate the proposed continuum model.
5.3 C-diamond elastic properties
C-diamond is a material characterized by both unique mechanical and elec-
tronic properties. The combination of the light mass of the C-atoms and the
covalent nature of the atomic bonds makes C-diamond the hardest material
known in nature and one of the few materials having shear elastic constants,
3The use of a thermal smearing technique in the case of C-diamond is not strictly
necessary. In fact, the energy gap present between the highest occupied and the lowest
unoccupied energy bands of C-diamond is much higher than the fictitious thermal energy
imposed on the system. Hence, the thermal smearing does not modify the thermodynamic
electronic distribution. However, large imposed deformations can possibly reduce or close
the energy gap and, consequently, turn C-diamond from an insulator to a metallic crystal.
In this case, the presence of a thermal broadening is effective.
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C, = (C110 - C12o)/2 and C440, larger than its bulk modulus Bmo0 at ambient
pressure. Table 5.1 reports the measured ground state lattice parameter and
the elastic constants of the C-diamond structure measured at 300 K [172]
together with the values that we calculated at 0 K using DFT methods (in
both the LDA and GGA functionals of the exchange-correlation energy) as
implemented in the PWscf code of Quantum-ESPRESSO [48]. Figure (5.1)
from [96] reports the mild dependence on temperature of the elastic constants
in the range of cryogenic to room temperature. In this regard, Figure (5.1)
shows that our DFT calculations performed at 0 K are likely to approximate
the elastic response of the crystal at room temperature with an accuracy
within 0.5%.
In C-diamond, each atom is tetrahedrally bonded to four nearest neigh-
bors determining an sp 3 configuration that is responsible for the strong cova-
lent nature and the extremely high hardness of the crystal. The C-diamond
structure consists of an fcc Bravais lattice with a two C-atoms basis. The
structure is represented as a 3 x 3 x 3 supercell in Figure 5.2. The sym-
metries and properties of the C-diamond ideal single-crystal ground state
can be fully represented by a two-atoms primitive unit-cell. In the ground
state configuration, the two atoms of the basis are separated by the vector
d = (y, y, y), where a, is the ground state lattice parameter and the
components are referred to cartesian lattice vectors aj. Figure (5.3) shows
the ground state electronic charge density of C-diamond that we calculated
using PWscf and plotted using the Matlab code. Specifically, we show the
charge density corresponding to the three crystal cubic planes {100}, {010}
and {001}. In these planes, the regions associated with the highest elec-
tronic charge density (yellow color scale) are representative of the C-atoms
on the surface of the f cc unit-cell. Moreover, Figure (5.3) highlights that the
diamond structure does not have any strong atomic bonding within those
planes. In fact, the sp 3 bond configuration is distinguished by four --bonds
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of equal length and strength between an atom located at the interior of the
unit-cell and three adjacent atoms lying on the surfaces of the unit-cell. The
sp 3 bond configuration is clearly visible in Figure (5.4), where we have su-
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Figure 5.1: C-diamond: Experimental dependence of the C-diamond elastic
constants on temperature from [96]. Data expressed as the ratio
R--= C (T)C3 (25C)
Occelli, et al., [109] have provided accurate measurements of the
pressure dependence on volume for natural C-diamond single-crystal (natural
isotopic composition of about 1.1% 13C) up to pressures of 140 GPa via quasi-
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Figure 5.2: Crystal structure of C-diamond.
hydrostatic measurements in helium using a diamond anvil cell. They fitted
the experimental data using the Vinet equation of state (EOS)
p(J) = 3Kmo J 2 3 (1 _ Ji/3)exp[3 (K'o - (- J1/3)1 (5.1)
where Kmo = 446 GPa is the bulk modulus at ambient pressure, K'o= 3.0
is the linearized "pressure-derivative" of the bulk modulus, J = V/V*, and
V* = 45.3925 A3 (= 3.4170 cm 3mol- 1) is the ground state volume. In the
strain invariant-based continuum model that we propose (2.138), we capture
201




Figure 5.3: Charge-density of the ground state C-diamond structure on the
planes of cubic symmetry as calculated from DFT.
the dependence of the work-conjugate pressure p(o) on the volume V = JV
using the UBER-inspired formulation
p(0)(J) = -B.o(lnJ)exp J (5.2)
where Bmno = 432.04 GPa is the ground state bulk modulus calculated from
our DFT data, rv = 1.277 is a fitting parameter introduced to capture the
calculated overall pressure/volume relationship, and V = 45.4229A3 is the
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Diamond chge densty lesurface - 0.22
Figure 5.4: Charge-density iso-surface of the ground state C-diamond structure
as calculated from DFT. The chosen high density value is descriptive
of atomic bondings and, in particular, the sp3 configuration.
ground state volume evaluated from DFT. The corresponding Cauchy pres-
sure is a simple J-scaling of the work-conjugate pressure p(o):
p(0) inJ (nJ
p(J) =- Bmo--exp - -- , (5.3)
as implied by eq. (2.78).
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Table 5.1: Calculated and experimental values of lattice parameter ao and elastic
constants of C-diamond. DFT data are calculated at 0 K using both
GGA and LDA for the exchange-correlation energy term. Relative
errors are reported with respect to experimental values measured at
300 K [172].
Parameter LDA GGA Expt. LDA rel. err. GGA rel. err.
ao [A] 3.5198 3.5682 3.57 1.4% 0.2%
Bmo [GPa] 469.63 432.04 444.8 5.6% 2.9%
C01o [GPa] 1119.30 1056.00 1080.4 3.6% 2.3%
C440 [GPa] 595.55 554.24 576.6 3.2 % 3.9%
C12o [GPa] 147.42 126.31 127.0 16.1% 0.8%
Co, [GPa] 485.94 464.84 476.7 1.9% 2.5%
data in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) to the xc-energy
even when experimental measures were available. In particular, we preferred
the generalized gradient approximation to the xc-energy over the local den-
sity approximation (LDA) because of the better agreement of the former
with experimental results (see Table 5.1). For the case of C-diamond, the
agreement between experimental and DFT data is excellent, with a maxi-
mum relative error of 3.9% associated with the C440 elastic constant. Figure
(5.5) compares p - J experimental data from Occelli, et al., [109] to the Vinet
equation of state (EOS), to the UBER-inspired interpolation adopted in our
continuum model, and to our DFT calculations. In the range of volumetric
deformations investigated, DFT data are in very good agreement with the
experimental data, and the UBER-inspired EOS fitted on DFT data is in
excellent agreement with the Vinet EOS fitted on experimental values.
The results of Occelli, et al., are very relevant to our work. In fact, the
measured p - J curve provides experimental information on the stiffening of
the crystal volumetric response up to pressures of 140 GPa, i.e., information
directly comparable to our volumetric DFT calculations. Furthermore, this
work provides an estimate of the range of stability of the diamond structure
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Figure 5.5: Cauchy pressure dependence on volume in the C-diamond single-
crystal. The volume axis is renormalized to J = , where V,
45.423A3 . The red curve (A) is the Vinet interpolation to experi-
mental data [109]; the green curve (0) is the UBER-inspired inter-
polation to our DFT data; the blue curve (0) connects our DFT
data points; black dots are experimental data from [109].
under high-pressure conditions.
Occelli, et al., [109] have also measured the Raman frequencies of the
threefold-degenerate optical phonon WLTO at 1 (center of the Brillouin zone)
up to pressures of 140 GPa. The authors show a linear increase of the WLTO
frequency with pressures up to 40 GPa and a sub-linear increase at pressures
above 40 GPa. The pressure/volume dependence of the phonon frequency
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WLTO can also be calculated using linear perturbation DFT techniques [12]
and considered as a further benchmark to our DFT calculations. We have
evaluated the dependence of the WLTO phonon frequency on the Cauchy pres-
sure p at I and, in Figure (5.6), we compare our results to the fit
WLTO(p) = 1333 + 2.83p - 3.64 - 103P2 (5.4)
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Figure 5.6: C-diamond: Dependence of the C-diamond optical phonon WLTO on
pressure. Comparison between DFT data (+) and the fit of experi-
mental data by Occelli, et al., [109] (o).
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that Occelli, et al., proposed for their measurements4 . The phonon frequen-
cies that we calculate underestimate those reported by Occelli, et al., by
~5% over the entire range of pressures. This result is consistent with our
prediction of a slightly softer bulk modulus, Bmo0 = 432.04 GPa, compared
to the reported experimental value of Bmo(exp.) =444.8 GPa.
Some of the work on C-diamond crystals that has recently appeared in
the literature concentrates on the study of the crystal's mechanical response
under extreme conditions, such as nano-indentation [51], response to shock
compression [110] and response to high hydrostatic pressures [109]. One of
the interesting observations to emerge from experiments is the unusual re-
sponse of diamond crystals to high pressures and moderately large deviatoric
strains, normally experienced during nano-indentation experiments or in a
diamond anvil cell. In these conditions, the covalent nature of the C-diamond
bonds increases, contrary to the traditional picture of bond-weakening under
imposed pressure [109]. In this context, the strain invariant-based continuum
model (2.138) suits well the scope of predicting and modeling the crystal be-
havior under such conditions.
5.4 Sub-lattice shifts and homogenized con-
tinuum approach
Under certain imposed deformations, the C-diamond experiences sub-lattice
shifts that lower the total energy of the crystal compared to the unrelaxed
Cauchy-Born deformed crystal. These deformation modes involve the pres-
ence of a non-zero value of the deviatoric strain invariant 12 = tr(E2 ) _
H[E, E], where E = f(U) is a generic Lagrangian strain measure, E =
4Here, the frequencies are expressed in cm- and the Cauchy pressures in GPa.
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E - 1tr(E)1, and H is the fourth-order structural tensor defined in (2.116).
Examples of this class of deformations are the monoclinic and triclinic shear-
ing of the diamond structure. For instance, the C44, elastic constant of
C-diamond can be evaluated by imposing triclinic shear deformations to the
primitive unit-cell. Such deformations generate sub-lattice shifts among the
two C-atoms of the basis along the [1 1 1] crystal direction. Conversely, be-
cause of symmetry, neither volumetric nor orthorhombic deformations gen-
erate sub-lattice shifts.
The sub-lattice shift s, associated with a deformation gradient F is de-
fined as the difference between the d vector connecting the C-atoms of the
Bravais lattice's basis when the relaxation is permitted and dcB = Fd, the
Cauchy-Born vector corresponding to the distance of the two C-atoms in the
unrelaxed crystal configuration. Mathematically,
s = d - dB, (5.5)
where the relaxed vector d can be expressed as
3 3
d = 3 d (Fai) = ( d bi, (5.6)
and
3 3
dCB= Fdo = 4 Fa = 4 bi. (5.7)
i=1 i=1
Here, {ai}, i = 1, ..., 3, is the (undeformed) cube-axes crystal basis, {bi},
i = 1, ..., 3, is the deformed-axes crystal basis 5 where bi = Fai, ao is the
5For U = 1, the deformed-axes crystal basis bi is not orthonormal.
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reference lattice parameter, and {dI}, i 1, ... , 3, are coefficients descriptive
of the positions of the relaxed atoms. The normalized components of the
sub-lattice shift, expressed in the deformed crystal coordinates, are
d- 1 i=1, ..., 3. (5.8)
ao 4
The rigorous energetic and kinematic continuum description of a crystal
characterized by the presence of a sub-lattice shift requires the definition of
a strain energy density function
We, = We, (E; s), (5.9)
where E is a generic strain measure, that implies the variational form
BW 9W
6Wei =- .6E + -6s. (5.10)
BE 9s
Localization of the principle of virtual work then requires the following
energy balance
0 =(W - T(0)( : E + -0fW--os (5.11)BE 8~s
where T(0) is the work-conjugate stress tensor and f are the forces per unit
reference volume acting on the atoms of the state defined by (E, s). The
condition (5.11) implies the equilibrium equations
= T(0) (5.12)
BE
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and
&W(E; s)S= f = .(5.13)
In particular, condition (5.13) implicitly determines the value of the sub-
lattice shift vector s = seq(E) for which the crystal is at equilibrium in the
absence of applied sub-lattice shifting forces. By taking advantage of this
result, the strain energy density Wei can be written in the homogenized form
WHc(E) such that
Wei = We (E, seq(E)) = WHC(E) = Wj'({Ii}), (5.14)
where 14 //fc ({ i}) is the homogenized strain energy density written in terms
of the generic list of strain invariants {Ii}, i = 1, ..., In.
5.5 Calibration of continuum model using DFT
data
The hyperelastic response of the C-diamond ideal single-crystal can be de-
scribed using the strain invariant-based continuum model (2.138) in the con-
text of a homogenized continuum treatment. We calibrated the material
constants of the constitutive equation following the same procedure used for
the aluminum crystal in sections 4.3 and 4.4.
We allowed the relaxation of the internal atoms only for those defor-
mations actually generating sub-lattice shifts. In fact, volumetric and or-
thorhombic deformations do not generate sub-lattice shifts because of un-
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derlying symmetries of the crystal structure. The corresponding calculated
total energies and Cauchy stress tensors implicitly include the presence of
sub-lattice shifts into homogenized crystal energy densities and stresses. As
a consequence, the proposed continuum treatment of the C-diamond single-
crystal is capable of capturing the exact relaxed energetics corresponding to
any imposed deformation gradient F, but not reproducing the kinematics of
the corresponding sub-lattice shifts.
All the material constants of the continuum model were evaluated from
DFT data, even when experimental data were available. In particular, we
determined Bmo0 , 7,, C, and C440 via DFT calculations and used the predicted
values to estimate the accuracy of the quantum-based calculations based on
comparisons with experimental data.
We calibrated the continuum model of the C-diamond crystal using the
same deformations modes (DEF1, ..., DEF5) described in section 4.3 for the
case of aluminum. Each deformation mode included in the training-set ex-
tends to moderately large values in the norm of the logarithmic (Hencky)
deviatoric strain tensor and is superimposed to seven volumetric deforma-
tions spanning a -24% + 7% volume change relative to the ground state
volume Vo = 45.4228A3 . All the material constants were fitted on DFT data
taken from deformations exhibiting stable response. The onsets of crystal
instabilities were identified by the inspection of the total energies and the
Cauchy stress-strain curves produced by DFT calculations; discontinuities
in the Cauchy stress-strain curves were interpreted as an indicator of an in-
stability. In this regard, our approach is not rigorously sufficient to exclude
the presence of a "soft" instability of the crystal lattice associated with a
deformation mode that has not been sampled. Tensile loads along the [111]
crystal direction and shearing loads along the [112] direction of the {111}
plane are known as "soft" modes of deformation of the cubic diamond struc-
ture [128]. These are loading modes associated with the ideal tensile and
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shear strengths of the diamond crystal. We performed DFT calculations to
sample these deformation modes, and we obtained results in agreement with
those reported in [128]. This particular topic is discussed with more details
in section 5.6.1.
All the material constants of the continuum model, with the exception of
the bulk modulus Bmo and -r, were obtained performing a least squares fit
of the total energy densities and the Oth-order Seth-Hill stress components
obtained from DFT calculations on the set of crystal deformations included
in our training-set. The procedure is identical to the one used for the case of
aluminum in section 4.4. The bulk modulus Bmo and the parameter T, were
evaluated separately by fitting the total energy densities on pure volumet-
ric DFT deformations of the C-diamond crystal using the UBER-inspired
functional form
Wei,voi = Bmor[ 1- 1 + x - -]. (5.15)
1 Tv ) (-TV).
Table 5.2 reports the values of the fitted material constants. All the ma-
terial properties calculated using DFT are evaluated at absolute zero tem-
perature.
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Table 5.2: Materials parameters of the C-diamond continuum model obtained
from a least square fit of DFT data. Values are compared to available
experimental data at 300 K from [172]. All parameters expressed in
[GPa] with the exception of the non-dimensional parameter r,.
DFT Expt. DFT Expt. DFT Expt.
Bm0  432.04 442 G15  9331.86 - L16  20356.34 -
rV 1.277 G1 7  -6635.83 - L18  -48808.03 -
C44o 557.46 578 G24  -1799.40 - L12 2  -8993.44 -
Co, 465.55 477 G6  6864.05 - L1 44 13872.00 -
D1 2  -726.21 - G8  -13277.83 - L124  109.21 -
D14 -25.39 - G 2 2  -3416.70 - L23  -1546.34 -
D3  -512.08 - G44 3075.00 - L2 5  2212.52 -
D5  -450.86 - L1 112  1378.66 - L27  1619.80 -
D 7  1912.99 - L1 1 4; 539.29 - L43  -2075.72 -
G112  1.38 - L113  -2093.41 - L45  1074.68 -
G114  -2.33 - L115  5640.04 - L47  31.68 -
G13 -3000.82 - L11 7 -3708.81 -
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5.6 Accuracy of continuum model with re-
spect to DFT calculations
In this section, we provide a comparison between the strain energy densities
Wei and Cauchy stress components calculated using DFT methods with the
corresponding values predicted by the continuum model fitted on DFT data.
Comparison is provided for the deformation modes DEF1, DEF2 and DEF4
that are part of the calibrating set of deformations. Figures of this section
report the components of the Cauchy stress tensor with respect to the cubic
crystal-axes cartesian reference frame {ai}, i = 1, ... , 3.
DEF1. Isochoric axial stretch with equi-lateral accommodation
The isochoric axial stretch with equi-lateral accommodation superposed
to initial volumetric deformations is described by the deformation gra-
dient
A 0 0
F=-_U=_J3 0 0 ,
0 0
where J = V/V = (a/ao)3 is the initial volumetric deformation im-
posed on the crystal. The corresponding strain energy densities Wei,
Cauchy pressures and the non-zero Cauchy stress components are re-
ported in Figures (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9). Within this mode of defor-
mation, the agreement among DFT results and the continuum model
predictions is nearly perfect up to both large deviatoric and volumetric
deformations. Results for the case J = Jo = 1, i.e., V = V are shown
in Figure (5.7). DFT calculations show that for this type of deforma-
tion the C-diamond crystal does not experience structural instabilities
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up to the large deviatoric stretches IA - 11 = 0.15 that we have sam-
pled. The coupling between the volumetric and the deviatoric response
6
of the crystal can be noticed from the mild build-up of the pressure
The agreement between the continuum and the DFT results holds
also when initial volumetric deformations are superimposed to the de-
viatoric stretch components, as shown in Figures (5.8) and (5.9).
Figure (5.7) shows results in the case of absence of volumetric deforma-
tions. Non-linearities in the Cauchy stresses emerge at IlnAI >- 0.04.
From Figure (5.10), the current deviatoric mode of deformation barely
couples with the Cauchy pressure, even at large deviatoric strains. The
coupling becomes slightly more evident at higher volumetric compres-
sions (J < 1).
6 The discrepancy between the pressure values calculated using DFT and the contin-
uum model is less than 0.5 GPa. The source of the discrepancy originates from the DFT
calculations and is related to the energy density cutoff for the wavefunctions chosen to
evaluate the total energies of the crystal. Lower energy cutoffs are computationally effi-
cient but introduce an offset between the values of the ground state volume (and energy)
and the zero-pressure volume.
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Figure 5.7: C-diamond, DEF1: Response of the diamond crystal at J = J = 1.
Components are expressed with respect to the crystal-axes reference
frame. Continuum model data are in blue (e), DFT data in red (0).
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Elastic strain energy density
Figure 5.8: C-diamond, DEF1: Elastic strain energy densities Wet corresponding
to different J values. Continuum model data are in blue (e), DFT
data in red (LI).
.. . ... - -
- .... ...
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Cauchy stress T
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Cauchy stress T = T33
Figure 5.9: C-diamond, DEFI: Non-zero Cauchy stress components correspond-
ing to different J values. Components are expressed with respect to
the crystal-axes reference frame. Continuum model data are in blue
(e), DFT data in red (E).
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Figure 5.10: C-diamond, DEFI: Non-zero Cauchy pressure corresponding to dif-
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DEF2. Isochoric plane strain
In the cube-axes crystal reference frame, the isochoric plane strain de-
formation superposed to volumetric deformations of the crystal is de-
scribed by the deformation gradient
A 0 0
F =U =JP 0 j0.
0 0 1
Similarly to deformation mode DEFI, the agreement between contin-
uum and DFT results for the isochoric plane strain deformations is
excellent. Figure (5.11) shows the strain energy densities and Cauchy
stresses and pressures for the case J = 1, i.e., V = V. The agreement
holds also under high imposed initial volumetric compressions (J < 1)
and moderate imposed dilations (J > 1), as shown in Figures (5.11),
(5.12), and (5.13). In this regard, the continuum models capture the
non-linearities in the Cauchy stresses with high accuracy. An exam-
ple is the higher-order response of the T33 Cauchy stress component in
Figures (5.11) and (5.14). Considerations similar to those exposed for
DEF1 apply for the accuracy of the Cauchy pressure calculations.
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Ink
Figure 5.11: C-diamond, DEF2: Response of the C-diamond crystal at J = J=
1. Continuum model data are in blue (*), DFT data in red (7).
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Elastic strain energy density
-0.05
Ink
Figure 5.12: C-diamond, DEF2: Elastic strain energy densities Wei at different
J values. Continuum model data are in blue (.), DFT data in red
(R).
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Figure 5.13: C-diamond, DEF2: Cauchy stress components T11 and T22 at dif-
ferent J values. Components are expressed with respect to the
crystal-axes reference frame. Continuum model data are in blue
(o), DFT data in red (L).
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Cauchy stre's T33
Figure 5.14: C-diamond, DEF2: Cauchy stress component T33 and pressure at
different J values. Components are expressed with respect to the
crystal-axes reference frame. Continuum model data are in blue
(*), DFT data in red (0).
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DEF4. Isochoric mixed shear I:
We call 'isochoric mixed shear I' the deformation mode DEF4 described
in section 4.4 that, when superimposed to volumetric deformations, is
described by the deformation gradient
F = U -= j 1 3 U = ji 3 [AU 1 + A-PU 2 + AP- 1 U 3], (5.16)
where p = 0, and the rotation angles of the principal axes of the defor-
mation with respect to the crystal axes are a = 1, f3 = ' and y 0.
Alternatively, the deformation gradient F can be written as
1
F = U = ji/3U -= j1/3 A U1+ U2 + - U3 , (5.17)
where
U = mi ( mi i=1, ..., 3 (no sum on i), (5.18)
and
1
-(ai - a3 ).
1 1
M2= -- (a + a3) + -a 2 ,2 7
1 1
M3 =-(ai,+ a3) + a 2.2 V
(5.19)
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This deformation is interesting because the corresponding Cauchy stress
components T11 , T22 = T33 and T23, evaluated with respect to the ref-
erence cube-axes, show non-linear behavior already at |lnAl ~ 0.01,
as shown in Figures (5.17) and (5.19). Moreover, the DFT data show
the presence of crystal instabilities at J = J = 1 and in presence
of imposed dilations (J > 1). Figures (5.15) and (5.16) show the
results for the case J = J, = 1. The on-set of the instabilities at
nA =- -0.125 and InA =- 0.13 can be seen in the strain energy
densities, in the Cauchy stress components and in the Cauchy pres-
sure as abrupt changes in their (otherwise) smooth dependence on a
monotonic increase in deviatoric deformation amplitude. Figures (5.16)
and following show that the instabilities are triggered at progressively
lower values of |lnAl when the crystal is dilated (J > 1). Conversely,
pre-imposed volumetric compressions inhibit the occurrence of the in-
stability. Once an instability has occurred, the mechanical response of
the crystal is not described correctly by the continuum model (2.138)
anymore. In fact, the occurrence of these instabilities is associated
with sudden discontinuities in the values of the sub-lattice shifts on the
imposed shear deformation, that corresponds to a significant reconfig-
uration of the electronic density of the crystal. In section A.4.1 we will
give a more detailed account of the sub-lattice shifts experienced by
the C-diamond crystal. For the moment, we note that our continuum
model is intentionally calibrated on DFT data within the range of sta-
bility of the crystal for any imposed deformation mode.
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Elastic strain energy density
Cauchy stress
Figure 5.15: C-diamond, DEF5: Response of the C-diamond crystal at J = J, =
1. THe abrupt changes in the DFT curves are evidence of lattice
instabilities not accounted for within the homogenized continuum
constitutive model. Stress components are expressed with respect
to the crystal-axes reference frame. Continuum model data are in
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Figure 5.16: C-diamond, DEF5: Elastic strain energy densities Wei at different
J values. Continuum model data are in blue (*), DFT data in red
(D).
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Cauchy stress T
Figure 5.17: C-diamond, DEF5: Cauchy stress components T11 and T22 at dif-
ferent J values. Components are expressed with respect to the
crystal-axes reference frame. Continuum model data are in blue
(9), DFT data in red (0).
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Figure 5.18: C-diamond, DEF5: Cauchy stress components T 12 and T13 at dif-
ferent J values. Components are expressed with respect to the
crystal-axes reference frame. Continuum model data are in blue
(*), DFT data in red (0).
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Figure 5.19: C-diamond, DEF5: Cauchy stress component T23 and pressure at
different J values. Components are expressed with respect to the
crystal-axes reference frame. Continuum model data are in blue
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5.6.1 Ideal strength of C-diamond
The ideal strength of a single-crystal is defined as the maximum Cauchy stress
that the crystal experiences before reaching an instability point. Instabilities
can be triggered under various imposed loading conditions, and for each one
of them a corresponding maximum stress will be reached. The C-diamond
ideal single-crystal is characterized by two "soft" deformation modes that
generate mechanical instabilities at rather lower stress values compared to
all the other deformation modes. The first one is uni-axial elongation along
the [111] crystal direction, while the second one is shear loading on the {111}
plane in the [112] direction. The tensile ideal strength is defined as the
maximum stress component in the [111] direction under uni-axial elongation
while the ideal shear strength is defined as the maximum {111}[112] shear
stress component under loading on the {111} plane in the [112] direction7 .
Roundy and Cohen [128] studied the ideal strength of C-diamond using
first-principles methods. They reported an ideal tensile strength of 95 GPa
and an ideal shear strength of 93 GPa.
We calculated the dependence of the tensile ideal strength on imposed
volumetric compressions using DFT. Different from the work of Roundy and
Cohen, we imposed uni-axial strain deformations along the [111] direction
with constrained lateral relaxations, effectively described by the deformation
gradient
F = U = J 3 (A - 1)a<l1> 9 a<1 11 > + 1], (5.20)
7 Clearly, the ideal strength values of a crystal are descriptive of the mechanical
behavior of ideal perfect crystals. The actual strengths of real crystals in presence of
defects generally correspond to much lower values (an order of magnitude difference is
likely). Nonetheless, stresses comparable to the ideal strengths of the crystal can be
reached in proximity of crack tips and under nano-indentation experiments when the
indenter tip probes defect-free regions of the crystal. The evaluation of the ideal tensile
and shear strength of the C-diamond single-crystals is also useful to understanding the
diamond to graphite phase change when the crystal is loaded under shear stresses [51].
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where
1
a<,i,> -(ai + a 2 + a 3 ), (5.21)
J4, = Vi,/V is the initial imposed volumetric compression, V is the ground
state volume, {ai}, i=1, ..., 3, is the crystal-axes cartesian basis of the unit-
8
cell, and 1 is the second-order unitary tensor
Figure (5.20) shows the dependence of the Cauchy stress component
T<11i, = a<i,> * Ta<ii> on the logarithmic strain 1nA at Ji, = 1. Here InA
corresponds to the logarithmic longitudinal strain in the [111] direction. We
compare the data calculated from DFT with the prediction of the continuum
model and the data reported by Roundy and Cohen [128]. DFT calculations
predict an ideal tensile strength of 82 GPa reached at lnA = 0.125. The
agreement of our DFT data with those reported by Roundy and Cohen is
very good. Moreover, the continuum model reproduces the DFT data with
good accuracy up to inA =~ 0.1. At larger 1nA values, the Cauchy stress
T<in> predicted by the continuum model diverges from the DFT data as
a consequence of the on-set of the crystal instability that is not accounted
for in our constitutive description. Figure (5.21) shows the dependence of
the Cauchy pressure, the Cauchy stresses T<1>, and the Cauchy normal
stresses T<io> = T<11> on InA, where
T<110, = a<110> Ta<iioy, (5.22)
8We note that the uni-axial straining deformations defined by eq. (5.20) are not volume-
preserving. The volume of the crystal corresponding to a generic such imposed deviatoric
strain, InA, is V = JV = JinAVo.
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T = a<u1, - Ta<11 >, (5.23)
and
1
a-110, (a + a 2), (5.24)
1
a<11>= (ai + a 2 - 2a 3 ). (5.25)
At the on-set of the crystal instability all the the stress components (in-
cluding the pressure) experience a sudden and large discontinuity.
The dependence of the ideal tensile strength of C-diamond on pre-imposed
volumetric compressions is shown in Figure (5.22). Only a mild increase in
the value of the ideal tensile strength is predicted upon imposition of vol-
umetric pre-compressions. On the other hand, the critical deviatoric strain
corresponding to the ideal tensile strength value is more sensitive to volume
changes. For instance, we predict an ideal tensile strength of 90 GPa at
1nA = 0.22 when Ji, = 0.80.
Figure (5.23) shows the dependence of the Cauchy shear stress
T* = a<11 > -Ta<in1>, at J = 1, on imposed {111}[112] simple shear strain-
ing described by the deformation gradient9 (expressed in the cube-axes crys-
tal basis)
9 Here, the right stretch tensor U is calculated from the spectral representation of C.
In fact,
3
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F=RU=J3 t;+ 1L -
-2E -2E 1I- 2E
We report data calculated by Roundy and Cohen [128] and compare them
with our DFT calculations and the predictions of our continuum model. The
agreement is excellent. In particular, the predictive accuracy of the contin-
uum model is excellent up to the critical shear strain value
E* = a<11y - Ea<mii>, where E = InU, corresponding to the ideal shear
strength value of 93 GPa. These results are especially noteworthy consider-
ing that the deformations of the crystal investigated in this section are not
part of the training-set that we have used to calibrate our continuum model.
3
U = Aimi & mi,
i= 1
where {Ci} {A?}, i = 1, ... , 3, are the eigenvalues of C, {Ai}, i = 1, ..., 3, are the
eigenvalues of U, and mi, i = 1, ... , 3, are the eigenvectors of both C and U. The rotation
R associated with the deformation is R = FU-1.
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Ideal tensile strength of C-diamond
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Figure 5.20: C-diamond: Cauchy normal stress T<111> at Jin
axial [111] straining. Continuum data are market
(0), DFT data by the red line (o); data marked
[128].
= 1 under uni-
by the blue line
by (e) are from
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Uni-axial <111> straining
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4
<nX111>
Figure 5.21: C-diamond: Cauchy normal stresses T<iii>, T<110> = T<1 1 > and
Cauchy pressure at Ji = 1 under uni-axial [111] straining. All data
are from DFT calculations.
. w - - - ..........
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Uni-axial <111> straining
InX<111>
Figure 5.22: C-diamond: Cauchy stress T<11 1> in the [111] direction at various
Ji pre-compressed states of the C-diamond ideal crystal. All data
are from DFT calculations; data marked by (*) are from [128].
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Figure 5.23: C-diamond: Cauchy shear stress T* = a.,> - Ta<iii> at J = 1
under {111}[112] shear straining. Here, e* = a<112> - Ea<i1>.
Continuum data are market by the blue line (0), DFT data by the
red line (e); data marked by (e) are from [128].
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5.6.2 Sub-lattice shift in the C-diamond structure
The diamond crystal structure descriptive of the ground state phase of C,
Si and Ge, among the others, is described by a fcc Bravais lattice and a
2-atom basis. The presence of a multi-atom basis introduces extra degrees of
freedom (sub-lattice shifts) in the kinematics of the crystal that cannot be
fully accounted merely by the deformation gradient F. However, the homog-
enized continuum treatment introduced in section (5.4) enables an accurate
description of the crystal response in the range of stability of the crystal
ground state phase.
Various work on the modeling and prediction of the sub-lattice shift in
the diamond structure is present in the literature. Kleinman [76] made one
of the first attempts to describe the sub-lattice shift in silicon. The latter is
modeled by imposing the geometrical condition that all the nearest-neighbor
bond lengths of the shifted atoms must be equal (bond-bending model).
Keating [74] successively proposed an energy density equation based on both
macroscopic strain (displacement-gradient components in Keating's termi-
nology) and sub-lattice shifts (differences in internal strain). The material
parameters of the equation are calculated from the experimental values of
the crystal elastic constants and by imposing the condition that all the forces
acting on the internal atoms are zero at equilibrium. Similarly to Keating,
Martin [91] included the presence of the sub-lattice shift in an energy den-
sity equation using a bond-stretching and bending model to which he added
effects generated by point-ion Coulombic forces. In particular, he adopted
the same description of the sub-lattice shift vector proposed by Kleinman
[76] and Strauch [147]. A common features of all the above approaches is the
modeling of the sub-lattice shift in the diamond structure based on material
parameters fitted on the experimental elastic constants of the crystal.
To our knowledge, Pavone, et al., [113] are the first authors that proposed
an evaluation of the sub-lattice shift in the C-diamond structure based on
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first-principles calculations. In this work, the authors modeled the sub-lattice
shift as a relative displacement that depends linearly on the macroscopic
strain imposed on the crystal through the use of an internal-strain tensor.
The latter is based on the geometrical structure of the Levi-Civita tensor
and on the internal-strain constitutive parameter r that was determined
phenomenologically from the frequency of the transverse optic phonon WLTO
evaluated at the center of the Brillouin zone. Finally, Cousins [32, 30, 31]
proposed an elastic treatment of the diamond structure to the third order
in which both the macroscopic and the internal strains are treated explic-
itly. On the contrary, in our work we treat the sub-lattice shift implicitly by
adopting an homogenized continuum approach based materials propertied
obtained from fully relaxed DFT calculations.
The C-diamond crystal experiences the presence of sub-lattice shifts un-
der the imposition of deformation modes associated with a non-zero value
of the deviatoric strain invariant '2. Two notable deformation modes that
show the occurrence of sub-lattice shifts are the isochoric monoclinic shear
and the isochoric triclinic shear deformations. Here, we present the calcu-
lated sub-lattice shifts for both deformation modes and their dependence on
pre-imposed volumetric deformations on the crystal.
Isochoric monoclinic shear deformation
The isochoric monoclinic shear deformation superimposed to various volu-
metric deformations of the C-diamond crystal is described by the deforma-
tion gradient (cube-axes cartesian coordinates)
E
-0 0 (
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where
1 1 2E2 (.6
-(108+ 12/ -12E6+81) + 
.6 (108 + 12'- 12E6 + 81) (
We have evaluated the corresponding total strain energies, Cauchy stress
tensors, Cauchy pressures and sub-lattice shifts from DFT as implemented
in the PWscf code by allowing the relaxation of the atoms of an 8-atom
primitive unit-cell. In accordance to the definition given in section 5.4, the
sub-lattice shift vector s associated with the monoclinic shear deformation
and expressed in the deformed cartesian coordinates is
S= da - b3 , (5.27)
or, in normalized deformed crystal coordinates,
s = (si, s2, S3)= 0,0, . (5.28)
ao 4)
Because of the underlying crystal symmetry, under this type of deforma-
tion si = S2= 0 and each pair of C-atoms forming the basis of the Bravais
lattice experiences identical sub-lattice shifts.
The dependence of Ss on the logarithmic strain component E* = a 2 ' (E)ai,
where E = lnU, is shown in Figure (5.24) for different values of J. The mag-
nitude of the sub-lattice shift vector depends on both the volumetric and
deviatoric deformations imposed on the crystal. It increases at increasing
values of the deviatoric strain. For any given measure of imposed deviatoric
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deformation, volumetric compressions increase s, for any given E*. On the
contrary, dilations reduce both Is3 and its sensitivity to the deviatoric strain.
Furthermore, our DFT calculations show that monoclinic shearing does not
generate any C-diamond crystal instability over the entire range of large vol-




Figure 5.24: Sub-lattice shift component S3 of the C-diamond ideal crystal under
the imposition of isochoric monoclinic shear deformations at various
pre-compressed states. Components are expressed in the deformed
crystal coordinates. Data are from DFT calculations.
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Isochoric triclinic shear deformation
The isochoric triclinic shear deformation superimposed to various volumet-






-(4 -8 3 4 1 3)2 (5.29)
2E 2
+ 1 .(4- 8c3 + 41 - 43)5
The peculiarity of this deformation mode consists in the presence of in-
stabilities of the C-diamond crystal associated with sudden discontinuities in
the sub-lattice shift dependence on the imposed deviatoric strains. At any
value of deviatoric deformation, the sub-lattice shift vector s has three com-
ponents of identical magnitude. Specifically, in the deformed crystal-axes
frame
s = d- bi,
i=1
(5.30)
and, in the deformed crystal coordinate system, normalized components are
(d 1id 1id1
s = (si,s 2,S 3) = , , I, (5.31)(ao 4' ao 4' ao 4
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where si = S2 = s.
Figure (5.25) shows the dependence of s on the logarithmic strain compo-
nent E* = a2 Eat for multiple values of J. At any deviatoric deformation,
the magnitude of s increases in response to volumetric compressions and de-
creases in the presence of dilations. Within the range of positive E* values, the
C-diamond crystal shows instabilities. The magnitude of the shear strains
E* at which the instabilities occur depends strongly on the pre-imposed volu-
metric deformation. Dilations promote the occurrence of the instability while
high-enough compressions, e.g., J = 0.76, suppress it.
The instabilities experienced under the imposition of isochoric triclinic
shears are closely related to the crystal instability associated with the uni-
axial stretching along the < 111 > direction of the crystal. The latter is
known for being the instability that defines the ideal tensile strength of the
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Isochoric triclinic shear
-0.05 0.15
Normalized sub-lattice shift components si = S2 = 83 of the C-
diamond ideal crystal under the imposition of isochoric triclinic
shear deformations at various pre-compressed states. Components
are expressed in the deformed crystal coordinates. Data are from
DFT calculations.
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5.6.3 FE implementation of the hyperelastic contin-
uum model
In this section, we describe the implementation of our strain invariant-based
constitutive equation for the C-diamond single crystal in the commercial fi-
nite element (FE) code ABAQUS, and we show results from simulations that
model the nano-indentation of a C-diamond block using a C-diamond inden-
ter at 0 K. This is an example of the use of our hyperelastic constitutive
equation, constructed on quantum-based information, to model large elas-
tic deformations of nano-scale single-crystals over dimensions much larger
than the interatomic distance between C-atoms. For the first time, we show
the continuum hyperelastic modeling of nano-indentation processes based
on quantum information without relying on the construction of intermedi-
ate potentials. In particular, we show the differences in the predicted stress
and strain fields when using the strain invariant-based formulation and a re-
fined linear elastic formulation based on only the three elastic moduli Bo,
C4 4 0, C,, and the use of the Hencky strain measure. In the presence of
stress/strain gradients characterized by a scale larger than the atomic lattice
spacing, the proposed hyperelastic constitutive equation represents the most
accurate available model to describe the stress/strain fields of ideal single-
crystals. The application of our constitutive model to nano-indentation does
not contemplate the modeling of defects nucleation and the plastic response
of the crystal. Such endeavor would require a continuum modeling approach
based on supplemental discrete/atomistic information. In this regard, Miller
and Rodney [100] recently proposed mechanisms of dislocation nucleations
in perfect crystals based on atomistic simulations.
We implemented the hyperelastic constitutive equation (2.138) as a VU-
MAT user-defined routine of the ABAQUS code that can be called to perform
explicit FE analyses. The VUMAT routine can be used for the simulation
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of any cubic crystal by providing the material parameters of the constitutive
equation as input to the analysis.
Here, we show results based on the implementation of the hyperelastic
constitutive equation descriptive of the C-diamond single-crystal. We mod-
eled a conic C-diamond indenter with an effective angle of 70.30 to represent
a Berkovitch indenter [44] and we simulated the nano-indentation of a C-
diamond block by imposing a constant penetration velocity to the indenter.
We considered two different loading conditions: one in which both the in-
denter and the block's [100] crystallographic directions are oriented along the
direction of indentation, and one in which both the indenter and the block
[111] crystallographic directions are oriented along the direction of inden-
tation. In particular, the [111] crystallographic direction of C-diamond is
associated with the stiffest uni-axial stress response of the crystal. Figure
(5.26) shows the FE model that we used to simulate the nano-indentation
along the [111] direction. Because of the symmetry of the loading condition,
we only modeled a 1200 sector of the conic indenter. Conversely, indenta-
tion along the [100] crystallographic direction requires the modeling of a 900
sector. In both cases, we adopted a radius R = 500 nm for the tip of the
nano-indenter and we modeled indentation depths up to 6 = 200 nm.
We compared the stress/strain fields for both loading conditions using
the strain invariant-based constitutive equation (2.138) and the simplified
lower-order hyperelastic model for cubic crystals
1
Wei = -BMoE2 + C44012 + C'I4, (5.32)2
in both cases evaluating the corresponding invariants of the Hencky logarith-
mic strain tensor E = InU.
The following figures report comparisons between stress and strain dis-
tributions obtained using different constitutive equations. In each figure,
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Figure 5.26: FE model (120' sector) of a conic C-diamond nano-indenter with
an effective angle of 70.30 to represent a Berkovitch indenter.
the image reported on the left depicts the distribution associated with the
constitutive equation (2.138), while the image to the right shows the distri-
bution associated with the simplified lower-order hyperelastic model (5.32).
In all cases, the reported distributions correspond to an indentation depth
of 6/R = 0.4, a value comparable to those normally imposed in experiments
[156].
Figure (5.27) shows the comparison between the Cauchy von Mises stress
distributions for the case of nano-indentation along the [100] crystallographic
direction. The higher-order hyperelastic model predicts lower stresses (im-
........... . _ A a 111 . - -11-1 .. ...........  .
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age on the left) compared to those obtained using the simplified hyperelastic
model (image on the right). As expected, the two stress distributions differ
in the regions of high-stress concentration, while coincide in the low-stress
regions. This is consistent with eq. (5.32) being the asymptotic limit to
eq. (2.138) for small deformations. We note that the simplified constitutive
equation predicts greater von Mises stress in both the nano-indenter and the
substrate.
Figure (5.28) reports the corresponding Cauchy pressure distributions.
Similarly to the case of the von Mises stress distributions, differences associ-
ated with the use of the two constitutive models emerge only in the regions
characterized by high deformations. The higher-order hyperelastic model
predicts greater Cauchy pressure values and lower I1 strain invariant values
at the tip of the indenter compared to the values obtained using the lower-
order hyperelastic model. Figures (5.30) and (5.31) report the calculated
distributions in the deviatoric strain invariants 14 and I2. The strain in-
variant 14 is the one mainly probed during nano-indentation along the [100]
crystallographic direction. The higher-order constitutive model (2.138) pre-
dicts greater 14 values in the substrate compared to the ones predicted using
the lower-order model. Because of the lower 14 values experienced in the
nano-indenter, the two models predict similar 14 distributions. Similarly, the
calculated distributions of the 12 strain invariants are very similar because
the deviatoric deformations associated with I2 are much smaller than those
associated with 14.
Figures (5.32) and (5.33) report the Cauchy von Mises stress distributions
and the I2 strain invariant distributions for the case of nano-indentation along
the [111] crystallographic direction. Under this loading mode, the deviatoric
strain invariant I2 is the one that is mainly probed. It is interesting to note
that the higher-order hyperelastic model predicts greater von Mises stresses
than those calculated using the lower-order constitutive model. Similarly
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to the case of nano-indentation along the [100] direction, differences in the
results predicted by the two models vanish in regions characterized by low
stress and strain fields.
In Figure (5.34) we report the ratio of the nano-indenter load to the calcu-
lated contact area as a function of the nano-indenter displacement J. All the
curves reported in the plot correspond to an indenter tip of R = 500 nm and a
maximum indenter displacement 6 = 220 nm. The four curves correspond to
values predicted using the higher-order and the lower-order hyperelastic mod-
els for nano-indentation along both the [100] and the [111] crystallographic
directions. All the curves stabilize to a nearly constant load/ contact area
value beyond a nano-indenter displacement of 3 =- 100 nm. This condi-
tion corresponds to a full engagement between the nano-indenter tip and the
substrate. The range of load/contact area values predicted by the adopted
hyperelastic models (115-130 GPa) is comparable with measured values of the
plastic hardness (~110 GPa) reported in the literature [156]. In particular,
it is interesting to note that the two constitutive models predict very similar
values for nano-indentation along the [100] crystallographic direction, while
the higher-order constitutive model predicts sensibly greater load/contact
area values in the case of nano-indentation along the [111] direction. This
is a consequence of the fact that the effective shear modulus C44, which is
mainly probed under nano-indentation along the [111] crystallographic di-
rection, exhibits a greater dependence on volume changes compared to the
effective shear modulus C', which is mainly probed under nano-indentation
along the [100] direction.
In summary, the use of the higher-order hyperelastic constitutive equation
(2.138) produces sensible differences in the stress/strain distributions asso-
ciated with highly deformed crystal regions compared to the distributions
predicted by the lower-order hyperelastic model. As expected, differences in
the predicted distributions disappear in regions characterized by lower im-
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posed deformations.
Figure 5.27: C-diamond single crystal: Cauchy von Mises stress distribution on
the {100} plane at 5/R = 0.4. Left image: Hyperelastic invariant-
based model. Right image: Standard model.
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Figure 5.28: C-diamond single crystal: Cauchy pressure distribution on the
{100} plane at J/R = 0.4. Left image: Hyperelastic invariant-based
model. Right image: Standard model.
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Figure 5.29: C-diamond single crystal: Ii strain invariant distribution on the
{100} plane at 6/R = 0.4. Left image: Hyperelastic invariant-based
model. Right image: Standard model.
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Figure 5.30: C-diamond single crystal: 14 strain invariant distribution on the
{100} plane at 6/R = 0.4. Left image: Hyperelastic invariant-based
model. Right image: Standard model.
- I%-- , - - --- __ I _- __ *4 .. . .. ........... 
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Figure 5.31: C-diamond single crystal: 12 strain invariant distribution on the
{100} plane at 6/R = 0.4. Left image: Hyperelastic invariant-based
model. Right image: Standard model.
............... 
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Figure 5.32: C-diamond single crystal: Cauchy von Mises stress distribution on
the {111} plane at 6/R = 0.4. Left image: Hyperelastic invariant-
based model. Right image: Standard model.
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Figure 5.33: C-diamond single crystal: 12 strain invariant distribution on the
{111} plane at 6/R = 0.4. Left image: Hyperelastic invariant-based
model. Right image: Standard model.
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Figure 5.34: C-diamond single crystal: Load per unit contact area curves as
a function of the nano-indenter displacement. Comparison of re-
sults under nano-indentation along the [100] and the [111] crystal-
lographic directions using the higher-order hyperelastic model (Hy-
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5.6.4 Example of prediction mode of the continuum
model
In many cases, we are interested in studying mixed boundary value problems
of imposed tractions and deformations. A typical example is the response of
an ideal crystal to simple tensile loading along the [100] direction described
by to the Cauchy stress tensor
T11 0 0
T= 0 0 0 .
0 0 0
Under this type of deformation, we expect a relaxation in the crystal's
dimensions along the [010] and [001] directions such that T22 = T33 = 0. The
relaxed configuration of the crystal and the corresponding Cauchy stress state
can be obtained via DFT calculations by allowing the relaxation of the prim-
itive unit-cell under the imposed load condition. This requires the search
of the minimum energy configuration of the primitive unit-cell under the
imposed external boundary conditions. In PWscf, the energy minimiza-
tion search is performed self-consistently relying on optimization methods
such as the BFGS method [7]. However, the procedure can become ex-
tremely time-consuming, depending on the size of the primitive unit-cell. An
alternative approach consists in searching the relaxed configuration of the
crystal by adopting a constitutive equation fitted on DFT data, e.g., the
constitutive equation (2.138) proposed in this thesis. Here, we illustrate the
example of the C-diamond ideal single-crystals stretched in the [100] direc-
tion. We evaluated the relaxed configuration of the C-diamond crystal and
the corresponding Cauchy stress and strain tensor using the constitutive eq.
(2.138), and a Newton-Raphson iterative process that was implemented in
a customized Matlab routine. Moreover, we repeated the study using the
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constitutive equation as implemented in a customized VUMAT routine for
the ABAQUS FE code. We calculated the corresponding crystal deforma-
tions and Cauchy stress components under the imposition of multiple strains
inAnj. In a second moment, we ran DFT calculations imposing the relaxed
configurations of the crystal calculated using the constitutive equation.
Figure (5.35) shows the dependence of the Cauchy stress T22 and the
lateral strains InA22 = lnA33 on the axial strain nA1 , as calculated using
the continuum model, the FE model and DFT calculations. The agreement
between the continuum and the FE models is perfect. The lateral contrac-
tions predicted using the the constitutive equation are in excellent agreement
with the DFT results. The Cauchy stress components T22 = T33 predicted
using the constitutive equation are zero while the DFT-based values are not
precisely zero, especially at large values of InA. The small discrepancy in the
results is related to the accuracy of the fitting of the constitutive equation
on the calibrating DFT data. This can be also appreciated from the in-
creasing difference at increasing 1nAu values between the Cauchy stress T11
predicted by DFT and that predicted by the constitutive equation, as shown
in Figure (5.35). In conclusion, the search of the relaxed configuration of
the C-diamond structure based on the constitutive equation (2.138) proves
to be an accurate prediction when compared to direct DFT calculations. In
particular, we note the 100x difference in the stress scales used in Figures
(5.35) and (5.36).
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Figure 5.35: C-diamond: Uni-axial [100] stress. Top figure: Comparison of DFT,
continuum and FE Cauchy stress T22 . Bottom figure: Comparison
of DFT, continuum and FE predicted lateral strains nA22 = inA33 .
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Figure 5.36: C-diamond: Uni-axial [1001 stress. Comparison of DFT, continuum
and FE Cauchy stress T11. DFT data are in blue (*), continuum




Accuracy of the elastic
constants of transition metals
calculated from first-principles
6.1 Introduction
The complexity of existing materials easily surpasses our modeling capabili-
ties and, as a consequence, we are forced to envision simplified descriptions
of the materials that can be handled analytically and support them with
phenomenological models that create a bridge between simulated and real
materials. The advent of Density Functional Theory and the constant in-
crease of CPU availability is now allowing a better microscopic understand-
ing and modeling of materials. We are still far away from a fully descriptive
analysis of material complexities but we can begin to address simplified cases
on a fully microscopic basis. For instance, nowadays it is common to predict
lattice parameters, ground state structures, elastic constants and thermal
expansion parameters of perfect crystals. In the modeling of these proper-
ties, the results obtained from first-principles studies in many cases show
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accuracies within few percent or even better, and, most notably, without the
introduction of any ad hoc fitting variable. In recent years, first-principles
techniques have also been extended to the study of dynamical properties of
material structures [11]. The modes of vibration characteristic of a partic-
ular crystalline structure can be predicted and compared, with modest to
very good success, to experimental data obtained from spectroscopy. The
prediction of physical properties characterized by higher complexity, e.g.,
phonon-phonon (ph - ph) and electron-phonon (el - ph) linewidths, thermal
conductivities, etc. have also become viable. However, the prediction of the
lattice parameters and the elastic constants of some elements of the periodic
table is still inaccurate and stands out as an open unresolved problem. In
this regard, Figure (6.1) from [90] summarizes the best accuracy that we can
expect from DFT in predicting the lattice parameters and the bulk moduli of
some notable elements and compounds using the standard PBE parametriza-
tion of the GGA exchange-correlation (xc-) energy term.
In general, accuracy within ~ 10% is expected when predicting the bulk
modulus of simple elements and compounds by adopting the PBE [115] func-
tional in both the local density approximation (LDA) and the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) to the xc-energy term. Worse accuracies
should also be expected in the prediction of other elastic constants that are
not normally used to calibrate the approximations of xc-energy terms. This
is the case of the elastic constants C44 of simple bcc metals such as V and
Nb, whose values are severely underestimated by DFT calculations. In this
chapter, we concentrate on the study of Nb, and we show that similar results
are obtained when studying bcc early transition metals such as V, and Ta.
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W PBE
Lattice constants
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U Cu Pd Si BP SiC C MgO UCI UF
Figure 6.1: Relative errors of lattice constants and bulk moduli of various ele-
ments and compounds calculated using the GGA functional in the
PBE parametrization. Results reported from [90].
6.2 First-principles prediction of the niobium
elastic constants
The element niobium, Nb, sits in the V column on the periodic table and is
classified as a group 5 transition metal. Niobium is characterized by five va-
lence electrons, four of which are sitting on highly localized d-orbitals and the
fifth on a less-localized s-orbital. It crystallizes in the bcc crystal structure
......................... ...................... "M m " ..............
.. ... .... .. .   .
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under normal pressure conditions and under the whole temperature range.
The stability of the bec structure as a function of temperature is an inter-
esting manifestation of the electronic properties of transition metals1 . It is
generally observed that elements belonging to groups 5 and 6 of the periodic
table show a stable bcc structure over the whole temperature range. On the
other hand, elements sitting in the 3rd and 4th columns exhibit one or more
phase changes between 0 K and the melting temperature Tm. In general,
all group 3 and 4 metals are characterized by a martensitic transformation
bcc -± hcp upon lowering of the temperature, whereas the group 4 metals
manifest also a second martensitic transformation from the bcc to the hexag-
onal w structure.
Various calculations of the niobium C44 linear elastic constant 2 via first-
principles are available in the literature. Good agreement with the experi-
mental value C44 = 0.3097 Mbar measured at 4.2 K was reported by authors
using the Full-Potential Linear Muffin-Tin Orbital (FP-LMTO) methods.
Using a similar method based on muffin-tin orbitals, Sbderlind, et al., [143]
reported a theoretical value C44 = 0.27 Mbar, a value matched also by Landa,
et al., [82]. However, Vitos, et al., [158] reported C44 values respectively equal
to 0.20 Mbar and 0.12 Mbar when using the LDA and the GGA approxima-
tions to the xc-energy term within a modified LMTO approach. Within the
1A transition metal is an element whose atom has an incomplete d sub-shell, or which
can give rise to cations with an incomplete d sub-shell.
21n this chapter, we focus our attention to the prediction of crystal elastic constants at
ambient pressure and, in general, in the framework of small elastic deformations. From a
notational point of view, we drop the subscript "." introduced in the previous chapters
to indicate the ground state values of the elastic constants and the stiffness matrices, and
we imply that all the elastic properties are ground state values.
3The FP-LMTO method is a specific implementation of DFT based on local density
approximation (LDA) functionals. The method involves no shape approximation to the
crystal potential and a crystal representation divided into regions inside muffin-tin spheres,
where Schrddinger's equations are solved numerically, and an interstitial region. The
wavefunctions used to describe the interstitial region are Hankel functions. Each basis
function consists of a numerical solution inside a muffin-tin sphere matched in value and
slope to the tail of the Hankel function at the sphere boundary.
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LDA approach, Luo, et al., [88] calculated a small value of the ratio between
the ideal shear modulus Gill and the ideal tensile modulus E100 of niobium
compared to those of other elements such as Mo and W. This difference is
mainly related to the inaccuracy associated with the evaluation of a low C44
value. Bercegeay et al. [14] showed that the inaccuracy experienced in cal-
culating C44 within the LDA/GGA frameworks is not unique to niobium,
but also of the element vanadium in the V column. K6ci, et al., [77] and
Nagasako, et al., [103] reported predicted first-principles C44 values of 0.1
Mbar and 0.17 Mbar, respectively for Nb. In their works, they suggest that
the soft predicted value of C44 is determined by the proximity of the Fermi
energy level EF to a van Hove singularity [153], i.e., a marked kink cor-
responding to a singularity in the the electron density of states (eDOS) of
Nb. Nagasako, et al., also suggest that the predicted softness of C44 could
be related to the soft frequency modes of the degenerate transverse phonon
branches along the [100] direction. However, in both cases a clear relation
between the phenomena was not demonstrated.
Here, we present a careful study on the accuracy in the prediction of the
elastic constants of niobium using first-principles methods. In section 6.3, we
present the relevant computational details of our calculations. In section 6.4,
we explain the methodology adopted to evalute the elastic constants and the
phonon frequencies, and, in section 6.5, we present and discuss our results.
6.3 Computational details
We calculated the elastic constants and phonon frequencies of Nb via first-
principles using the PWscf code contained in Quantum-ESPRESSO [48],
an integrated suite of computer codes for electronic-structure calculations
based on DFT and plane-wave basis sets. We adopted both the LDA and the
GGA approximations to the xc-energy term and, within the GGA approx-
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imation, we performed calculations relying on the PW91 [71], PBE [115],
PBEsol [116], and AM05 [5] parameterizations. All calculations were per-
formed using ultra-soft pseudopotentials that include the 4s and 4p semicore
electrons in valence (4s 24p64d45s 1 ). Specifically, we chose the Nb.pw9l-nsp-
van.UPF and the Nb.pbe-nsp-van.UPF ultra-soft pseudopotentials available
in the Quantum-ESPRESSO library to perform GGA calculations. Calcula-
tions involving the AM05 parameterization were done using VASP 5.2 [66].
Finally, we evaluated the elastic constants by using the recently proposed
hybrid functional HSE06 [59] as implemented in VASP 5.2.
Ground state energies were calculated by adopting the Marzari-Vanderbilt
thermal broadening technique. We paid great attention to the convergence
in both the k-point sampling of the irreducible Brillouin zone (IBZ) and the
thermal broadening. The energy cutoffs, k-point Monkhorst-Pack sampling
grids [102] and thermal broadenings necessary to obtain ground state energies
converged within the required accuracy showed dependence on the particular
deformations that were imposed. In the case of Nb, convergence in the total
energies within ~ 10- 4 Ry, in the elastic constants within ~ 0.01 Mbar and
in the phonon frequencies within 1 cm 1 have been obtained when using a
203 k-point grid and a thermal broadening of 0.03 Ry. Notably, in the case
of the C44 elastic constant, convergence within the same thresholds required
a denser 603 k-point sampling grid and a thermal broadening of 0.005 Ry.
Similar convergence trends hold for the GGA-PBE, the GGA-PW91 and
the LDA calculations, indicating that the convergence in k-point sampling
does not depend strongly on the particular parameterization used for the
xc-energy term but relates to the accuracy in the evaluation of the ground
state energies. Moreover, our calculations of the elastic constants of V, Ta
and Mo show convergence trends similar to those of Nb.
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6.4 Calculation of the elastic constants
The evaluation of the elastic constants of a perfect crystal can be obtained
in at least three different ways:
1) by the direct evaluation of the slopes of the acoustic branches of the
phonon dispersion curves in the limit of long wavelengths, i.e., by the
evaluation of the sound velocities v,
2) by the evaluation of the components of the Cauchy stress tensor in
a deformed crystal via the stress theorem introduced by Nielsen and
Martin [105], and
3) by the study of the energetics of the system under an opportune family
of slightly deformed configurations (elastic strains less than 2-3%).
In the first case, the elastic constants of niobium, or some particular com-
bination of them, can be evaluated from the asymptotically long wavelength
phase velocities v, of specific traveling waves. The phase velocities are eval-
uated from the slope of the phonon dispersion curves in the long wavelength
limit along particular symmetry directions of the crystal Brillouin zone. We
calculated the phonon dispersion curves using linear perturbation density
functional theory as implemented in the Quantum-ESPRESSO suite of codes
[11]. The relation between the sound velocity v, and the corresponding elas-
tic constant Cij is given by Cij = pv,, where p is the density of the crystal.
The expressions of Cij associated with phonon branches of interest in cubic
crystals are reported in Table 6.1. The evaluation of a few phonon frequen-
cies at relevant q-points in proximity of the center of the Brillouin zone then
makes possible the determination of all the elastic constants. For the case of
cubic crystals, the expressions that connect the slopes of the acoustic phonon
dispersion curves in the limit of long wavelengths and the elastic constants
Cn and C44 are
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aw[ oo]L(k) (6.1)
ak k-+O P
aw[oo]T(k) C44 (6.2)ak k-+O P
where
Bw 27v 27rav a, Dv
= =-a, (6.3)9k Ok og 27 89
and where o = 27v and k indicate the frequency and the wave-vector of
the given phonon mode, respectively, is the wave-vector of the phonon
mode renormalized by the factor a0 /27r, and ao is the lattice parameter of
the crystal. Consequently, the elastic constants can be expressed in the
following form
C-'1 i i a 0] 2~,~oL (6.4)C- =im p L= _ 200]L.
C44 = im p = PVs,400. (6.5)
By following this modus operandi and calculating the phonon dispersion
of Nb, we obtained a value of C44 consistent with the one calculated by
applying shear deformations to the crystal and studying the corresponding
energetics of the system.
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Table 6.1: Correspondence between acoustic phonon branches and elastic con-
stants in cubic crystals. T indicates degenerate transverse branches,
Ti non-degenerate transverse branches and L longitudinal branches.
[((] denotes the direction in the reduced Brillouin zone.
Phonon branch Cy =
]T {Cn-C12 + C44)
[0]L Cn + C12 + 2C44)




In the second case, the Cauchy stress tensor T corresponding to the im-
posed Cauchy strain tensor E is calculated via first-principles and the elastic
constants are evaluated from the linearized constitutive equation T = CE,
where C is the 4th-order stiffness tensor evaluated at the ground state. In
cubic crystals, the stiffness tensor is fully described by the three indepen-
dent elastic constants Cn, C12 and C44. Within this approach, each elastic
constant can be evaluated by the knowledge of only one opportune deforma-
tion of the crystal. In particular, elastic strains of small magnitude should
be considered in order to remain inside the domain of validity of the linear
constitutive approximation.
Finally, the elastic constants can be evaluated energetically as already
exposed in section 4.3. The elastic energy associated with an imposed de-
formation corresponds to the change in total energy AEtat of the primitive
unit-cell. Under the assumption of small and adiabatic deformations, the
elastic energy density can be written as an asymptotic quadratic strain en-
ergy density function
1
Wei = -BmI 2 + 'I2 + 04414, (6.6)
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where Bm is the bulk modulus as defined in eq. (4.17), the elastic constant
C' is defined as in eq. (4.19), 1 is the first strain invariant associated with
the volumetric Cauchy strain E, and I2 and 14 are the two second-order
invariants of the Cauchy deviatoric strain tensor
1
R = E - -(trE)1. (6.7)3
When expressed with respect to the crystal cube-axes reference frame
{ai}, i = 1,..., 3, I2 and 14 become respectively I2 I=||51c|| 2 and 14 = IEcl| 2,
where
3
Ec = Eiai ® a, Ei, = ai -*Rai, (no sum on i) (6.8)
i= 1
and
E 1 c =E - EC. (6.9)
Here, Ec indicates the 'diagonal' part of the deviatoric strain tensor E, Eic
the 'off-diagonal' part, 1 is the second-order identity tensor, and the | sign
indicates the Euclidean norm of a tensor.
We evaluated the bulk modulus Bm and the elastic constants C', C44,
Cu and C12 of Nb following the same approach adopted for aluminum in
section 4.3. In particular, we calculated the elastic constant C11 by imposing
uni-axial strain deformations to the crystal Bravais lattice and the C44 elastic
constant by imposing triclinic simple shear deformations. Monoclinic shear
deformations could be used as well to evaluate C44, and we have verified the
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consistency in the predicted elastic constant. However, the choice of triclinic
shear deformations ensures the breaking of the lowest number of cubic sym-
metries and proves advantageous in reducing the number of k-points in the
irreducible Brillouin zone necessary to evaluate the energy corresponding to
the deformed configurations.
We verified numerically that the elastic constant values calculated using
the energetic approach are consistent with those calculated from the evalu-
ation of the sound velocities and from the use of the stress theorem [105].
The phonon frequencies on selected q-points of the Brillouin zone have been
determined by calculating variations in the charge density using a standard
density functional perturbation theory approach [12].
6.5 Results
The evaluation of the elastic constant C44 of niobium from first-principles
reveals to be a theoretical challenge. Here, we present detailed calculations
that substantiate the difficulty in correctly predicting the value of C44 by
using standard DFT techniques.
The calculated and experimental values of the lattice parameter and elas-
tic constants of niobium are summarized in Table 6.2, where the reported ex-
perimental values are measured at 4.2 K [132]. Measurements taken slightly
above the superconducting critical temperature of niobium (Tc = 9.28 K)
indicate that the value of C44 is substantially unaffected by the resistive-to-
superconducting state transition [132]. Recent measurements at cryogenic
temperature confirm earlier results and evidence the anomalous dependence
of C44 and C' elastic constants on temperature [73]. Measurements of the
niobium phonon dispersion curves are also available in the literature [83, 55].
Results in Table 6.2 indicate that, with the exception of C44, all the elastic
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constants of niobium are predicted within the expected accuracy. In par-
ticular, all the calculations strongly underestimate the value of C44 . The
best prediction, C44 = 0.2112 Mbar, is obtained when using the GGA-PBE
approximation and corresponds to roughly 2/3 of the experimental value.
In particular, the LDA functional significantly overbinds the structure. In
fact, we calculated a lattice parameter smaller than the experimental one
and stiffer bulk modulus and C1. This is a general trend observed in LDA
calculations4. However, we note that the calculated elastic constant C44 is
still much softer than the experimental value, despite the strong overbinding
of the structure.
Table 6.2: Comparison of lattice parameters and elastic constants calculated us-
ing the LDA and GGA zc-functionals and experimental values at
4.2 K. GGA calculations have been performed using the Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange correlation and the Perdew-Wang
91 gradient-corrected (PW91) functionals. Experimental values are
from [132].
ao Bm Cn1 C44
[au] [Mbar] [Mbar] [Mbar]
GGA (PBE) 6.2513 1.7120 2.5242 0.2112
GGA (PW91) 6.2490 1.7226 2.4499 0.1519
LDA 6.1350 1.9182 2.7619 0.1445
Exp. 6.24 1.7303 2.5270 0.3097
Figure (6.2) shows the convergence study of C44 with respect to the k-
point sampling and thermal broadening o. These calculations were performed
using the GGA approximation to the xc-energy in the PBE parameterization
using the 'Marzari-Vanderbilt' smearing technique. We obtained a converged
value of C44= 0.2112 Mbar when sampling on a 603 k-point grid with a ther-
4 0n the other hand, GGA calculations are less systematic, showing both overbinding
and underbinding according to the element under consideration.
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mal smearing of 0.005 Ry. Figure (6.3) demonstrates that similar conver-
gence trends hold for the GGA-PW91 and the LDA calculations, and that
the convergence in k-point sampling does not depend strongly on the partic-
ular parameterization used for the xc-energy term. In particular, each data
point in Figure (6.3) was calculated using a different k-point grid sampling
converged with respect to the corresponding degauss value5 .
0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025
Y [Ry]
Figure 6.2: Dependence of the theoretical value of the Nb elastic constant C44
on the k-point sampling grid and on the degauss thermal broaden-
ing. Calculations performed using the GGA approximation to the
xc-energy term, parameterized using the PBE functional, and the
'Marzari-Vanderbilt' smearing technique.
5Higher thermal broadening degauss values require coarser k-point grid sampling to
obtain numerically converged results. On the contrary, lower degauss values require denser
k-point grid sampling. From a computational point of view, it is convenient to use a high
degauss value and a coarse k-point sampling. However, too-high degauss values correspond
to an exaggerated and unphysical excitation of the electrons of the systems and, thus, a
consequent erroneous prediction of the corresponding material properties.
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Theoretical predicted values of the Nb elastic constant C44 at various
values of degauss thermal broadening and parametrizations of the xc-
energy. Unless noted, all calculations were performed on 603 k-point
sampling grids. GGA-PBE data are indicated by (o), GGA-PW91
data by (E) and LDA data by (A).
As a cross-check to our results, we performed calculations using the VASP
code adopting both the thermal broadening and the tetrahedron method for
the electronic integration over the Brillouin zone. When the convergence of
all the relevant parameters was reached, we computed values of C44 consistent
with those evaluated with PWscf (Quantum-ESPRESSO) using identical k-
point sampling and degauss thermal broadening.
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6.5.1 Phonon dispersion curves in the [100] direction
The calculated phonon dispersion curves of niobium show excellent agree-
ment with the experimental data, with the exception of the long wavelength
frequencies of the degenerate transverse acoustic branches in the [100] di-
rections, i.e., the acoustic branches whose sound speed is associated with
C44. Figures (6.4) and (6.5) show the comparison between the calculated
and the experimental phonon frequencies measured at 296 K in the [100]
direction. We calculated the frequencies on a dense 803 k-point grid and ver-
ified convergence in the thermal broadening. The long wavelength transverse
frequencies are largely underestimated, therefore extending the space of inac-
curacy of the DFPT calculations beyond merely the C44 value. On the other
hand, the longitudinal [100] phonon branch is already in excellent agreement
with experimental measurements at any wavelength when sampling on a 203
k-point grid. This is consistent with our accurate evaluation of the C1 elastic
constant in the deformed lattice studies. The acoustic frequencies calculated
at IF are not predicted to be exactly zero when using the DFPT method.
However, the error can be minimized by the adoption of acoustic sum rules6
(ASR), and is generally negligible at shorter wavelengths.
In Figure (6.5) we highlight the discrepancies between calculated and
measured phonon frequencies of the long wavelength transverse modes in the
[100] direction. The experimental results show a mild kink at ( ~ 0.15 -- 0.30
determined by the presence of a Kohn anomaly (KA) [78]. Our calculations
overestimate the magnitude of the kink to determine an almost flat disper-
sion curve at ( - 0.15. Generally, the signature of a KA consists in a kink
of the phonon dispersion curve and in a corresponding peak of the el - ph
6 The Hamiltonian of a crystal is invariant to uniform translation of the system in
space and, as a consequence, the three acoustic frequencies of the crystal at F are zero.
However, the acoustic sum rule is never exactly satisfied in plane-wave calculations because
the translational invariance is broken by atoms that translate with respect to the fixed
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) grid chosen for the calculation.
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C [C 0 0] [na]
Figure 6.4: Longitudinal and transverse Nb phonon frequencies in the [100] di-
rection. Calculations performed on a non-converged 203 and a con-
verged 803 k-point grids at corresponding converged values of ther-
mal broadening. The experimental frequencies from [83] are mea-
sured at 296 K. Full markers indicate calculated data while open
markers indicate Fourier-interpolated data-points. At long wave-
lengths, first-principles calculations reproduce well the longitudinal
frequencies but largely underestimate the transverse frequencies.
linewidth' dispersion curve at the KA wavevector. However, our linewidth
calculations do not show the presence of a peak within ( - 0.15+ 0.30 along
the [100] direction of the degenerate transverse linewidth branches. This
is in accordance with the results of Aynajian, et al., [8] but, in our opin-
ion, the "missing peak" could as well be ascribed, at least in part, to the
initially inaccurate evaluation of the associated phonon frequencies in the
7We direct the reader to Appendix B of this thesis for the physical and mathematical
description of linewidth concept.
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Transverse phonon freqencies of Nb along [1 0 0] direction
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3( [0 0] [n/a]
Figure 6.5: Degenerate transverse phonon frequencies of niobium in the [100] di-
rection. Calculations performed on an 803 k-point grid at various
values of thermal broadening. Experimental frequencies from [83]
are measured at 296 K. First-principles calculations largely underes-
timate the transverse frequencies at long wavelengths.
range ( - 0 + 0.6.
Aiming at understanding the reasons behind this surprising deficiency
in the prediction of the niobium C44 and related dynamical features, we
investigated various possible explanations by following two complementary
directions: one based on different descriptions of the xc-energy term and the
other based on the inclusion of supplementary physical phenomena such as
the zero-point motion.
We also evaluated the elastic constants of the bcc elements V, Ta and Mo
located in proximity to Nb in the periodic table to determine if the problem
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is peculiar of Nb or has a more general basis.
6.5.2 Dependence of the elastic constants on the xc-
functional: LDA and GGA
The determination of the lattice parameter and the elastic constants of a crys-
tal from first-principles requires the initial knowledge of the crystal structure
and a description of the electronic properties of the elements that form the
basis of the lattice.
We calculated the lattice parameter and elastic constants of Nb by adopt-
ing the LDA and GGA functionals of the xc-energy term in order to investi-
gate the sensitivity of the calculated values on the latter. The general trend in
our results shows an optimal agreement in the calculated values of the lattice
parameters, independent of the particular flavor of the GGA pseudopotential
that we adopted (Nb.pbe-nsp-van.UPF and Nb.pw91-nsp-van.UPF). On the
other hand, the lattice parameter calculated using the LDA xc-functional is
not as accurate and, contrary to the GGA cases, underestimates the exper-
imental value of the lattice constant. As mentioned before, this behavior is
expected because the LDA formalism tends to overbind the atoms within a
crystal structure. A smaller lattice parameter generally translates into stiffer
values of the elastic constants, and the trend is visible when we compare
the experimental values to the ones calculated using the LDA xc-functional.
In the main, the predicted values for Cu and Bm (and indirectly C12) ap-
proximate with the expected accuracy the experimental measures in both
the GGA and LDA cases. On the other hand, the computed values of C44
strongly underestimate the experimental value C44 = 0.3097 Mbar measured
at 4.2 K [132], independent of the pseudopotential adopted. The very in-
accurate values of C44 derived from our first-principles calculations and the
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striking difference with the accurate predictions obtained for the other elastic
constants motivated us to investigate further, looking for underlying causes.
6.5.3 Dependence on the nature of the imposed shear
deformation
We initially concentrated our attention on the choice of the parameters used
under the GGA approach. We imposed different lattice deformations to
investigate the possibility of the soft C44 value being related to a particu-
lar shear deformation (monoclinic pure shear, triclinic pure shear, isochoric
shear, etc.). Specifically, we used 203 Monkhorst-Pack sampling grids and a
0.03 Ry Marzari-Vanderbilt thermal broadening 8 and the following deforma-
tions modes:
1. Monoclinic pure shear. We imposed monoclinic pure shear deforma-
tions up to E = 0.02 described by the deformation gradient
1 E O
F= U = E 1 0 (6.10)
0 0 1
2. Triclinic pure shear. We imposed triclinic pure shear deformations up
to E = 0.02 described by the deformation gradient
8This choice of parameters does not produce converged results in the C44 value but it is
convenient from a computational point of view. Here, we are not interested in calculating
the converged value of C44 but only to verify that different modes of shear deformations
correspond to the same value of C44, as predicted by linear elasticity in the limit of small
deformations.
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F=U= (6.11)
3. Isochoric triclinic shear. We imposed isochoric triclinic shear deforma-
tions up to E = 0.02 described by the deformation gradient
F= U (6.12)
where
1 1 2 E2
( =(-(4 8E3 + 4/1 -- 4E3)3 + ( . (6.13)
2 (4 - 3 + 41 - 433)3
In all cases, the computed values of C44 are consistently close to 0.1100
Mbar, therefore excluding a strong sensitivity of C44 to the cubic symmetry
breaking under the imposition of shear deformations. Furthermore, in the
limit of small deformations, changes in volume do not influence appreciably
the calculated C44 value. In fact, the difference in the C44 values calculated
imposing the triclinic (non-isochoric) pure shear and the isochoric triclinic
shear is less than 1%.
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6.5.4 Dependence on the kinetic energy cutoff for the
wavefunctions
We ran a set of simulations introducing very high kinetic energy cutoff levels
for the wavefunctions (120 Ry) in an attempt to capture very small changes
in the total energy of the structure because the C44 , de facto, is very soft
compared to the other elastic constants. Specifically, we used 20' Monkhorst-
Pack sampling grids and a 0.03 Ry Marzari-Vanderbilt thermal broadening.
We calculated a C44 value (= 0.1154 Mbar) softer than the experimental
value but consistent with the previously-calculated values.
6.5.5 Dependence on the thermal smearing
Thermal smearing is one of the parameters required by the PWscf code
to run efficient electronic calculations in metallic systems and, in principle,
its value affects the calculated energetics of the niobium primitive unit-cell.
The occupation of the electronic bands follows the Fermi-Dirac distribution.
At absolute zero, all the bands sitting below the Fermi energy level are com-
pletely occupied by the electrons, while all the bands located above are unoc-
cupied. This abrupt transition in the electronic occupation strongly reduces
the efficiency in the numerical convergence of the calculation. PWscf intro-
duces a fictitious smearing of the electronic occupation in proximity of the
Fermi energy level to improve the efficiency of the computation9 . Different
smearing schemes can be chosen. In the case of metals, PWscf allows the
use of ordinary Gaussian spreading, Methfessel-Paxton first-order smearing
[991, Marzari-Vanderbilt cold smearing (my) [94] and a smearing based on
9Semi-conducting and insulating materials do not need the adoption of thermal smear-
ing techniques because of the presence of an energy gap between the highest occupied and
lowest unoccupied energy bands.
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the Fermi-Dirac function. We chose the Marzari-Vanderbilt cold smearing
associated with different values of the gaussian spreading (degauss) o- for the
Brillouin zone integration.
We calculated the Nb elastic constant C44 by varying the degauss value
for the thermal broadening and, accordingly, the k-point grids. Here, cal-
culations were done using the GGA in the PBE parametrization. We noted
that the C44 sensitivity to these factor is limited and insufficient to explain
the low values that we obtain, as clearly shown in Figures (6.2) and (6.3).
In particular, Figure (6.6) shows that the sensitivity of the elastic constant
C44 to the k-point sampling and the degauss value is much stronger than the
sensitivity of the other elastic constants of the crystal.
6.6 Dependence of C44 on the xc-functional
parameterization: LDA+U, GGA+U,
PBEsol, AM05
The accuracy of ground state Kohn-Sham DFT relies upon the description
of the xc-energy term as a functional of the electronic spin densities. A vast
number of parameterizations of the latter have been proposed, the LDA and
GGA approximations being the most commonly adopted. As an attempt to
obtain an improved prediction of the niobium C44 elastic constant we have
performed calculations relying on the PBE, the PBEsol and the AM05 pa-
rameterizations of the GGA approximation to the xc-energy. We have also
investigated the effect of the Hubbard U [4] on the LDA-PBE and GGA-PBE
approximations. The existence of different parameterizations emphasizes the
difficulty in predicting the atomization and total energies on one hand, and
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Elastic constants sensitivity to k-point sampling
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
k-grid [N x N x N]
Figure 6.6: Theoretical values of the Nb elastic constants C44, C11 and C12 cal-
culated at various [N x N x N] k-point sampling grids (at the corre-
sponding converged degauss values). The elastic constants are plot-
ted normalized with respect to the corresponding experimental value
at 4.2 K [132]. Calculations were done using the GGA in the PBE
parametrization.
the lattice parameters, the surface energies and the elastic constants of the
solid state on the other, both with good accuracies by using a generalized
functional. To a certain extent, the non-uniqueness typical of the classic po-
tentials is re-emerging at the electronic level when describing the xc-energy
term.
10
We performed our calculations on fully-converged k-point sampling grids
10Lattice parameter and bulk modulus calculations required a 203 k-point sampling
grid and a thermal smearing of 0.03 Ry. The elastic constant C44 required a 603 k-point
..... ..........................  ..........
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6.6.1 LDA+U and GGA+U approximations to the xc-
functional
The Nb element is characterized by five valence electrons, four of which sit on
highly localized d-orbitals. The presence of highly d-electrons is particularly
troublesome within the DFT approach, which approximates the many-body
problem describing the electron interaction with a tractable one-body for-
malism based on a fictitious non-interacting electron gas having the same
density as the real electron system. The accurate description of the elec-
tron many-body problem touches the very heart of our capability to model
the electronic properties of materials. In fact, nowadays we still don't have
an analytical basis to solve the problem of multiple electrons interacting
with each other in a fully exact form. In chapter 3, we briefly explained
how the introduction of DFT was made possible by recognizing the equiv-
alence in describing the ground state properties of a real material either
in terms of its ground state electronic charge density n(r), where r is the
spatial coordinate, or in terms of the electron wavefunctions. Kohn and
Sham [79] introduced the idea of converting the original interacting electron
problem into an auxiliary non-interacting electron system, essentially con-
verting the solution of an interacting many-body problem into the solution
of a set of tractable independent-particle differential equations (Kohn-Sham
equations). Secondly, they suggested a description of the ground state total
energy E[n(r)] that explicitly separates the contribution of the unknown
interacting terms from the those that can be calculated in a fully exact
form. Specifically, the unknown interacting terms are separated from the
independent-particle kinetic energy contribution and the long-range Hartree
sampling grid and a thermal smearing of 0.005 Ry.
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term (the classical Coulomb interaction among electrons described through
the charge density formalism), and are grouped in the exchange-correlation
functional Ec[n(r)], a term conveniently built to be a nearly local functional
of the electron density. This rearranging of the ground state total energy ef-
fectively confines all the difficulties in describing the many-body electron
system in a single term, hopefully small and likely to be dependent mostly
on the local electron density. It turns out that the most sensitive element in
the Kohn-Sham approach is the description of the xc-functional Exc[n(r)].
Since the mid 60s, different approaches were continuously proposed to ef-
fectively describe the density functional. The exchange-correlation functional
Exc[n(r)] descriptive of the unknown many-body terms of a real electron sys-
tem has historically been modeled by adopting fairly simple approximations
that gave surprisingly accurate results for a large class of materials. The
Local (Spin) Density Approximation (LDA) and the Generalized Gradient
Approximation (GGA) are among them. The LDA approach was originally
proposed by Kohn and Sham and is the simplest one. They observed that
many solids can be effectively described by relying on the assumption of ho-
mogenous electronic gas, and their electronic systems can be approximated
with a uniform electron gas having the same charge density as the real system.
This approximation produces a fairly accurate description of the structural,
electronic and magnetic ground state properties of a large number of ma-
terials. Nevertheless, usually the LDA approach poorly describes materials
characterized by non-homogeneous electronic systems, which require a more
sophisticated and realistic description of their electronic inhomogeneities.
Transition metals are one such example.
The GGA approach was introduced as an attempt to better describe the
inhomogeneity of the electron interactions of these materials by writing the
xc-functional as a function not only of the electronic density but also of the
electron density gradient. Even though the GGA approach normally corrects
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the overbinding tendency seen in the LDA results and has enlarged the class
of materials that can be accurately modeled using DFT, it is still imprecise
when confronted with strongly correlated materials, i.e., those materials in
which a strong localization of the electrons is likely to occur. Examples of
this class of materials are the transition metal oxides and the high-Tc super-
conductors. It is the discovery of the high-Tc superconductors in the mid
80s that has boosted the research toward more precise descriptions of the
exchange-correlation functional. The LDA+U approach [71, 116], now ex-
tended also to the GGA, is one of most relevant results in this direction.
In the past years, numerous functionals classified under the LDA+U ap-
proach have been proposed. Despite their differences in flavor, they all rely on
the idea of correcting the LDA or GGA functionals by introducing a mean
field Hubbard-like term [9]. Physically, the LDA+U method adds orbital-
dependent interaction effects to the standard LDA calculation. The orbitals
of highly localized electrons are shifted relative to the other orbitals to correct
for large errors in the LDA calculations. The formulation of these correcting
terms is derived from the structure of model Hamiltonians that, unfortu-
nately, depend strongly on the choice of the assumed interaction parameters
[29]. In principle, the introduction of the U term can be seen as the addition
of a fitting parameter within the calculations. A theoretical evaluation of the
U can be done, even though a general procedure to determine the effective
interaction parameters has not been established, and the exercise mostly re-
duces to a semi-empirical approach where the calculated properties of the
material are gauged against experimental results.
We calculated the lattice parameter, the bulk modulus and the C44 con-
stant of niobium by adding a Hubbard U varying in the range [0.00001 + 2]
to the LDA and GGA density functionals in the PBE parameterization. The
results are summarized in Table 6.3. Increasing values of the Hubbard U
results in smaller lattice parameters, stiffer bulk moduli and softer C44 elas-
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tic constants, with the onset of shear instabilities at higher U values. The
Hubbard correction ameliorates the under-prediction of the bulk modulus,
but worsens even more the accuracy in the C44 prediction.
LDA+U approximation
We used the LDA+U approach as an attempt to obtain a better value for the
niobium C44 elastic constant. We calculated the lattice parameter, the bulk
modulus and the C44 constant by adding to the standard LDA a Hubbard
U varying in the range [0.00001 + 2] and imposing pure shear deformations
up to 5.5% in shear strain. In our calculations, we used a 203 Monkhorst-
Pack k-point grid and a 0.03 Ry degauss for the thermal broadening. These
values correspond to converged results for all the elastic constants of nio-
bium but C44. Increasing values of the Hubbard U correspond to a smaller
lattice parameter, a softer bulk modulus and a decrease of the already too
soft C44 elastic constant, with the onset of shear instabilities at Hubbard U
values higher than - 0.5. These trends are a result of the forced shifts of
the d-orbitals with respect to the less-localized s-orbitals. Figures (6.7) and
(6.8) show the changes in total energies and the elastic properties that we
calculated as a function of the Hubbard U.
These results, on the face of it, clearly suggest that an augmented
description of the d-electrons localization in niobium would produce a lattice
instability under shear. Moreover, the correction would lead to a niobium
crystal's ground state characterized by a lattice parameter smaller than the
one predicted by standard LDA calculations that already underestimate the
experimental value. On the other hand, the effect of the Hubbard U tends
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Figure 6.7: Change in total energy AEtot under the imposition of triclinic pure
shear for different values of the Hubbard U in the LDA+U approxi-
mation.
experimental results11 . The effect of the Hubbard U on the distortional en-
ergy under pure shear of the bcc niobium lattice is shown in Figure (6.7).
The total energy change curves plotted in Figure (6.7) suggest that under
the imposition of pure shear deformations, the niobium bcc lattice evolves to-
ward a ground state sheared configuration that is energetically lower than
the cubic one. Specifically, higher-distorted ground states are associated to
higher Hubbard U values. This behavior is not supported by experimental
"The physically unusual trend that associates smaller lattice parameters to softer values
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Figure 6.8: Predicted values of the Nb lattice parameter a0, bulk modulus Bm
and elastic constant C44 at various Hubbard U values in the LDA+U
approximation based on 203 k-point grids.
data that confirm the stability of the cubic symmetry even at low tempera-
ture. Consequently, we believe that the effects introduced by the presence of
the Hubbard U are not physical in the case of the niobium crystal.
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GGA+U approximation
Similarly to what we have done in the previous subsection starting from an
LDA pseudo-potential, we used the GGA+U approach as an attempt to ob-
tain a better value for the niobium C44 elastic constant. In this case, we
performed all DFT calculations using a very dense 60' k-point grid sampling
and a degauss o- =0.0075 Ry. We calculated the lattice parameter, the bulk
modulus and the C44 constant by adding to the standard GGA a Hubbard
U varying in the range [0.00001+ 2]. The results are presented in Table 6.2
and Figures (6.9) and (6.10). Even when using a denser k-point sampling,
the addition of the Hubbard U to the GGA pseudopotential (Nb.pbe-nsp-
van.UPF) generates results qualitatively similar to those obtained for the
case of LDA+U. In GGA, the effect of the Hubbard U is quantitatively less
pronounced compared to LDA. Interestingly, and contrary to the LDA case,
in GGA the trends of the bulk modulus and the lattice parameter are con-
sistent to each other, i.e., higher values of the bulk modulus are associated
with smaller values in the lattice parameter. Similarly to the LDA+U calcu-
lations, positive non-zero Hubbard U values lead to progressively softer C44
values and, for U > 1, to calculated unstable cubic ground state configura-
tions of the Nb crystal at low temperatures. These results are not consistent
with the available experimental evidence and, thus, we conclude that the
GGA+U approach does not correct the GGA results in a physical way for
the case of niobium.
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Figure 6.9: Change in total energy AEtot under the imposition of triclinic pure
shear for different values of the Hubbard U in the GGA+U approx-
imation.
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Figure 6.10: Predicted values of the Nb lattice parameter a0, bulk modulus
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6.6.2 PBEsol and AM05 parametrizations of the GGA
approximation
The PBEsol parameterization, proposed by J. Perdew and K. Burke [116],
aims at improving the lattice parameter and bulk modulus of solids by re-
covering the gradient expansion for the exchange term over a wide range
of density gradients. We calculated the Nb elastic constant C44 using the
PBEsol xc-functional, the un-modified Nb.pbe-nsp-van.UPF pseudopoten-
tial, and imposing triclinic pure shear strains up to 2% on the Nb primitive
unit-cell. The predicted lattice parameter is a, = 6.1828 a.u., the corre-
sponding bulk modulus is Bm= 1.8232 Mbar and C44= 0.1029 Mbar. In
order to have a direct comparison with the GGA-PBE case, we have also
calculated the C44 value corresponding to the lattice parameter calculated in
the GGA-PBE approximation (ao= 6.2513 au) and found C44= 0.0702 Mbar,
as shown in Table 6.3.
The corrections introduced by the PBEsol approximation reduce the value
of the lattice parameter, stiffen the bulk modulus and further soften the elas-
tic constant C44.
Finally, we calculated C44 using the AM05 parameterization of the GGA
approximation introduced by Armiento and Mattsson [5], on a 323 Monkhorst-
Pack k-point grid using a 0.02 Ry degauss for the thermal broadening.
AM05 is an xc-functional that aims at improving the bulk properties of solids
by correcting the systematic underestimation of the surface-intrinsic energy
contribution in standard GGA functionals [5]. Our results are reported in
Table 6.3 and are very similar to the ones produced by the PBEsol parame-
terization: overbinding of the structure, stiffening of the bulk modulus and
softening of the C44 elastic constant. Therefore, we conclude that the use of
the AM05 parametrization of the GGA does not improve the prediction of
1 2We limited our calculation to a 323 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid because of limits in
the available computational memory when using the VASP-5.2 code.
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the elastic constants of the niobium crystal at low temperatures.
6.6.3 Hybrid functional HSE06
In recent years, hybrid density functionals have emerged as a new family
of approximations to the xc-energy [111]. The principal aim of this class
of functionals is to improve the xc-energy description by reducing the self-
interaction error present in the standard LDA and GGA functionals [13, 115].
The PBE-based HSE (Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof) hybrid functionals [59] are
a particular family of hybrid functionals constructed by describing the ex-
change part of the xc-energy term as a weighted mix of Fock exchange and
PBE exchange. Contrary to the exchange term, the correlation part of the
xc-energy in the HSE functionals is kept identical to the correlation energy
of the PBE density functional.
The hybrid density functionals have been shown to be successful in pre-
dicting many molecular properties, while their application to solid systems
(and to metals in particular), proved problematic because of the high compu-
tational costs required by the full-treatment of the slow decay of the exchange
interaction with distance. The problem has been partially mitigated by Heyd,
et al., [59] who proposed a new class of hybrid functionals, called HSE03, that
requires a drastically reduced computational cost compared to the other ex-
isting hybrid density functionals. This result was obtained by separating
the description of the exchange interaction into a short- and a long-range
part, where the short-range part is treated as a mix of Fock and PBE ex-
change and the long-range part as fully PBE exchange [148]. In particular,
the hybrid description of the short-range exchange is generally obtained by
mixing a 25% contribution of Fock exchange with a 75% contribution of PBE
exchange. All together, the HSE03 xc-energy is
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E HSE03 = I E ock,sr + 3 EPBE,sr + EPBE,lr - EPBE
44 X Ec
where Efock'sr is the short-range Fock exchange energy, EPBE,sr is the short-
range PBE exchange energy, Ef BE,lr is the long-range PBE exchange energy,
and Er BE is the PBE correlation energy. The wavelength threshold between
short-range and long-range is a free-parameter of the calculation and, despite
being material dependent, is normally assumed to be w = 0.207 A- 1.
A possible explanation of the erroneous prediction of the already soft C44
elastic constant of niobium relates to the presence of self-interacting errors
in the descriptions of the electronic density. For this reason, we evaluated
the lattice parameter ao, the bulk modulus Bm and the shearing elastic con-
stant C44 of niobium using the latest HSE06 version of the HSE03 density
functional as implemented in the VASP 5.2 code. Because of the high CPU
memory required by the calculation, we could afford to run our calculations
on 203 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grids with 23_._43 q-point down-sampling of
the Fock exchange potential in the reciprocal space 13 . Hence, we could not
systematically test the convergence of our results with respect to k- and q-
point sampling.
Our results are reported in Table 6.2 for both the 23 and the 43 q-point
down-sampling. In both cases, the bulk modulus Bm is predicted to be
slightly stiffer than the corresponding experimental value, which correlates
well with calculated lattice parameters smaller than the experimental value.
The computed values of C44 are too soft compared to the experimental value,
even though our results indicate a stiffening associated with increasing q-
point down-sampling of the short-range Fock exchange potential. Moreover,
the calculated C44 values are in fair agreement with those obtained using
13We performed the electronic integration over the Brillouin zone using the tetrahedron-
method.
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the GGA-PBE functional on 203 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grids. This could
possibly indicate that denser k- and q-point samplings are needed to obtain
fully converged results.
Table 6.3: Calculated and experimental lattice parameter and elastic constants
of Nb by using the PBE, PBEsol, GGA+U and AM05 parameteriza-
tions of the GGA approximation and the HSE06 hybrid density func-
tional. All calculations were performed on a 603 k-point sampling
grid using a thermal broadening of 0.005 Ry. *Calculations based
on the AM05 parametrization were done on a 323 k-point sampling
grid. tCalculations based on the HSE06 functional were done on a 203
k-point sampling grid using the tetrahedron-method.
Hubbard U ao [au] B, [Mbar] C44 [Mbar]
GGA (PBEsol) - 6.1828 1.8248 0.2144
- 6.2513 (PBE) 1.6497 0.1684
GGA (PBE) + U 0.00001 6.2513 1.7120 0.2112
0.5 6.2410 1.7132 0.1757
1 6.2296 1.7214 0.1292
2 6.2065 1.7379 0.0174
GGA (PBE) - 6.2513 1.7120 0.2112
GGA (AM05)* - 6.1948 1.9145 0.1616
HSE06 (q = 23)f - 6.2035 1.8193 0.1238
HSE06 (q = 43)t - 6.2167 1.8460 0.1444
Exp. - 6.24 1.7303 0.3097
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6.7 Zero-point motion
The first-principles calculations performed so far ignored any effect of tem-
perature on the niobium lattice parameter and on the elastic constants. This
assumption seems acceptable in that we are interested in the properties of
niobium at low cryogenic temperatures (below 10 K), i.e., when pure niobium
exhibits its superconducting properties (Tc = 9.28 K). So far, by disregarding
the effects of temperature, we computed the elastic constants of niobium as
the second derivatives of the energy of the static lattice with respect to the
imposed strain deformations.
At any given temperature T, the correct estimate of the elastic properties
is based on the evaluation of the Helmholtz free energy
'H(E, T) = U(E) - TS(E) (6.15)
and its derivatives. Here, U and S are the thermodynamic internal energy
and entropy, both depending on the small strain tensor E associated with
the right stretch tensor" U. Within the framework of the quasi-harmonic
approximation, the Helmholtz free energy can be expressed as the sum of
the 'static' ground state total energy, Ett, and the vibrational free energy
associated with the excitation of the crystal phonon spectrum at a given
temperature T according to the Bose-Einstein distribution. Analytically, the
Helmholtz free energy assumes the following form [165]
14 Here, we consider the dependence of the Helmholtz free energy on the strain tensor E
in the small strain limit E = U - 1 + o(E).
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W-(E, T) = Etot(E) + Nvib (Wq,j(E), T) (6.16)
= Ett(E) +E hwq,j(E) +kBTEln 1 -exp( hw qj(E)
= qjE)-- 2 + j I kBlT
where Etot(E) is the total ground state energy, No v(wq,j(E), T) is the vibra-
tional free energy at temperature T, wq,j is the frequency of the generic (q, j)
phonon mode,
(2 (6.17)
is the energy term associated with the zero-point motion, and the last right-
hand-side term of (6.16),
kBTEln[1 - exp - hw 'E
q~j IkBT
is descriptive of the free energy of the phonon spectrum at temperature T.
The sums run over all the Brillouin zone wavevectors q and the band indices
j, of the phonon dispersion curves. The corresponding isothermal elastic
constants15 Cijkl at T= 0 K are [165]
Ci(kE = + ) (6.18)
i o EEikal7 2 8EiaEki 0)'
where V is the primitive unit-cell volume at the reference state, Eig and Eki
are components of the small strain tensor E, and the subscript '' indicates
15Expressed in the cartesian tensor notation.
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evaluation at the reference state.
We have previously disregarded the zero-point motion energy contribu-
tion in our computations at 0 K, the underlying assumption being that the
phonon dispersion curves remain substantially unchanged under small elastic
deformations. Hence, the elastic constants, defined as variational properties
of the lattice energy, should not show any dependency on the zero-point mo-
tion term.
At low temperatures, the contribution of entropy on the stability of a lat-
tice structure is mainly phononic and is mediated by the shape of the phonon
dispersion curves or, equivalently, by the phonon density of states (phDOS).
Any deformation imposed on the lattice will modify the phonon spectrum
and the corresponding entropy contribution to the stability of a phase. The
key quantity of interest is the sensitivity of the phonon dispersion curves to
the imposed deformations. For instance, the effect of volume change on the
entropic term can be studied by evaluating the second derivative of this term
with respect to the current volume V = V(1+trE), where V is the reference
volume,
192 kBT ln - exp (hwLj(E))}
82 hwa ( 2
82W p hoj(E)\ {w hoq,)(E))~( 1: V2 *P kBT BT
q,3 1 -exp kq~ TE
h (awq,j' 2  ( hoq,j(E)>
_kBT V,(E kBT J
[1- exp ( kBT
(6.19)
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Here, the extrinsic derivative ~ corresponds to
a{...} 8I{...} I({...}
av - 0 D~tE) -V  ~(6.20)WV Vo8((trE) Vo aev
where sv = trE is the volumetric strain.
The dependence of the entropic term on the change in volume is controlled
by the first and second derivatives of the phonon frequencies with respect to
the volume. In general, the dependence of the phonon dispersion curves on
volume change is expected to be weak. Similarly, the effect of a shear defor-
mation over the entropic term (and the zero-point motion energy term) can
be studied by looking at the derivatives with respect to the imposed shear
strain. In principle, applied shear strains should break part of the crystal
symmetries and modify the shape of the phonon dispersion curves and the
phDOS. This could create an additional free energy cost associated with the
shearing of the lattice, resulting in an increase in the C44 value. A high
degree of correlation between the shear elastic constants and the vibrational
entropy has been observed in other studies [33]. In particular, vibrational
entropy tends to increase with increases in the average lattice parameter and
the resulting phonon softening. These observations might suggest that the
very soft phonons associated with the transverse acoustic branch, and the
C44 elastic constant, in niobium are coupled to important vibrational en-
tropy terms.
Here, we calculated the zero-point motion contribution to the C44 elastic
constant of niobium by evaluating the phonon dispersion curves at equi-
librium and under the imposition of two triclinic pure shear deformations
described by the deformation gradient
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F =U= E1 . (6.21)
E E 1
We calculated the phonon dispersion curves on a 203 k-point grid to
minimize the required computational time. By doing this, we introduced a
negligible error in the estimation of the phDOS at very low frequencies be-
cause of the error in the prediction of the [100]T branch. Figure (6.11) shows
the calculated phDOS corresponding to the undeformed cubic niobium crys-
tal (E= 0) and two deformed states corresponding to E = 0.01 and E = 0.02.
Shear strains visibly shift the high-frequency region of the phDOS spectrum
toward higher frequency values. Moreover, larger values of imposed shear
strains, e.g., E = 0.02, tend to cancel one of the high-frequency peaks of the
spectrum.
We added the zero-point motion contributions to the total energies cal-
culated on a 803 k-point grid. The inclusion of the zero-point motion term
increases C 44 by - 5% to a predicted value of C44 = 0.2224 Mbar. The
effect is small but stronger on C44 compared to the other elastic constants of
niobium, and it mainly originates from changes of the phDOS spectrum in
the high-frequency region.
6.7.1 C44 of other bcc metals
We summarize our calculations of the elastic constants of V, Nb, Ta and Mo
in Table 6.4. A higher absolute error in the evaluation of C44 compared to
the other elastic constants emerges as a trend for all the elements that we
considered. The absolute errors in the values of C44 are of the order of 0.1-0.2
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phDOS of niobium under various imposed triclinic pure shear de-
formations. phDOS expressed in arbitrary units. The curve in blue
(-) corresponds to e = 0, the curve in green (--) to e = 0.01 and
the curve in red (--) to e = 0.02.
Mbar. These absolute errors clearly correspond to higher relative errors in
the elements characterized by smaller C44 values, such as V and Nb.
The predicted values of the C44 elastic constants are always underesti-
mated, independently of the predicted volumetric overbinding or underbind-
ing of the crystal structure. This trend suggests a general and fundamental
underestimation of the energy associated with simple shear deformations in
the bcc elements that we have studied.
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Table 6.4: Calculated and experimental lattice parameters and elastic constants
of V, Nb, Ta and Mo. Unless noted, GGA calculations were performed
using the PBE parametrization of the xc-functional. The absolute er-
ror, Cij(DFT)-Cij (Exp.), in the calculated value is reported between
parentheses.
[132, 34].
Experimental values are measured at 4.2 K unless noted
ao Bm Cn1 C4 4
[au) [Mbar] [Mbar] [Mbar]
V GGA 5.662 1.8318 2.6821 0.2959
(Theor.) (0.2614) (0.3851) (-0.1636)
GGA 5.709 1.6818 2.4511 0.2575
(Exp.) (0.1114) (0.1271) (-0.2020)
Exp. 5.709 1.5704 2.3240 0.4595
Nb GGA 6.2513 1.7120 2.5242 0.2112
(-0.0183) (-0.0028) (-0.0985)
Exp. 6.24 1.7303 2.5270 0.3097
Ta GGA 6.266 1.9373 2.6923 0.7849
(-0.0048) (0.0290) (-0.0887)
Exp. 6.255 1.9421 2.6633 0.8736
Mo GGA 6.022 2.6536 4.4451 1.0218
(PW91) (0.0356) (-0.2849) (-0.0872)
GGA 5.950 3.0395 4.7770 1.1326
(PW91) (0.4215) (0.0470) (0.0236)
Exp. (75 K) 5.950 2.618 4.730 1.109
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6.8 Conclusions
The results that we presented in this chapter indicate that the current state
of the art of DFT methods cannot predict an accurate value of the C44 elastic
constants of niobium and vanadium. We demonstrated that the erroneous
predictions are not associated with a particular implementation of DFT. In
fact, both the PWscf and the VASP 5.2 codes predict similar values of the
niobium C44 when identical simulation parameters were adopted. Calcula-
tions using an all-electron code also predicted a too soft value of the C44
elastic constant 16. This is an indication that the pseudopotential-based ap-
proach is not the origin of the problem. In all cases, the predicted values
of the niobium and vanadium C44 elastic constants are too soft compared to
the experimental measurements.
We showed that the GGA functional in the PBE parametrization gives
the best prediction of C44 , which corresponds to ~ 2/3 of the experimen-
tal value. In particular, the increase in the sampling of the k-point space
sensibly improved the predicted value. However, the improvement saturates
when grids denser than ~ 1003 k-point are used. Finally, we showed that
the zero-point motion physical effect contributes to stiffen the C44 value of a
marginal ~ 5%.
In our opinion, the presence of d-electrons in the valence of both nio-
bium and vanadium could be the reason of the erroneous prediction of the
C44 elastic constants of these elements. In particular, the inaccurate descrip-
tions of the d-electrons as provided by the current xc-energy functionals is
likely to be the source of the problem. We demonstrated that the LDA func-
tional produces much softer values of C44 compared to the GGA functional.
Our LDA+U and GGA+U calculations showed that the forced off-set of the
d-predominant bands with respect to the s-predominant bands of the solid
16 Private communication with Prof. Art Freeman.
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have a strong influence on the calculated value of C44 . However, the presence
of the Hubbard U terms introduces corrections that soften even more the al-
ready too soft values predicted adopting the LDA and GGA functionals.
Our calculations indicate that the electron self-interaction error typical of
the LDA and GGA functionals should not be the main source of inaccuracy.
In fact, the calculations based on the hybrid functional HSE06, which com-
pensates the electron self-interaction by introducing Hartree-Fock correcting
terms, did not produce substantial improvements. However, we note that we
were not able to perform hybrid-based calculations using very dense k-point
grids because of the required high-CPU memory. Other parametrizations of
the GGA functional, such as PBEsol and AM05 were tested and did not
produce sensible improvements.
In our opinion, the soft values of C44 compared to the other elastic con-
stants of niobium and vanadium and the strong d-electron flavor of the
bonds are indicative of ongoing canceling effects under the imposition of de-
formations involving the C44 elastic constant. If this is the case, a very precise





Conclusions and future work
The study of the hyperelastic response of ideal single crystals under both
large volumetric and deviatoric deformations is important for applications
such as nanoindentation, multi-scale atomistic/continuum modeling (e.g.,
quasi-continuum [150]), impact/shock loading conditions, untra-hard coat-
ing of materials, among the others. However, the precise modeling of the
crystals' responses is complicated by the interplay between the symmetries
that characterize the the crystal point group and the elastic non-linearities
that emerge under large, and sometimes only moderately large, imposed de-
formations. In this thesis work, we proposed new constitutive equations that
address both aspects of the crystal response following a general and rigorous
approach.
The accurate inclusion of the crystal symmetries in the hyperelastic mod-
eling of an ideal crystal is obtained by formulating a constitutive equation
expressed in terms of a complete and irreducible joint strain invariant basis.
We derived an opportune basis of joint strain invariants starting from the
complete and irreducible basis proposed by Zheng and Betten [168] for the
case of cubic crystals belonging to the Oh point group. Our chosen basis is
formed by a set of eight joint strain-invariants that, in our representation,
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depend on the logarithmic strain tensor EE0 ) and on the structural tensors
H and S originally proposed by Boehler [17, 18, 19].
We obtained an accurate description of the hyperelastic crystal response
under large imposed deformations by using a UBER-like functional form to
describe the volumetric response, and a polynomial expansion in all the joint
strain-invariants to capture the deviatoric response. Within the proposed
constitutive formulation, the order in the polynomial expansion can be op-
portunely chosen according to the extent of the non-linearities distinguishing
the crystal and the magnitude of the imposed deformations. In particular,
in this thesis we carried out an expansion of the deviatoric terms up to the
5th-order in strain components for the cases of aluminum and C-diamond
single crystals, and verified that the corresponding constitutive equations
capture the non-linearities predicted by quantum calculations up to devia-
toric strains of 10-15%. The combination of the logarithmic strain measure
with a polynomial expansion in the joint strain invariants effectively general-
izes and extends Anand's original approach [3] in modeling the hyperelastic
response of materials.
In order to evaluate all the material parameters required by the contin-
uum model, we performed DFT calculations using the Quantum-ESPRESSO
suite of codes.
The results presented in this thesis demonstrate that the combination of
the predictive capability of DFT with continuum models based on a joint
strain-invariant formulation enable an accurate description of the hypere-
lastic response of ideal crystals up to both large volumetric and deviatoric
deformations. In the region of stability of the crystal phase, the accuracy
in the predicted values is associated with the accuracy of the DFT calcula-
tions. In particular, the prediction of the elastic properties of aluminum and
C-diamond single crystals using DFT is excellent. On the other hand, DFT
calculations do not produce similarly accurate results in the case of early
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transition metals, such as vanadium and niobium. We showed that for those
elements the current state of the art in DFT calculations still fails to produce
accurate values for the C44 elastic constants. In this regards, we obtained
sensible improvements by increasing the k-point sampling of the Brillouin
zone. Thus, the correct description of the hyperelastic response of a single
crystal is closely connected to the capability of predicting accurate material
properties using DFT.
We studied the hyperelastic response of an ideal single crystal based on
DFT calculations performed at 0 K, without considering the presence of any
thermal entropic effect. Therefore, the proposed constitutive models are ad-
equate to describe the mechanical response of single crystals in the range
of low temperatures where the internal energy of the system is a good ap-
proximation of the Helmholtz free energy. Moreover, the choice of a set of
joint strain-invariants descriptive of the symmetry of a crystal, implies the
restriction of the validity of the model to deformation spaces that exclude
the presence of crystal instabilities. In this thesis, we provided the examples
of the diamond structures of carbon and silicon. In both cases, we showed
the presence of crystal instabilities and we calibrated the corresponding con-
stitutive equations using DFT data pertaining to the region of stability of
the crystals.
Current limitations of the proposed constitutive equations suggests pos-
sible extensions and further developments of our modeling approach. One
natural direction of development consists in including an evaluation of the
region of stability of the crystal phase. Our DFT calculations on the C-
diamond structure suggest that some crystal instabilities are associated with
the instability of an optical phonon mode at the interior of the Brillouin
zone. In this regard, a stability analysis associated with the merely acoustic
phonon frequencies in the limit of long wavelenghts would not be sufficient
to identify the on-set of the instability. Consequently, a comprehensive as-
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sessment of the stability of the crystal based on the evaluation of the phonon
dispersion curves over the entire Brillouin zone at multiple deformed con-
figurations of the crystal would be needed. A task that albeit being within
the current capabilities of modern DFT codes based on linear perturbation
theory, reveals to be computationally expensive.
If the entire spectrum of phonon modes at multiple configurations of the
crystal is available, the hyperelastic modeling of the ideal single crystal at
T = 0 K can also be extended to higher temperatures by adopting the quasi-
harmonic approximation to the Helmholtz free energy. This route leads to
a considerable computational effort that might not be strictly necessary for
all the crystals under consideration. For instance, we noticed that the tem-
perature dependence of the C-diamond elastic constants is mild, and values
estimated at 0 K are in very good agreement with values measured at room
temperature.
The current proposed methodology enables the investigation of the de-
pendence of the elastic constants of single crystals on imposed volumetric
changes. In this regard, different elastic constants can exhibit dissimilar de-
pendences on volume changes and, therefore, lead to a dependence of the
anisotropy of the crystal on pressure (measured for instance by the Zener
parameter).
Finally, the representation of the strain energy density function of a crys-
tal based on joint strain-invariants is not peculiar of merely energetic consid-
erations. Any scalar-valued material property of the crystal can be equally
represented in a similar form. In particular, the specific heat and the su-
perconducting critical temperature Te of low temperature superconducting
materials are two such examples. We devoted and appendix of this thesis to
the evaluation of the pressure-dependence of Tc in an aluminum single crystal
using DFT. We showed preliminary results that match the trend of experi-
mental measurements. However, the evaluation of the el - ph parameter A,
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the microscopic quantity at the basis of the low temperature superconduct-
ing behavior of a material, is extremely costly from a computational point of
view and our results indicate that our most accurate calculations are still not
fully converged. In this regard, the reformulation of the el - ph interactions
from the Bloch space into the real space using maximally localized Wannier
functions [93, 144, 49] offers a promising route to reduce the computational
demand and, consequently, access the dense-sampling of the Fermi energy
surface required to evaluate fully converged quantities. E

Appendix A
Hyperelatic response of the
ideal silicon single-crystal
We illustrate the hyperelastic description of the silicon ideal single-crystal
using the continuum model (2.138) based on DFT total energy and Cauchy
stress data. The constitutive equation is built following the same "homoge-
nized continuum" approach adopted for the C-diamond ideal single crystal
and, in this regard, we direct the reader to Chapter 5 for an exhaustive
explanation of the procedures adopted in this Appendix. Here, we provide
total energies and Cauchy stresses predicted by the continuum model and
those calculated using DFT in the case of few notable deformations, as well
as noting similarities and differences between the hyperelastic response of
C-diamond and silicon single crystals.
A.1 DFT calculations: computational details
We evaluated the elastic properties of silicon using an 8-atom silicon primi-
tive unit-cell under multiple imposed deformations using DFT methods and,
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specifically, the PWscf code as implemented in Quantum-ESPRESSO (QE).
We used the LDA functional for the description of the xc-energy term' and
the Si.pz-vbc.UPF (3s 2 3p 2) norm-conserving pseudopotential from the QE
distribution characterized by four electrons in the valence. We chose a con-
servative plane-wave basis set with a 40 Ry kinetic energy cutoff for the
wavefunctions and a 320 Ry kinetic energy cutoff for the charge density.
The Brillouin zone integrations were carried out over 83 k-point Monkhorst-
Pack grids without recurring to a fictitious broadening temperature (degauss
smearing) because of the semiconducting nature of silicon 2 . We kept track of
the sub-lattice shifts in the primitive unit-cell by allowing the self-consistent
relaxation of the internal atoms via the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
(BFGS) optimization method [7], as implemented in PWscf.
A.2 Silicon elastic properties
Similarly to C-diamond, in silicon each atom is bonded to four nearest neigh-
bors determining an sp 3 configuration that is responsible for the strong co-
valent nature of the crystal. The Si-diamond structure consists of a fcc
Bravais lattice and a two Si-atoms basis. In Table A.1, we compare the
calculated and experimental [132] lattice parameter and elastic constants of
silicon. Relative errors are calculated as ( )DFT - ( )exp/( )exp.
'Our tests on silicon showed that the LDA functional produces better agreement with
the experimental elastic constants compared to the GGA functional.
2Semi-conducting and insulating materials do not need the adoption of thermal smear-
ing techniques because of the presence of an energy gap between the highest occupied
and lowest unoccupied energy bands. However, large imposed deformations can close the
energy gap and, consequently, turn the semi-conducting crystal into a metallic one.
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Table A.1: Calculated and experimental values of lattice parameter a, and elastic
constants of Si. DFT data are calculated at 0 K using the LDA
functional for the exchange-correlation energy term. Relative errors
are reported with respect to experimental values measured at 77.2 K
[132].
Parameter LDA Exp. rel. err.
ao [Al 5.4014 5.431 -0.5%
Bno [GPa] 94.66 99.23 -4.6%
Clio [GPa] 160.02 167.72 -4.6 %
044o [GPa] 77.31 80.36 -3.8%
C12o [GPa] 61.98 64.98 -5.1%
C' [GPa] 49.02 51.37 -4.6%
A.3 Hyperelastic continuum model based on
DFT data
The hyperelastic response of the silicon ideal single-crystal is described us-
ing the strain invariant-based continuum model (2.138) in the context of an
homogenized continuum treatment. We allowed the relaxation of the inter-
nal atoms only for those deformations generating sub-lattice shifts 3. The
corresponding calculated total energies and Cauchy stress tensors implicitly
include the presence of sub-lattice shifts because of their derivation from an
homogenized crystal energy density. As a consequence, the proposed contin-
uum treatment captures the exact energetic corresponding to any imposed
gradient deformation F but not the kinematics of the sub-lattice shifts. All
the material constants of the continuum model were evaluated from DFT
data, even when experimental data were available. We calibrated the model
using the same deformations modes (DEF1, ..., DEF5) described in sec-
tion 4.3 for the case of aluminum. Each deformation mode included in the
3 For instance, volumetric and orthorhombic deformations do not generate sub-lattice
shifts because of underlying symmetries of the crystal structure.
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training-set extended to moderately large values in the norm of the loga-
rithmic (Hencky) deviatoric strain tensor and was superimposed to seven
volumetric deformations spanning a -10% + 8% volume change relative to
the ground state volume V = 157.551 A. Experimental data [64] indicate a
first phase transformation of the silicon crystal from the Si-diamond struc-
ture to the /-Sn structure at 12 GPa pressure. More generally, silicon can
undergo ten different phase transformations between room pressure and 45
GPa. For these reasons, our continuum model is applicable only at pressures
below 12 GPa. Moreover, the effects of imposed deviatoric deformations
on the Si-diamond -- O-Sn phase transformation are difficult to quantify
experimentally. DFT calculations [36] on the ideal silicon single-crystal sug-
gests that in presence of both hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic deformations
the phase transition pressure is reduced compared to the one measured under
purely hydrostatic compressions, and, in particular, the pressure reduction
is more marked under triaxial compressive states compared to uniaxial com-
pressive states. In this regard, the range of deviatoric strains for which the
hyperelastic constitutive equation of silicon is valid will depend on the region
of stability of the Si-diamond crystal phase.
All the material constants used in our model were fitted on DFT data
included in the stability region of the diamond structure of silicon. Table
A.2 reports the values of the material constants that we fitted on DFT data
evaluated at the absolute zero temperature (0 K). As a result, our constitu-
tive equation is rigorously accurate for the range of temperatures in which
the free energy is well approximated by the total energy of the system.
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Materials parameters of the silicon continuum model obtained from
a least square fit of DFT data. Values are compared to available
experimental data at 77.2 K from [132]. All parameters expressed in
[GPa] with the exception of the non-dimensional parameter r7.
DFT Expt. DFT Expt. DFT Expt.
Bm0  94.66 99.23 G15 1364.3873 - L1 6  2820.5052 -
rV 0.928 - G17 -1171.5349 - L18  -7527.6784 -
C40 77.3143 80.36 G24 -297.0296 - L1 22  -213.4534 -
Co, 49.0184 51.37 G6 -167.4420 - L144 2239.2323 -
D12  -30.3071 - G8 463.0480 - L1 24  831.8177 -
D14 37.0149 - G22 -137.4070 - L2s -876.0810 -
Ds 79.8546 - G44 -149.0709 - L2 5  4159.0612 -
D5  -548.6251 - L1 112  4947.0778 - L2 7  -2315.2783 -
D7  633.6500 - L1114  1681.2900 - L43  2516.2063 -
G112 3.5260 - L113  -820.7626 - L45  443.3987 -
G,14  -4.2129 - L115  2348.2822 - L47  -3116.6028 -
G1s -320.8218 - L11 7 -1334.7332 -
Table A.2:
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A.4 Accuracy of continuum model with re-
spect to DFT calculations
In this section, we provide a comparison between the strain energy densities
Wei and Cauchy stress components calculated using DFT methods with the
corresponding values predicted by the continuum model fitted on DFT data.
Comparison is provided for the deformation modes DEF1 and DEF3 that
are part of the adopted calibrating set of deformations. All the figures in
this section report the components of the Cauchy stress tensor with respect
to the cubic crystal-axes reference frame {ai}, i = 1, ..., 3.
We note that the continuum description of the hyperelastic response is
not as accurate as in the case of the C-diamond single crystal. In general,
the magnitude of imposed deviatoric strains for which the model is accurate
is reduced. In particular, deviatoric deformations associated with non-zero
values of the 12 strain invariant are not well-described at deviatoric strains
larger than 4%4. These deformation modes experience the presence of large
sub-lattice shifts whose magnitude rapidly deteriorates the predicting capa-
bility of the continuum model. Moreover, large imposed deviatoric strains
are likely to induce a phase transformation of the crystal structure. If this is
the case, our DFT calculations based on a deformed configuration of the Si-
diamond crystal phase are not descriptive anymore of the minimum energy
configuration of the deformed silicon crystal.
DEFI. Isochoric axial stretch with equi-lateral accommodation
The isochoric axial stretch with equi-lateral accommodation superposed
to initial volumetric deformations is described by the deformation gra-
dient
4Here, we note that a 4% 612 component shear under triclinic shearing is already
associated with a large 12 value.
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A 0 0
F = U=J3 0 0 ,
0 0 --
where Jin = V/V = (a/ao) 3 is the initial volumetric deformation
imposed on the crystal. The corresponding strain energy densities
Wei, Cauchy pressures and the non-zero Cauchy stress components
are reported in Figures (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3). Results for the case
J = Jo = 1, i.e., V = V are shown in Figure (A.1). At J = Jo = 1, the
agreement among DFT results and the continuum model predictions is
nearly perfect up to both large deviatoric and volumetric deformations.
On the other hand, deviations in the agreement emerge at |lnAl > 0.06
under the larger imposed volumetric compression (J=0.90) and dilation
(J=1.08). The coupling between the volumetric and the deviatoric re-
sponse of the crystal can be noticed from the non-linear dependence of
the pressure on inA.
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Figure A.1: Si, DEFI: Response of the silicon single-crystal at J = J, = 1.
Components are expressed with respect to the crystal-axes reference









Figure A.2: Si, DEFI: Non-zero Cauchy stress components corresponding to
different J values. Components are expressed with respect to the
crystal-axes reference frame. Continuum model data are in blue (e),
DFT data in red (0).
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Figure A.3: Si, DEF1: Cauchy pressures corresponding to different J values.
Continuum model data are in blue (o), DFT data in red (0).
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DEF3. Isochoric triclinic shear
The isochoric triclinic shear deformation transforms the cubic alu-
minum crystal structure into a tetragonal one. The deformation is
rotation-free and the corresponding deformation gradient F coincides
with the symmetric right stretch tensor U. In the spectral form, when
superposed to initial volumetric changes, the latter can be expressed
as
F U = J/3G = Ji/3 [AUi + A-PU 2 + AP- 1U 3], (A.1)
where p = j, the rotation angles of the principal axes of the deformation
relative to the crystal axes are o = 0, #3= arctan(1), and -y - ,
according to the definitions presented in section 4.4. Here, F and
U are expressed with respect to the crystal-axes reference frame and
correspond to
F=U=J 1/3 e 2 (A.2)
where
( - + 4/1 - 4E3) A+ 1 (A.3)2 (4 - 853+ 41 - 453)
is the parameter that enforces the isochoric nature of U.
The comparisons between the DFT data and the predictions of the hy-
perelastic continuum model are reported in Figures (A.4), (A.5) and
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(A.6). We note that the agreement is excellent only when lE*| < 0.04,
where e* = ai -Ea 2 and E = nU. The agreement extends to larger
deviatoric strains in absence, or limited presence, of volumetric de-
formations. Interestingly, our DFT calculations indicate a very small
dependence of the shear modulus C44 elastic constant of silicon on pres-
sure, as shown by the overlapping of the curves reported in the bottom
plot of Figure (A.5). This results is supported by experimental evi-
dence [97] and is in contrast with the marked pressure-dependence of
C44 in C-diamond.





-0.z -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15
Figure A.4: Si, DEF3: Response of the silicon single-crystal at J = J = 1.
Components are expressed with respect to the crystal-axes reference
frame. Continuum model data are in blue (e), DFT data in red (0).
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Cauchy normal stress
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Cauchy shear stress
Figure A.5: Si, DEF3: Non-zero Cauchy stress components corresponding to
different J values. Components are expressed with respect to the
crystal-axes reference frame. Continuum model data are in blue (o),
DFT data in red (0).
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Cauchy pressure
Ink
Figure A.6: Si, DEF3: Cauchy pressures corresponding to different J values.
Continuum model data are in blue (e), DFT data in red (0).
............ ... ................ .......
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A.4.1 Sub-lattice shift in the silicon structure
The diamond crystal structure descriptive of the ground state phase of C,
Si and Ge, among the others, is described by a fcc Bravais lattice and a
2-atom basis. The presence of a multi-atom basis introduces extra degrees
of freedom (sub-lattice shifts) in the kinematic of the crystal that cannot be
fully accounted by the merely deformation gradient F. However, the homog-
enized continuum treatment introduced in section (5.4) enables an accurate
description of the crystal response in the range of stability of the crystal
ground state phase.
The silicon crystal experiences the presence of sub-lattice shifts under
the imposition of deformation modes associated with a non-zero value of the
deviatoric strain invariant '2. Two notable deformation modes that show
the occurrence of sub-lattice shifts are the isochoric monoclinic shear and
the isochoric triclinic shear deformations. Here, we present the calculated
sub-lattice shifts for both deformation modes and their dependence on pre-
imposed volumetric deformations on the crystal. In accordance to the def-
inition give in Chapter 5.4, the sub-lattice shift vector s expressed in the
deformed cartesian coordinates is, in the case of monoclinic shear (A.6)
S = d3 - ab3, (A.4)(A)4
or, in normalized deformed crystal coordinates,
s = (S1, s2, S3) = (0, 0, . (A.5)
ao 4
In general, the magnitude of the sub-lattice shifts in silicon is higher com-
pared to that in C-diamond at comparable imposed deformations. This is
one of the main reasons explaining the smaller (compared to C-diamond)
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range of elastic deformations for which our continuum model provides accu-
rate description of the DFT results. The other important reason, as men-
tioned before, is the triggering of silicon crystal instabilities at smaller im-
posed stretches compared to those in C-diamond.
1. Isochoric monoclinic shear
The isochoric monoclinic shear deformation transforms the cubic alu-
minum crystal structure into a tetragonal one. Here, F and U are
expressed with respect to the crystal-axes reference frame and corre-
spond to
F = U = J1/3 ( 0 (A.6)
0 0(
where
(= (108 + 12v/-_12E6+81)" + 1.(A.7)6 (108 + 12 -12E 6 +81)3
Figure (A.7) shows the components of the sub-lattice shifts expressed
in the deformed crystal coordinates for Jo 1 and J = 0.9 as a function
of the imposed shear strain e* = a1 . Ea 2 , where E = 1nU. The only
non-zero normalized component, s3 , of the sub-lattice shift is oriented
in the direction normal to the plane of shearing, and its magnitude
increases in the presence of compressive volumetric deformations.
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Si, isochoric monoclinic shear: Components of the silicon sub-lattice
shifts expressed in the deformed crystal coordinates for Jo = 1 and
J = 0.9.
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2. Isochoric tricliic shear
The sub-lattice shift associated with the isochoric triclinic shearing of
the silicon crystal is reported in Figure (A.7) as a function of the shear
strain E* = ai - Ea 2 = ai - Ea 3 = a 2 - Ea3 . The symmetry of the
deformation requires all three components of the sub-lattice shift to
be identical when expressed with respect to the deformed crystal con-
figuration. Figure (A.8) shows that volumetric dilations reduce the
magnitude of the shift while compressions increase it. A comparison
between the sub-lattice shift components experienced by C-diamond
and silicon under the imposition of isochoric triclinic shear at J, = 1 is
reported in Figure (A.10).
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Si, isochoric triclinic shear: Non-zero Cauchy stress components
corresponding to different J values. Components of the silicon sub-
lattice shifts expressed in the deformed crystal coordinates for Jo = 1
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3. DEF4: Mixed shear I
Figure (A.9) reports the sub-lattice shift of the silicon crystal as a
function of the imposed shear lnA associated with deformation DEF4,
described by the deformation gradient
F = U = Jj13- =i/ 3 [AU 1 + A-PU 2 + AP-U 3], (A.8)
where p = 0, the rotation angles of the principal axes of the deforma-
tion with respect to the crystal axes defined in Chapter 4.4 are a = !,
#= , and 7 = 0. In this case, all three components of the sub-lattice
shift are different from each other.
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Si, DEF4: Components of the silicon sub-lattice shifts expressed in
the deformed crystal coordinates for J = 1 and J = 0.9.
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Isochoric triclinic shear: V = V0
Figure A.10: Si, isochoric triclinic shear: Comparison of the sub-lattice shift
components of C-diamond and silicon. All components expressed
in the deformed crystal coordinate system.





temperature Tc of aluminum
B.1 Introduction
Phonon-mediated electron-electron (el-el) interactions are the microscopic
basis of low temperature superconductivity. The Eliashberg-Migdal theory
formulates the problem in terms of electron-phonon (el-ph) matrix elements
and corresponding el-ph linewidths. In principle, density functional pertur-
bation theory (DFPT) codes based on pseudo-potentials and plane-waves
[11] can provide an accurate prediction of the el-ph linewidth spectrum over
the entire Brillouin zone in bulk materials. In practice, fully-converged cal-
culations are often unattainable because of the required dense samplings
of the Fermi surfaces and limitations in the available CPU time. In this
Appendix, we provide evidence of such limitations by studying the supercon-
ducting behavior of the aluminum single-crystal under imposed volumetric
and deviatoric deformations. The reformulation of the el-ph matrix problem
using maximally localized Wannier functions [164, 93, 144] can potentially
restrict the time-consuming part of the calculation to the determination of
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the phonon frequencies via linear perturbation DFPT and allow the evalu-
ation of the el-ph linewidths with k- and q-point samplings of millions of
points.
B.2 McMillan equation and el-ph coupling
The BCS theory [10], the first microscopic theory explaining the supercon-
ductive behavior of materials, was proposed by J. Bardeen, L.N. Cooper and
J.R. Schrieffer in 1957 following the suggestion by H. Fr6hlich that a con-
nection between the el-ph interactions and superconductivity was likely [46].
Since then, the el-ph interaction has been considered the main ingredient ex-
plaining the superconducting behavior of low temperature superconducting
(LTS) materials. In 1960, Eliashberg [38, 27] generalized the BCS theory to
effectively describe materials characterized by a real spectrum of el-ph in-
teractions, i.e., materials with realistic energy bands and phonon dispersion
curves. The theory goes under the name of Migdal-Eliashberg theory and
describes both weak and strong coupling LTS materials. The key equations
of the Migdal-Eliashberg model have been solved numerically by McMillan'
[95] leading to the commonly adopted expression for the superconducting
critical temperature2 Tc that depends on the el-ph coupling parameter A, on
the repulsive Coulomb interaction (or pseudo-potential) p* and on the Debye
temperature OD:
TC - D 1.04(1 + A) (B.1)
1.45 A - p-* (1+ 0.62)_
'Kresin [80] has proposed a more general solution that, contrary to McMillans equation,
applies also to the weak coupling superconductors.
2 The superconducting critical temperature Tc is the temperature corresponding to the
transition from the normal (resistive) to the superconducting behavior of the material.
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where
A = 2 a 2F(w) dw (B.2)
JO W
and
a(w)2F(w) = dq (oW--o) (B.3)2FrNF - Z QBZ Wqj
Here, a2F(w) is the Eliashberg function evaluated at the generic phonon
frequency w, and it depends on the el-ph scattering lindewidths 'Yqj associated
with the generic phonon 3 qj, having phonon frequency wqj, the electronic
density of states at the Fermi level, NF, the volume of the Brillouin zone
(BZ), QBZ, and the Dirac 6-functions 6(W - wqj).
The McMillan equation is a semi-empirical expression in that it relies
on the experimental evaluation of the repulsive Coulomb interaction p/* and
on the Debye temperature OD. Allen and Dynes [2] replaced the use of the
Debye temperature term "OD/1. 4 5" with the fully microscopic quantity
Wl = exp -2 ao n~ 2(.)do , (B.4)
1.20 A 0 W
leading to an expression for Tc that can be completely estimated from first -
principles. However, with the exception of the calculations performed by
Liiders and Marques [87, 89], the vast majority of the Tc calculations present
in the literature rely on estimated values of the repulsive Coulomb interac-
tion p*.
By following the Allen-Dynes approach, all the quantities necessary to cal-
3Here, q denotes the wavevector of the phonon mode and the jt-phonon branch.
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culate Tc (with the exception of the repulsive Coulomb interaction p1*) can
be obtained via DFPT calculations. The key physical quantities to be cal-
culated are the el-ph scattering lindewidths 7qj associated with each phonon
qj in the Brillouin zone. There are different choices to describe the el-ph
scattering linewidth 'qj. In this thesis, we refer to 4yqj as the full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of the Raman phonon lines associated with the
expression
y qj= 4 k I gk+qm, kn|2 (fk+qm - fkn)6(Ek+qm - Ekn - hwqj). (B.5)
BZ QBZ
Here, 'Yqj corresponds to twice the imaginary part of the qj phonon mode
self-energy
Hqj(q, wqj) 2 dk lk2 fk+qm - fkn . , (B.6)
BZ IBZ ' k+qm - Ekn - hwqj - il
where
9k+qm,kn = A Ik+qm,knIeqj -Sq-CF 4kn) B7)
is the el-ph matrix element that describes the strength of the coupling be-
tween the electronic states4 kn and k+qm and the phonon mode qj, Ekn and
&k+qm are the energies associated with the electronic states kn and k + qm,
M is the ionic mass, <bk, and <k+qm are the electronic wavefunctions associ-
4Here, k denotes the wavevector of the electronic state and the subscripts m and n
indicate two generic electronic bands.
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ated with the kn and k + qm electronic states, rq is an infinitesimal imaginary
part, eq is the eigenmode associated with the phonon qj, V CF is the first
derivative of the Kohn-Sham (electron-ion) potential with respect to the ionic
displacements associated with the phonon eigenmode qj, and
fkn = exp (k + 1 (B.8)
is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function (occupation) associated with the
generic kn electronic state.
It is common to calculate the el-ph coupling parameter A by using the
Allen approximation
\q = 4j (B.9)
S 2N qj
where NF is the electronic density of states at the Fermi energy level EF, and
where
~qjy = 4 ,wqu |JBgB kqm,kn|26(ekn-EF)o(ek+qm-ekn-hWqj) (B.10)
mn BZ QBZ
is an approximation of -yqj valid when kBT > hwqj or when Yqj is temperature-
independent [25]. In most calculations available in the literature, the phonon
frequency appearing inside the second 6-function of eq. (B. 10) is neglected,
leading to the following commonly adopted, but physically unjustified, el-ph
scattering linewidth definition
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'~Yoj = 47wqj f dk _ eqj 2 (k F)E(ek+qm - ekn). (B. 11)
mn BZ QBZ
Experimentally, it is very difficult to decouple the ph-ph scattering linewidth
from the el-ph scattering linewidth, and the measurements reported in liter-
ature are, in general, a sum of the contributions of the two mechanisms. In
this regard, the calculation of the pure el-ph scattering linewidths via DFPT
is useful in providing the input data for the theoretical calculations of Tc.
Eq. (B.11) shows that the magnitude of the T-independent el-ph scattering
linewidth ~0 associated with a generic phonon mode qj depends on three
contributions:
1. The satisfaction of the two Dirac 3-functions 3 (Ekn -- EF) and 3 (Ek+qm -
Ekn) that select the initial and final states sitting on the Fermi energy
surface out of all the possible first order el-ph interactions. In par-
ticular, we calculate the 3-functions by approximating them with a
Gaussian function such as
1 (Ekn - EF 2-
ekn - EF) = 1 exp [ .X P 2 ] (B.12)
It is extremely important to choose a numerically converged value of
the broadening factor - in order to limit the contribution to the value
of ~y- to only the electron and phonon states sitting in proximity of the
Fermi energy level;
2. The frequency wqj of the phonon modes;
3. The magnitude of the el-ph matrix elements gfjqmkn that describe the
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strength of each el-ph interaction.
The electrons that normally couple with the phonons are those on the Fermi
energy surface. In principle, the relation between Tc and a generic strain
state can be predicted by calculating, with high enough accuracy, a set of
electron and phonon properties of the crystal.
The electronic bands, the Fermi surface, the phonon dispersion curves
and the density of states (DOS) of electrons (eDOS) and phonons (phDOS)
in a crystal are modified under the imposition of a strain state. In the case
of a LTS material, the resulting modification of these properties changes the
el - ph coupling behavior and, ergo, the Tc value.
B.3 Calculation of Al el - ph coupling using
DFPT
The calculation of the critical superconducting temperature Tc requires the
use of the McMillan formula and the knowledge of the el - ph coupling con-
stant A, i.e., the microscopic parameter that describes the el -ph interactions
responsible for the superconducting behavior in low temperature supercon-
ductors.
The evaluation of all the physical quantities described in section B.2 by
means of DFPT requires the substitution of the integrals in the k- and q-
spaces over the Brillouin zone with summations over k- and q-grids of sam-
pling points. More precisely, the following conversions must be adopted for
all the generic intensive quantities of the problem to which we refer as #k
and q:
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Ok d  1 1F ik, (B.13)BZ QBZ Nk
L j-dq - Z- q, (B.14)
BZ QBZ Nq qqq
where Nk and Nq are numbers of k- and q-points of the k- and q-sampling
grids, respectively, used to sample the electronic states and phonon modes
in the Brillouin zone. The important step in the above conversion is the
selection of grids ensuring a number of sample points such that the sum-
mations accurately approximate the integrated values. The difficulty in the
actual calculations of some of the required physical properties is precisely
related to the need for a large number of sampling points.
The calculation involves the evaluation of the el - ph matrix elements
on very dense k-point and q-point grids in the Brillouin zone. The high k-
point sampling is a necessary requirement for the accurate description of the
Fermi surface of the material. A high q-point sampling is usually necessary
for elements and compounds characterized by complex phonon dispersion
curves. In the case of aluminum, the phonon dispersion curves are fairly
well-behaving, and a dense q-point sampling can be substituted by a Fourier
interpolation based on a limited number of sampling points.
By using the approximated definition of phonon linewidth
N= S 4kj1m,kn|2Eknl - F)6 (&k+qm - Skn), (B.15)
k mn
the el - ph coupling constant Aqj associated with a single phonon qj can be
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and the Eliashberg function a 2F(w) as
Z2F(w) = -6(W- Wqj) (B.17)27rNFNq Hd
NF2 Z N k+qm,kni 2(ekn - EF) 6 (Ek+qm -Ekn)O(W - wqj)-
The necessary DFPT calculation consists in evaluating the elements
qj and in performing the required summations over the k- and q-gk+q m,knan
spaces according to the selection rules expressed as 6-functions. Essentially,
the single-q el - ph linewidth, el - ph coupling and Eliashberg function can
be easily evaluated once the nesting factor
Xqj =3 ( Igkjqm,kn| 26(ekn - EF)6 (Ek+qm - Ekn) (B.18)
k mn
is calculated.
The total value of the el-ph coupling parameter A can be evaluated either
as an average of the Aqj values over the q-points in the entire Brillouin zone
(more precisely an average of the Aqj where the qj phonons are restricted to
the sub-set of phonons satisfying the Dirac 6-functions)
A = Aqj, (B.19)
Nq qj
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or, via the Eliashberg function by the following relation
A= a2F(w) do. (B.20)0 W
The two approaches lead to the same result. However, the use of the
Eliashberg function has proven useful because its spectrum can be directly
compared to experimental tunneling data. Furthermore, the ratio of the
Eliashberg function and the phonon density of states phDOS is useful in
pointing out the phonon frequencies that are involved in the strongest el -ph
coupling interactions.
B.4 DFPT implementation of el -ph coupling
The calculation of the el - ph coupling A using DFPT requires the evalua-
tion of Xqj at each q-point within the irreducible edge of Brillouin zone and
then the proper summation of all the Xqj-dependent quantities over all the
calculated q-points.
The evaluation of the Xqj terms implies a quadrature over the Fermi sur-
face that we carry out by adopting a broadening technique and introducing
a smearing parameter aph. The smearing value is usually different from the
smearing value adopted in the self-consistent calculations (SCF) to determine
the energy levels of the system under consideration. In general, the surface
of the el - ph matrix elements gfqmkn is not a smooth function of k and
q. Elements and compounds characterized by complex Fermi surfaces and
phonon dispersion curves have highly irregular el - ph matrix elements sur-
faces, e.g., niobium with its complex electronic features associated with the
presence of Kohn anomalies. The use of a linear interpolation scheme5 for the
5This scheme significantly reduces the computational cost of the el - ph calculation.
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el - ph matrix elements, as currently implemented in Quantum-ESPRESSO,
is therefore accurate only in a few simple cases.
In the current implementation, the el - ph matrix elements gkqm,kn at
each q-point are calculated on a coarse k-point grid K = KcxKcxKc
and then linearly interpolated to a denser k-point grid Kj = Kd x Kd x Kd.
This last step requires the knowledge of the energy levels of all the k-points
of the dense K3 = Kd x Kd x Kd grid, as it can be seen from the arguments
of the 6-functions appearing in Xqj. The latter are obtained by performing
a second SFC calculation for the denser K 3 = Kd x Kd x KAd grid. Once
all the interpolated e - ph matrix elements are evaluated, the calculation
of the nesting factor Xqj is performed according to eq. (B.18) by using the
gaussian broadening technique (B.12). The convergence of the nesting factor
Xqj with respect to the k-point sampling and the smearing broadening o
is an extremely computationally intensive task that, in our opinion, makes
the evaluation of fully converged values unattainable by using the current
methodology. In section B.5, we provide evidence of this statement by exam-
ining the el-ph coupling of aluminum. In particular, the high computational
cost associated with the evaluation of the nesting factor, limits the practical
size of the q-point grids on which the phonon modes are sampled.
Once the summation over the dense k-space for each el - ph matrix el-
ement gjq3mkn is obtained, and the Xqj terms for all the q-points of the
coarse grid Q3 = Q_ x Qc x Qc are calculated, a Fourier interpolation is
used to evaluate ,qj and Xqj on a denser q-point grid Q3 = Qd X Qd X Qd.
Subsequently, the el -ph coupling parameters Aqj and the el -ph linewidths
74, are evaluated for each q-point of the dense grid Q3 = Qd x Qd x Qd ac-
cording to eq. (B.15) and eq. (B.16). This step allows the evaluation of the
'7qj and Aqj for a large number of q-points with a reasonable computational
effort. However, the accuracy of the Fourier interpolation diminishes with
the complexity of the phonon dispersion curves of a material, and higher
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complexities require denser initial q-point samplings.
Finally, the evaluation of the total el - ph coupling parameter A requires
a quadrature over all the q-points in the reduced Brillouin zone. This step
is performed by using the tetrahedron method, an approach that does not
require the introduction of a further smearing broadening parameter.
The schematic of the calculation described above is reported in Figure
(B.1).
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SFC calculation on dense k-point grid
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Phonon calculation on coarse q-point





ge to dense k-point
grid
Calculation of X,, yqandA ondense [....]
k-point grid
Fourier transform of X. from coarse to
dense q-point grid
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Calculation of A and a2F(w) via
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Figure B.1: Schematic of the el - ph coupling A calculation as implemented in
Quantum-ESPRESSO. SCF: self-consistent calculation; 'yqj: el -ph
linewidth associated with the qj phonon mode; Aqj: el - ph cou-
pling associated with the qj phonon mode; A: el - ph coupling
integrated over the Brillouin zone (BZ); a 2F(w): Eliashberg func-
tion; K3 - Kc x Kc x Kc: coarse k-point grid; K : dense k-point
grid; Qc: coarse q-point grid; Q3: dense q-point grid; oe: Gaus-
sian smearing associated with the SCF calculations; oph: Gaussian
smearing associated with the el - ph matrix element calculations.
Here, we dropped the subscript 'k-+qm, kn' in referring to the el-ph
matrix elements g qmkn-
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B.5 el - ph coupling and Tc in the aluminum
single-crystal
Aluminum is an element distinguished by a normal-to-superconducting phase
transition at Tc=1.16 K at ambient pressure [54]. Experimental measure-
ments [54, 149] evidence that the superconducting critical temperature Tc of
aluminum depends on pressure, and that the imposition of pressures above
~ 7 GPa extinguishes the superconducting phase6.
We calculated the el - ph coupling properties and the superconducting
critical temperature Tc of the aluminum single crystal under volumetric com-
pressions and uni-axial strain deformations. We have adopted the calculation
scheme implemented in Quantum-ESPRESSO using the highest attainable
simultaneous samplings in the k- and q-point spaces.
We performed our calculations using the PNNL supercomputing capa-
bilities [63], using 128 CPUs (Quad-core AMD Barcelona 2.2-GHz) and ex-
ploiting the maximum available computational power compatible with the
implementation of the el - ph routines in Quantum-ESPRESSO. This re-
quired a careful choice of the k- and q-point sampling grids. In fact, denser
k-point grids, i.e., a more precise sampling of the Fermi surface, limited the
size of the q-point grids, i.e., the sampling of the phonon spectrum. Con-
versely, a denser q-point sampling limited the size of the k-point grids. An
accurate and converged el - ph coupling calculation requires a dense sam-
pling of both the Fermi surface and the phonon spectrum, especially in the
case of materials marked by the presence of electronic anomalies, e.g., Kohn
anomalies [78]. In this regard, aluminum is characterized by a fairly smooth
Fermi surface and phonon dispersion curves free from the presence of Kohn
anomalies. Both these features make aluminum one of least difficult metal
6Here, we always refer to Tc values evaluated in absence of external imposed magnetic
fields.
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elements to be studied. Even so, our calculations show that the adopted
samplings grids are not sufficient to obtain converged values of the el - ph
coupling parameter A and, consequently, Tc.
We initially tested the implementation of the linear interpolation tech-
nique used to interpolate the nesting factors calculated over a coarse k-point
grid to a denser k-point grid. We ran two different calculations: one based
on the sampling grids Kc = 83, Qc = 43, where Kc was linearly interpolated
to a Kd= 243 k-point grid and Qc Fourier-interpolated to a Qd = 163 q-
point grid. The second calculation was based on a Qc = 243 k-point grid
and a Qc = 43 q-point grid. In this case, we did not linearly interpolate the
Kc k-point grid, and we still Fourier-interpolated the Qc grid to a Qd = 163
q-point grid. The purpose of this test was to benchmark the accuracy of the
linear interpolation of the Kc k-point grid against a calculation performed
at identical dense samplings without recurring to the linear interpolation.
We evaluated the el - ph coupling, Aint, associated with the linear interpo-
lated calculation and the el -ph coupling, Ad, associated with the calculation
that did not rely on the linear interpolation. Results are reported in Figure
(B.2), in which we introduced the relative percent error (AA/A) * 100, where
AA = Aint - Ad and A = Ad. The relative error associated with the use
of the linear interpolation depends on the degauss value, -, chosen for the
calculation of the nesting factors, and ranges from 0.5% to - 4%. These
errors translate into high errors in the corresponding superconducting criti-
cal temperature Tc because of the exponential dependence of Tc on A in the
McMillan formula, eq. (B.1). Therefore, the use of the linear interpolation
for the evaluation of the nesting factors introduces sensible errors in the eval-
7
uation of Tc, even in the expected well-behaving case of aluminum
Despite the fact that errors are introduced by the linear interpolation
7We also note that the use of the linear interpolation introduces errors in the crystal
symmetries of the calculated el - ph linewidths. In fact, the degeneracies of the linewidths
associated with degenerate phonon modes are lost.
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technique, we evaluated the dependence of the critical superconducting tem-
perature of aluminum on pressure. We calculated the el-ph coupling param-
eter A using the sampling grids K = 123, Kd = 483, Q_ = 43 and Qd = 103.
The value of Tc was calculated using the McMillan formula (B.4) by choosing
the commonly adopted value p* = 0.12 for the pseudo-Coulomb potential.
We accounted for the volume dependence of the Debye temperature by using
the expression
OD ~ ODo , (B.21)
where ODo = 428 K and YG = 2.17 are the Debye temperature and the
Grilneisen parameter of aluminum, respectively.
Results show a strong dependence on the degauss value o-, a numeri-
cal parameter that was introduced to evaluate the Dirac 3-functions in eqs.
(B.15), (B.18) and (B.18). At a given degauss value o-, the converged value
of A (Tc) is obtained by comparing the value of A (Tc) evaluated by using
different k-point grids. When calculations based on different k-point grids
predicts the same value of A (Tc), then the value of A (Tc) is converged.
The degauss value that allows one to calculate the correct physical A (Tc) is
zero. However, from a numerical point of view, the choice of a zero degauss
value would require an extremely dense k-point sampling grid. In fact, small
degauss values correspond to small fictitious broadenings introduced to eval-
uate the Dirac 3-functions and, consequently, to required denser samplings of
the k-space. From a pure computational point of view, the choice of a larger
degauss value associated with a coarse k-point grid is highly advantageous.
In general, a compromise based on a not too large degauss value and a not
too dense k-point grid should be adopted.
Figure (B.3) reports the superconducting critical temperature Tc of alu-
minum under both volumetric dilations and compressions. The curves pre-
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sented in the figure are associated with different degauss values, 0-. In order
to select the converged curve among those reported, a calculation based on
denser k-point grids should be performed, a task that goes beyond our cur-
rent available computational resources. Figure (B.4) shows the comparison
of the calculated Tc - p dependence with the experimental values reported
by Gubser [54] and Sundqvist [1491. Calculated data correspond to those
reported in Figure (B.3) for a degauss value o- = 0.04 Ry, selected only be-
cause it produces the best agreement with the experimental values. We note
that calculations performed using denser k- and q-point grids should be com-
pleted in order to verify the convergence of the presently available results.
Figures (B.5) and (B.6) evidence increasing difficulties in obtaining con-
verged results for A and Tc when the aluminum crystal undergoes the devia-
toric deformation described by the deformation gradient
A\ 0 0
F=U= 0 - 0
0 0
where A = 1 + El, and Ell is the linear strain along one of the cube-axes
of crystal symmetry. In this case, the breaking of crystal symmetries re-
quires the evaluation of all the physical quantities over a larger number of k-
and q-points in the irreducible Brillouin zone. This corresponds to a higher
computational cost with respect to the pure volumetric deformations, where
no symmetries are broken. Because of limitations in the available computa-
tional resources, we reduced the size of sampling grids with respect to those
used under the imposition of volumetric deformations. Also for the case of
isochoric uni-axial deformations we did not calculate converged values of A
(Tc). In fact, different grids provide different A (Tc) values at the same de-
gauss value. Overall, we cannot predict a converged value of A (Tc). On the
other hand, we observe that the Tc dependence on the strain En predicted
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at large degauss values, a choice that we expect to be closer to numerical
convergence under the constrain of coarse k-point grids, is predicted to be
mild. Therefore, if we base our analysis only on the observation of the trends
in the dependence of Tc on imposed deformations, the T of aluminum is
more sensitive to volumetric deformations compared to isochoric uni-axial
deformations.




0005 0,01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0,03
a [Ry]
0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05 0.055
Relative percent error in the evaluation of the Al el - ph coupling
parameter A associated with the use of the linear interpolation in
PWscf. The magnitude of the error depends on the degauss value o-
adopted in the calculations. Errors reported as (AA/A) * 100, where
AA = Aint - Ad, hAt is associated with the linear interpolated cal-
culation, and Ad with the calculation that did not rely on the linear
interpolation. Details on the adopted sampling grids are reported
in the text.
Our results indicate that the current samplings in the k- and q-point
Figure B.2:
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Figure B.3: Calculated dependence of the superconducting critical temperature
Te of aluminum on volume changes. Te values were calculated using
the McMillan formula. Results reported as a function of the adopted
degauss values c-. The experimental value is reported from [54].
spaces are not sufficient to evaluate a completely converged el - ph coupling
parameter A. The computational cost of the procedure associated with the
requirement of both dense k- and q-point grids highly limits our current
capability to perform accurate calculations.
One of the emerging solutions to the problem consists in reformulating the
el-ph matrix problem using maximally localized Wannier functions in order
to restrict the time-consuming part of the calculation to the determination
of the phonon frequencies via linear perturbation DFPT and allow the eval-
uation of the el-ph linewidths with k- and q-point samplings of millions of
points. In this regard, fundamental advancements were recently contributed
by Giustino, et. al., [49] and Calandra, et al., [26]. However, the applicabil-
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Figure B.4: Comparison of the Tc dependence on volume changes in Al. Cal-
culated values corresponds to data reported in Figure (B.3) for 0-=
0.04 Ry. Experimental data are from [54] and [149].
ity of such method to elements and compounds characterized by long-range
electronic interactions, for instance Kohn anomalies, is a current topic of re-
search and requires further investigations.
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Dependence of Al T. on uni-axial isochoric strain
Strain E1
Figure B.5: Calculated dependence of the superconducting critical temperature
Te of aluminum under the imposition of isochoric uni-axial defor-
mations. Te values calculated using the McMillan formula. Results
reported as a function of the adopted degauss values o. The exper-
imental value is reported from [54].
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Dependence of Al el-ph coupling on uni-axial isochoric strain
040A8 I I I
--- K =123. K=483 j4. 0 =163
0.47 --- K =83, K =483. 43 Q= 163-
0.46 --
04 = 0.00 R
= 0..005Ry
0.44 
- p = 0.040 Ry
a = 0.050 Ry 
h = 0.00 Ry
o= 0.0 Ry
043...-..--IORa = 0.040 Ry -
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0 42 ph I7I 0.I2| 1
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Figure B.6: Calculated dependence of the superconducting critical temperature
Tc of aluminum under the imposition of isochoric uni-axial defor-
mations. Comparison of results obtained using Kc = 83, (0), and
Kc = 123, (o), sampling grids. Tc values calculated using the McMil-
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